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BIG BAND IN A DAY!
WILSON’S WELCOMES A NEW YEAR 7 GROUP

Mr Cole congratulates the Year 7 musicians.

If your son has just started at Wilson’s in Year 7, ask them to play
the tune they learnt last week to you on their new instrument!
You will be amazed that after only a morning learning a brand new
trombone, French horn, trumpet, flute, clarinet, oboe, drum or
bassoon they can play competently in a ‘Big Band’!
For the second time in Wilson’s history, all of the Year 7 students
were given the opportunity to spend their first two days at Wilson’s
playing 8 new instruments and singing.
The whole school was buzzing with boys moving from one room
to another where staff and sixth form boys showed them how to
put the instruments together and get a note out of them.
On Thursday the fun really began as the boys were each given an
instrument and spent the morning learning to PLAY an arrangement of Bryan Ferry’s Let’s Stick Together. The 2 day music course
culminated in an amazing concert in which a hundred and eighty
boys played 8 different instruments and sang. To hear so many

Dates for your Diary
15 September
17 September
		
25 September

Y10 Parents’ Information Evening
Selective Eligibility Test
SCHOOL CLOSED TO STUDENTS
IMO Lecture - (Y11 - Y13) evening event

26 September
29 September
30 September
		
1 October

Y7 Parents’ Social Evening 7.00 p.m.
UCAS general application deadline
Y7 Literacy Programme - Parents’ Information
Evening 7.00 p.m.
AS Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.

3 October

Y9 PFA Cake Sale 3.05 p.m.

boys all playing together so perfectly after such a short time was
incredible and they should all feel really proud of themselves! Not
only did the boys learn a huge amount, but the two days gave the
boys a great opportunity to get to know the school and each other
too – it was a great team building exercise.
All the boys will go on to play their new instruments for the whole
year, culminating in them all taking Grade 1 with external exam
boards next summer.
Many thanks to the Humphrey Richardson Taylor Trust who have
made the event possible with their generous donation, the peripatetic music staff who made the event such a great success and
all the boys who worked so hard over the two days. Please see
additional pictures of the boys playing their instruments on the
following page.
The Music Department is looking forward to an exciting term of
concerts. Please pay close attention for future announcements.
Rehearsals for all of the school’s ensembles start next week!

6 October
		
		
7 October
8 October
10 October

2nd Stage Entrance Examination
SCHOOL CLOSED TO STUDENTS
(except Y10 GCSE Art Students)
Unique timetable
Unique timetable
PFA Quiz Night
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NEW YEAR 7 - BIG BAND IN A DAY!
(with some singing to kick off the performance)!

NOTICES
REMINDER - LIBRARY BOOKS
There are lots of books still to be put out in the Library but Mrs
Cowell is waiting for around 30 books that weren’t returned before the summer holidays. Most of you who still have books were
involved in Beauty and the Beast and were very busy at the end
of term, however, now is the time to look under the bed or under
the leg of the wonky table and return all books! Mrs Cowell has
Simpsons, the whole series of Conspiracy 365 and brand new
Manga titles waiting for you!
STUDENT ABSENCES
Please can parents ensure that they ring on the first day of a
student’s absence and every day thereafter until the student
returns to school.

LOOKING AFTER YOUR SCHOOL PROPERTY
It is worth parents noting that in order for the school to be able
to return items that turn up in Lost Property to students ALL
items belonging to their sons, including; shoes, pencil cases, and
glasses cases need to be named. There are already a lot of unnamed items in lost property waiting for their owenrs to come
and collect them.
USED UNIFORM SHOP
Please come along and visit the Used Uniform Shop on 20
October. This shop sells good quality items of uniform at very
reasonable prices. Mrs Sturt who runs the shop will be pleased
to see you and to help you if she can.
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DATCHELOR WINS FIRST HOUSE POINT!
Wilson’s schools newest house received its first house points before
the term had officially started. In fact it already has 32! Participating
in the popular Humanities postcard competition, Sam Bollard (7D)
sent a postcard to the school from his family Holiday in Siena and
in doing so won Datchelor House their first ever house points (2).
In total we received 85 postcards from students in Year 7. Here is a
breakdown of how many house points were awarded:
Southwark:
Datchelor:
Camberwell:
Brecon:
Green Coat:
Hayes:

66
32
22
20
16
14

Don’t worry if you did not win, there are many other ways to win
house points!

The House Badge of our new house: Datchelor

YOUNG HISTORIAN PRIZE WINNERS
We are pleased to be able to report that the
Young Historian judging panel unanimously awarded the Young Historian Prize
for the Best School History Magazine to
Andrew McDonald and Jack Nicholls (both
Upper 6th). They felt that it was, ‘extraordinarily accessible and interesting’. They both
received £50 book tokens in recognition of
their achievement. Phil Knott, Ben Flook,
Lewis Harrington, Oliver Green, Marcus
Christie, Harry Perkin, Kieran Redmond,
Harry Rogers, Robert Cochrane and Alistair
Prince should also be congratulated for
their excellent articles which helped make
up the content of the magazine.
If you have not yet had a chance to read
‘Retrospective’, it can be accessed via the
history department page on the school
website or by clicking here.

Year 10 and 11 Biology and Chemistry IGCSE revision books can be bought from the
science prep room for a reduced price of £3.25 each.
Please have the correct money or a cheque made payable to Wilson’s School. The
price in the shops for these books is £6.95 so this is a bargain price.
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UK CHESS CHALLENGE - FINALS
It started in January, with over 100 Wilson’s pupils amongst the 50,000 school pupils who entered UK Chess Challenge 2014. Twenty of our
pupils qualified and played at the Surrey Megafinal in May, and over half qualified for the Southern Gigafinal in July. Three Wilson’s players
then qualified for the August Terafinal, where they all performed outstandingly well. In particular Adam Taylor (U6) who came third in the
whole top final event (out of all 50,000 competitors), our best result ever in UK Chess Challenge. Tharshan Kuhendiran (9G) came second in
the Challengers Tournament and Vignesh Nallathambi Pillai (L6) tenth.
Further congratulations also to Adam Taylor, the first Wilson’s pupil to play in the British Chess Championships, held this year in Aberystwyth. Amongst his results was a victory against the British U18 champion and two Federal Masters. The last time the Championships were
held in Aberystwyth (in 1955) the British Champion was Old Wilsonian Harry Golombek whilst the U18 Champion was OW David Tidmash
(then a pupil at the school in Camberwell).

Adam Taylor

Tharshan
Kuhendiran

Invitation to Westminster Abbey
One hundred years ago a war began that changed everything. What can the moral
complexities of those times teach people today about courage, wisdom and service in the
face of threatening conflict? Going to War offers reflections from political, academic and
military practitioners in an attempt to discover the goodness hidden in the madness of war.
We would like to invite your students to attend the following events which are suitable for
those studying A-level History, and other subjects which cover moral and political themes.

One People Oration: Humanising Hell - Diplomacy and the Search for Peace
23 October 2014 18:30, Location: The Abbey
The Rt Hon William Hague MP, First Secretary of State and Leader of the House of
Commons, will give this year’s One People Oration. The phrase “One People” was coined
by Edward Carpenter (then Archdeacon, later Dean of Westminster) in 1965-6. The
orations commenced in 1966, and were intended to make people “think not only of all
Christian people but of all mankind”
Westminster Dialogue: Good War/ Bad War? Moral Reflections on 1914 and Beyond
27 October 2014 18:30, Location: The Abbey
Speakers: Professor David Reynolds and Professor Sir Hew Strachan
Chair: Mark Easton, BBC Home Editor
Those gathered around the decision-making table in 1914 were only too aware of the
moral issues at stake. What can those facing potential conflict today learn from the moral
complexities then?

Booking (free) is essential. Email institute@westminster-abbey.org
For more information about the Going to War programme, please visit
http://www.westminster-abbey.org/the-institute

Vignesh
NallathambiPillai
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Young Geographer of the Year competition 2014
Young Geographer of the Year (YGOTY) competition, run in partnership with
the Geographical, is for geography pupils aged nine to 18.
The question for the 2014 YGOTY competition is:
‘How can geography help you?’
Pupils are asked to relate the value of geography to a number of different settings.
The significance of both human and physical geography could be considered at a
variety of different levels. Pupils should demonstrate how geography can support
their everyday lives, improve their understanding of the world’s people, places and
environments and help to prepare them for life beyond school.
We want to hear how geography, be it the knowledge young people learn, the
understanding they gain, or skills they develop, helps them in different aspects of
their lives. This help might be at many different levels:







At school
At home with your family
When you travel and go on holidays
When you think about current events at home or abroad
Whether it will help you with further study, perhaps at university
Or lead to a particular career you would like to do

We are interested in answers which might look at both the serious and the fun sides
of geography and particularly want to see how entrants can relate the value of
geography to a number of different settings. We welcome applications which, as
appropriate for the age range, recognise the value of both human and physical
geography.
For the all categories appropriate and accurate geographical vocabulary should be
used and we will provide additional credit for entries which use primary data
collected by the student, alongside
secondary data.
The competition has four categories: 9-11(Key Stage Two), 11-14 (Key Stage
Three), 14-16 (GCSE) and 16-18 (A Level students).
Closing date
The deadline for entries to both the YGOTY competition will be 17.00 Friday 24
October 2014.
The Society regrets that it is unable to acknowledge receipt of entries, return entries
or provide feedback on entries and the decision of the Society’s judges are final.
The winners will receive their prizes at a special ceremony at the Society’s
headquarters in Kensington, London on Friday 28th November 2014.
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ABRSM AND TRINITY MUSIC EXAMS - CONGRATULATIONS!
Many congratulations to all the boys, now in Year 8, who took their first music exams at the end of last term. After only 10
months of learning a new instrument or singing, they all did well in their end of year music exams with many receiving merits
and distinctions.
It was the culmination of lots of hard work by both teachers and boys, which marked the end of the first year of the Wilson’s Music Project
and proof of what a success it has been. Over 100 boys sat external exams while others took exams which were internally assessed. Not
only did the boys all achieve a huge amount in just one year, but many of them will continue to play their new instruments. In addition
to the huge music talent which was evident during the exam week the examiners and piano accompanist all commented on what a pleasure it had been to spend a week at Wilson’s. They are all looking forward to working with us again this year.
Thefollowing results include a few boys from other years who also took external music exams.
Trinity Exam Results:
Name		Surname				Instrument		Grade		Result
Vardaan		Bhasin				Trombone		1		Merit
Raul		Ghoora				Trombone		1		Merit
Kieran		Balasutharsan			Trombone		2		Merit
Bavethan		Sivanesasun			Trombone		1		Merit
Anishtan		Prince				Trombone		1		Merit
Euan 		Heapes				Trombone		1		Merit
Afzal		Mohamed			Trombone		1		Pass
Kaveen		Dammalage			Trombone		2		Merit
Saif		Saleem				Trombone		2		Pass		
Samino		Fernando			Trombone		2		Pass
Ajay		Ravindran			Trombone		2		Pass
Ahad		Hasan				Trombone		2		Pass
Tobi		Daramola			Trombone		3		Pass
Kevin		Arulananthan			Trombone		3		Merit
Noah		Chandler				Trombone		3		Distinction
Green				French Horn		3		Distinction
Nathaniel
Vaibhav		Malhotra				French Horn		1		Merit
Sanjai		Kiridaran				French Horn		1		Pass
Luca		Reddy				French Horn		3		Merit
Solal		Bouchon				French Horn		3		Distinction
Sanjay		Balachandran			Trumpet			1		Pass
Achuthan
Rajendram			Trumpet			1		Pass
Charlie		Johnson				Trumpet			1		Merit
Karan		Dhankani			Trumpet			1		Merit
Shanon		Kamalathasan			Trumpet			2		Pass
Ethan		Shobauakuonara			Trumpet			1		Pass
Adem		Ahmet				French Horn		1		Merit
Ethan		Birkin				Trombone		1		Pass
Sachin		Wijeyaratnam			Trumpet			2		Pass
Emil		Lundh				Piano			6		Distinction
Dillon		Chithuranjan			Piano			1		Pass
Thanushan
Thevananthajothy			Keyboard		1		Merit
Kyle		Vaghela				Keyboard		1		Pass
Rubayat		Khondaker			Clarinet			3		Merit
Samuel		Dawe				Saxophone		4		Distinction
Sam		Gates				Saxophone		5		Distinction
George		Barbantan			Saxophone		8		Merit
Art		Sett				Singing			5		Merit
Henry		Cooper				Singing			6		Distinction
Jamie		Park				Guitar			3		Merit
Akash		Gupta				Guitar			4		Pass		
Ravithasan
Aren				Orchestral Percussion
1		Merit
Gautham		Nair				Orchestral Percussion
1		Pass
2		Distinction
Richard		Gotts				Orchestral Percussion
1		Merit
Thomas		Horan				Orchestral Percussion
1		Merit
Owen		Milne				Orchestral Percussion
Thushan		Sivasothy			Orchestral Percussion
1		Merit
Luke		Waran				Orchestral Percussion
1		Merit
2		Merit
Nathan		Ferguson				Orchestral Percussion
2		Merit
Marcus		Brown				Orchestral Percussion
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Neel		Maniar				Orchestral Percussion		2
Alfie		McMullen			Tuned Percussion			1
Rahul		Karunaharan			Snare Drum			1
Daniel		Burgess				Snare Drum			1
James 		Arkwright			Timpani				1
Adam		Phillips				Timpani				1
Morris		Darsley				Tuned Percussion			2

Merit
Distinction
Merit
Merit
Distinction
Merit
Distinction

ABRSM Exam Results:
Name		Surname				Instrument			Grade
Abhirath		Akula				Oboe				2
Lukas		Alemu				Singing				5
Vishal		Anbu				Flute				1
Ferruccio		Animali				Bassoon				2
Sam		Belgrove				Singing				5
Haaris		Bhatti				Clarinet				1
Oliver		Cavadino				Singing				4
Oliver		Cavadino				Piano				1
Kai		Chang				Bassoon				1
Owen		Child				Piano				4
Loui		Coleman				Singing				3
James		Craik				Oboe				3
Gregory		Davison				Piano				3
Samuel		Dawe				Oboe				3
Andy		Deng				Singing				4
Samuel		Deyanov				Clarinet				3
Hani		Elsayed				Singing				4
Vincent		Fideli				Violin				5
Zak		Fleming				Clarinet				2
Fletcher				Clarinet				3
Alexander
Callum		Furmidge			Clarinet				3
Theodore
Gac				Bassoon				1
Daniel		Gonsalves			Oboe				5
Vishal		Gudka				Piano				1
Samuel		Guiho				Bassoon				1
Tim		Harper				Oboe				5
Callum		Hockley				Flute				1
Rowan		Insole				Oboe				1
Fardeen		Iqbal				Oboe				1
Kiruba		Jegatheesan			Flute				1
Shanon		Kamalathasan			Flute				2
Saiprabhu
Karununanthan			Singing				4
Rubaiyat		Khondaker			Singing				3
Sung		Chan Kim			Clarinet				1
Kinojan		Kugaparan			Flute				2
Arenkan		Kularaj				Oboe				P
Ademola		Lewis				Bassoon				2
Thomas		Lonsdale				Singing				3
Thomas		Lonsdale				Piano				3
Thomas		Macgillivray			Singing				5
Neel		Maniar				Piano				4
Athiththan
Mervin Primson			Singing				2
Akesh		Mistry				Singing				2
Johnny		Moyse				Clarinet				2
Jaden		Nash				Oboe				1
Kamil		Nasser				Oboe				1
Jamie		Park				Flute				1
Tejan		Pereira				Singing				5
Ted		Perkin				Clarinet				3
Anantajit		Raja				Oboe				1
George		Read				Clarinet				1
Hamish		Rennie Carter			Singing				3
Vou		Fri Sett				Singing				3
Anishkumar
Shamkumar			Oboe				P
Harry		Sugden				Singing				5
Harry		Sugden				Violin				5

Result
Merit
Merit
Pass
Distinction
Pass
Pass
Distinction
Distinction
Distinction
Merit
Pass
Pass
Pass
Merit
Distinction
Pass
Pass
Merit
Pass
Pass
Pass
Merit
Merit
Merit
Distinction
Merit
Pass
Merit
Pass
Pass
Pass
Merit
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Merit
Merit
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Merit
Merit
Merit
Pass
Pass
Distinction
Pass
Pass
Merit
Pass
Merit
Pass
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Ijaz		
Swaleh				Bassoon			1
Oscar		Taperell				Singing			4
Taye		Te Poele				Oboe			1
Rehan		Thannippuli Gamage		Clarinet			2
Prrajesh		Varathan				Oboe			3
Varatharajan			Flute			P
Athiththan
Vasudevan			Violin			4
Ayngharran
Ashwin		Venkatakrishnan			Singing			3
Cosmin		Vonsovici			Clarinet			1
Milo		Wakefield			Singing			4
Peter		Wales				Flute			2
Peter		Wales				Piano			4
Adam		Willicombe			Violin			3
Andrew		Wong				Oboe			2
Peter		Young				Bassoon			1
Peter		Young				Piano			2

Merit
Merit
Merit
Pass
Pass
Pass
Merit
Pass
Pass
Merit
Pass
Merit
Pass
Distinction
Merit
Pass

CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
CHESS CLUB

All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime club (Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday). Those who aspire to play chess for the
school are encouraged to also attend on Wednesday after school
from 3.30 to 5.00 p.m. In all cases the meetings are in F12 in the
Maths Department, and further information can be obtained
from Dr Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk)

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB

This club is for anyone in years 8 - 13 who enjoys the challenge
of tough maths problems to solve. For the summer term maths
challenge club is run for pupils in years 7 to 10. It will include
looking at past Junior Maths Challenge and Olympiad questions,
as well as interesting games and puzzles. The club takes place on
Wednesday lunchtimes in F12.

MANDARIN CLUB

Mandarin club which takes place on Wednesdays after school in
Room 14 will start again on 24 September.

CLASSICS CLUB

Classics Club will restart after the entrance tests, so the first
session will be Wednesday 24 September in room 5. Bring your
lunch. We start talking at about 1.15. The first session will be Mr
Lawson discussing the battle of Salamis – the one featured in
the sequel to “300”. It is relaxed and fairly informal. There is of
course also free chocolate for all who attend!

COMPUTER CLUBS

Computing Drop In
KS3		
Mondays F5
1.15 - 1.50 p.m.
KS4 & KS5
Tuesdays F4
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work oly.

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc

Are you interested in all things Geographical? If so, then this is the
place for you! Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.15 to 1.50 p.m.
in Room 24. Please come along to Rm 24 with your lunch every
Tuesday, see you there!

HANDWRITING CLUB

Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good
grades! If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then examiners will too. It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room
10 with Miss Lambert.

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB

Hordes of the Things club begins this Friday at lunchtime in room 5.
Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided.
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm
figures. Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch
hour.
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TOP FLOOR CLUB presents...........
Please come and see what the best students of history, geography and politics have to offer. This takes place on Thursday
lunchtimes at 1.15 p.m. in Room 20.
Harry Perkin – Qing Dynasty		

25 September

Robert Cochrane – Latin America		

9 October

Oliver Green – 2nd Punic War		

23 October

Tom Lovegrove – Brazil			

6 November

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?
Congratulations to the winner of the last competition of last year- Ted Perkin (8G) who correctly identified the image of Durdle Door, West
Lulworth,Dorset.. Please come and see Mr Sturt in rm 24 for your prize. Congratulations to all who got this correct!
Onto this week’s competition! Where in the world is this (include the name of the landmark and the name of the town and country)? Simply
email the information to ADS@... and the first person with the correct answer wins! Get thinking.

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.
Tuesday A:
Fri A: 		
Tuesday B:
Friday B:		

C1		
C1
C1			
C1

AUGUST PFA 100 CLUB DRAW WINNERS

SEPTEMBER PFA 100 CLUB DRAW WINNERS

1st
2nd
3rd

1st
2nd
3rd

£60		
£36		
£24		

Richard Spaul		
Lisa MacGillivray
Janet Coninx

£60		
£36		
£24		

Annette Singarajah
Cheline Yee
Tracy Willicombe

Congratulations to everyone who’s won in our double draw this
month.

Congratulations to everyone who’s won in our double draw this
month.

If you would like to join the 100 club and support the school whilst
also having a chance of winning a cash prize please either email:
wilsons100club@gmail.com or see Wilson’s website under community/parents/parentsandfriendsassociation. You’ve got to be in it
to win it.

If you would like to join the 100 club and support the school whilst
also having a chance of winning a cash prize please either email:
wilsons100club@gmail.com or see Wilson’s website under community/parents/parentsandfriendsassociation. You’ve got to be in it
to win it.
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For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter.

SPORTS NEWS

FOOTBALL RESULTS
Wilson’s vs. Glyn		
Year 7
A team		
B team		

won
lost

4-2
1-5

Year 8
A team		

lost

1-5

Year 9
A team		

lost

2-3

Year 10
A team		

lost

1-3		

7B football team pictured.
			

BADMINTON CLUB TRAINING SESSIONS AND CLUBS
Monday
Lunchtime
After school until 5.15pm

Year 12/13 team players
Year 7 (first 3 weeks boys will be trying out for places on the session)

Wednesday
Morning from 7.30 – 8.20

Years 8 and 10 only trainers required

Thursday
Morning from 7.30 – 8.20
After school until 5.15
5.15 until 6.45

Year 7 only trainers required
Year 8/9 and 10
“A” team players years 9/10/11

Friday
Lunchtime

Year 9 team players

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

Wilson’s Update
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“IF THE MARK OF A GOOD SCHOOL IS PUPIL
ATTITUDE, WILSON’S IS CLEARLY EXCEPTIONAL!”

The Head and Major Burton were delighted to receive the following
report fom Lt Col Mike Cornwell, now the Commanding Officer of
2nd Battalion Princess of Wales Royal Regiment, last week.
“I conducted the biennial review of Wilson’s School CCF on Wednesday 2 April 2014. The review took place in and around the School
over the course of a day, and consisted of a reception by a guard
of honour, an inspection of the entire unit, a tour of static stands, a
buffet lunch, a short talk by Sgt Beharry VC to children and parents,
some arena competitions and displays and a prizegiving, followed
by an opportunity to address cadets, staff and parents as a group.
From the outset, I was made to feel very welcome. The adult volunteers are a mix of teaching staff, permanent cadet staff and old
boys of the school. Enthusiastic, engaging and clearly dedicated,
they are from mixed backgrounds which, as a group, adds to their
strength. With the exception of the SSI (a former RAF PTI), the majority of staff have no regular military experience but this does not
appear to be a handicap – rather the reverse. Maj Chris Burton, the
Contingent Commander, has been in post since 2008 and it is clear
the CCF owes a great deal to his personal dedication, drive and hard
work. Of particular note, Wilson’s CCF has this year, on the initiative
of the Contingent Commander, opened its doors to the girls of
Wallington High School. While it is early days, this venture appears

to be extremely successful. A large number of girls (all volunteers)
were present on the day and their enthusiasm was evident.
If the mark of a good school is pupil attitude, Wilson’s is clearly exceptional. The cadets, to a child, were polite, confident and hugely
enthusiastic. During the inspection and the tour of training stands,
which was led exceptionally well by the cadet RSM, I took the opportunity to talk to as many individuals and groups as possible. The
overwhelming impression was of a body of happy, articulate cadets,
with a real sense of pride in belonging, both to the school and to
the CCF. I made that point when I addressed them as a body, and
have written separately to the Headmaster in the same vein. Being
a State School, the CCF is entirely composed of volunteers and the
large numbers speak volumes, as does the overwhelming impression that the CCF is a key part of the fabric of the school.
Overall, Wilson’s School CCF is clearly thriving, is absolutely run in
the right spirit and I have no concerns whatsoever. It was a real
pleasure to see them.”

Dates for your Diary
19 September
		

Chess - Russell Jamboree
(inter-school chess tournament)

25 September
26 September
29 September
30 September
		

IMO Lecture - (Y11 - Y13) evening event
Y7 Parents’ Social Evening 7.00 p.m.
UCAS general application deadline
Y7 Literacy Programme - Parents’ Information
Evening 7.00 p.m.

1 October
3 October

AS Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.
Y9 PFA Cake Sale 3.05 p.m.

6 October
		
		

2nd Stage Entrance Examination
SCHOOL CLOSED TO STUDENTS
(except Y10 GCSE Art Students)

20 October

Used Uniform Sale
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NON SIBI SED OMNIBUS
WILSON’S AT THE INVICTUS GAMES
Wilson’s School CCF participated in the
Opening Ceremony of the Invictus Games
and provided 12 Cadets and 2 Officers to act
as Flag Bearers for this prestigious event.
The Invictus Games, which is championed
by HRH Prince Harry, is a celebration of resilience and passion. The Games have shone
a spotlight on Armed Forces personnel and
veterans who have put their lives on the line
for their country, demonstrating how they
and their families are valued, respected and
supported. For competitors, it offers a memorable, inspiring and energising experience
in their journey to recovery.
As part of the Armed Forces participating
in this great event, Wilson’s School CCF was
asked to represent the Combined Cadet
Force on 10 September. Throughout the
day the Cadets worked hard to rehearse
the complex moves involved in the parade.
HRH Prince Harry took a keen interest and
gave the cadets an inspirational talk which
included grateful thanks to all participants.

All who were there were so motivated by his
enthusiasm and his dedication to the cause.
The flags of the 13 participating nations
were divided up amongst our cadets. All
involved felt humbled by the opportunity
to represent those present and honoured to
carry their flags. In turn the injured veterans
were grateful to the cadets for so doing.
Captain Grant (School Staff Instructor)
commented ‘It was a great honour and
pleasure for the Cadets and Officers to take
part in the opening ceremony and indeed
an extremely humbling experience meeting
the veterans from the 13 countries taking
part. The 12 Cadets from Wilson’s School
CCF had a fantastic time including meeting
HRH Prince Harry. Knowing friends of mine
who have been tragically wounded in their
service for their country I know that they will
be very proud of the Cadets taking part in
such a high profile and reflective event’.

Officers and Cadets Participating:
Capt Alistair Grant
2Lt Mark Goldhawk
CSgt Harry Rogers
Sgt James Gunnell
Sgt James Nash
Sgt Harry Smith
LCpl Jemil Seelan
Cdt Adam MacKenzie
Cdt Oliver Sagrott
Cdt Yuki Kan (Wallington High School for
Girls)
Cdt Hebe Markham (Wallington High School
for Girls)
Cdt Tara Moloney (Wallington High School
for Girls)
Cdt Cerys Roberts (Wallington High School
for Girls)
Cdt Franki Wright (Wallington High School
for Girls)
Further pictures on the following page.
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INVICTUS GAMES CONTD.

NOTICES
STUDENT ABSENCES
Please can parents ensure that they ring the school on the first
day of a student’s absence and every day thereafter until the
student returns to school.
SCHOOL NURSE
The School Nurse at Wilson’s is Jean Crate. She is in school between 1300-1530 on Wednesday afternoons during term-time.
She operates from 6F5 (first floor of the Sixth Form Centre).
Among other things, the school nursing team offer a confidential
drop-in service to young people at secondary schools to allow
them time to discuss any physical or emotional health concerns
they may have. This is a service which parents can refer young
people to, which school can refer students to with consent
from parents, and to which young people may refer themselves.
If you have any questions regarding the service, please contact
the School Nursing Team on 0203 458 5081.

LOOKING AFTER YOUR SCHOOL PROPERTY
It is worth parents noting that in order for the school to be able
to return items that turn up in Lost Property to students, ALL
items belonging to their sons, including: shoes, pencil cases,
and glasses cases need to be named. There are already a lot of
unnamed items in lost property waiting for their owners to come
and collect them.
USED UNIFORM SHOP
Please come along and visit the Used Uniform Shop on 20
October. The shop sells good quality items of uniform at very
reasonable prices. Mrs Sturt who runs the shop will be pleased to
see you and to help you if she can.
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WILSON’S CHESS TEAM SELECTION TOURNAMENT
After school on Friday 12 September, 50 pupils, half of them new
Year 7 pupils, took part in a 5 round chess tournament in the hall.
Whilst the first team took the night off, there were participants from
the other five school chess teams which facilitated the selection
process.
The tournament winners were Kirishoth Sivalogarajah (L6, 2nd
team), Isuru Jayasekera (10B, 3rd team) and Dylan Perera (10B, 4th
team) with 4.5/5.
The highest placed year 7 pupil was Sachit Raghavan (7C) who
scored 4/5, followed by Kiran Lee (7S) on 3.5 and Aurideep Nayak
(both 7H) with 3/5. All four (along with 44 other Wilson’s pupils)
have been invited to play for the school this Friday at the Russell
Jamboree.

ECF ETON COLLEGE TEAM RAPIDPLAY TOURNAMENT
On Sunday 14 September three Wilson’s chess teams took part in
the ECF Eton College team rapidplay tournament for secondary
schools.
The large tournament, which consisted of 38 teams from 29
schools, (some travelling from as far afield as Millfield in Somerset
and Grantham in Lincolnshire) was organised by Dr Cooper who is
the English Chess Federation Manager of School Chess. Amongst
some tough opposition, the Wilson’s teams all performed well, with
the first team coming fifth with 19/30, just behind national chess
champions Reading School; the second team came 13th with 16.5,
whilst Wilson’s third team came 25th with 12.5 points. Leading
individual performances were 4.5/5 by Vignesh Nallathambi Pillai
(Lower Sixth) for the second team, whilst Adam Taylor (U6), Ryan
Shankar (L6), Jake Eaw (9B) and Sergiu Vonsovici (L6) all scored 4/5.
Thanks go to Mr Taylor for looking after the team room.

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?
Congratulations to the winner of the last competition of last year- Sanjai Kiridaran (8G) who
correctly identified the image of Hadrian’s Wall,
Northumberland, England. Please come and see
Mr Sturt in rm 24 for your prize. Congratulations
to all who got this correct! On to this week’s
competition:
Where in the world is this (include the name
of the landmark and the name of the town
and country)? Simply email the information to
ADS@... and the first person with the correct
answer wins! Get thinking.
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
CHESS CLUB

All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime club (Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday). Those who aspire to play chess for the
school are encouraged to also attend Castles Chess Club on
Thursday after school from 3.30 to 5.00 p.m. In all cases the
meetings are in F12 in the Maths Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk)

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB

This club is for anyone in years 8 - 13 who enjoys the challenge
of tough maths problems to solve. For the summer term maths
challenge club is run for pupils in years 7 to 10. It will include
looking at past Junior Maths Challenge and Olympiad questions,
as well as interesting games and puzzles. The club takes place on
Wednesday lunchtimes in F12.

MANDARIN CLUB

Mandarin club which takes place on Wednesdays after school in
Room 14 will start again on 24 September.

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc

Are you interested in all things Geographical? If so, then this is the
place for you! Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.15 to 1.50 p.m.
in Room 24. Please come along to Rm 24 with your lunch every
Tuesday, see you there!

HANDWRITING CLUB

Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good
grades! If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then examiners will too. It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room
10 with Miss Lambert.

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB

Hordes of the Things club takes place every Friday lunchtime in
room 5. Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided.
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm
figures. Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch
hour.

CLASSICS CLUB

Classics Club restarts on Wednesday 24 September. Discussions
begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5. Bring your lunch.
The first session will be Mr Lawson discussing the battle of Salamis – the one featured in the sequel to “300”. It is relaxed and
fairly informal. There is of course also free chocolate for all who
attend! Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s
voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS

Computing Drop In
KS3		
Mondays F5
1.15 - 1.50 p.m.
KS4 & KS5
Tuesdays F4
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work oly.

TOP FLOOR CLUB presents...........
Please come and see what the best students of History, Geography and Politics have to offer. This takes place on Thursday
lunchtimes at 1.15 p.m. in Room 20.
Harry Perkin – Qing Dynasty		

25 September

Robert Cochrane – Latin America		

9 October

Oliver Green – 2nd Punic War		

23 October

Tom Lovegrove – Brazil			

6 November

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.
Tuesday A:
Fri A: 		
Tuesday B:
C1

C1		
C1
C1			

Friday B:		
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Young Geographer of the Year competition 2014
Young Geographer of the Year (YGOTY) competition, run in partnership with
the Geographical, is for geography pupils aged nine to 18.
The question for the 2014 YGOTY competition is:
‘How can geography help you?’
Pupils are asked to relate the value of geography to a number of different settings.
The significance of both human and physical geography could be considered at a
variety of different levels. Pupils should demonstrate how geography can support
their everyday lives, improve their understanding of the world’s people, places and
environments and help to prepare them for life beyond school.
We want to hear how geography, be it the knowledge young people learn, the
understanding they gain, or skills they develop, helps them in different aspects of
their lives. This help might be at many different levels:







At school
At home with your family
When you travel and go on holidays
When you think about current events at home or abroad
Whether it will help you with further study, perhaps at university
Or lead to a particular career you would like to do

We are interested in answers which might look at both the serious and the fun sides
of geography and particularly want to see how entrants can relate the value of
geography to a number of different settings. We welcome applications which, as
appropriate for the age range, recognise the value of both human and physical
geography.
For the all categories appropriate and accurate geographical vocabulary should be
used and we will provide additional credit for entries which use primary data
collected by the student, alongside
secondary data.
The competition has four categories: 9-11(Key Stage Two), 11-14 (Key Stage
Three), 14-16 (GCSE) and 16-18 (A Level students).
Closing date
The deadline for entries to both the YGOTY competition will be 17.00 Friday 24
October 2014.
The Society regrets that it is unable to acknowledge receipt of entries, return entries
or provide feedback on entries and the decision of the Society’s judges are final.
The winners will receive their prizes at a special ceremony at the Society’s
headquarters in Kensington, London on Friday 28th November 2014.
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Invitation to Westminster Abbey
One hundred years ago a war began that changed everything. What can the moral
complexities of those times teach people today about courage, wisdom and service in the
face of threatening conflict? Going to War offers reflections from political, academic and
military practitioners in an attempt to discover the goodness hidden in the madness of war.
We would like to invite your students to attend the following events which are suitable for
those studying A-level History, and other subjects which cover moral and political themes.

One People Oration: Humanising Hell - Diplomacy and the Search for Peace
23 October 2014 18:30, Location: The Abbey
The Rt Hon William Hague MP, First Secretary of State and Leader of the House of
Commons, will give this year’s One People Oration. The phrase “One People” was coined
by Edward Carpenter (then Archdeacon, later Dean of Westminster) in 1965-6. The
orations commenced in 1966, and were intended to make people “think not only of all
Christian people but of all mankind”
Westminster Dialogue: Good War/ Bad War? Moral Reflections on 1914 and Beyond
27 October 2014 18:30, Location: The Abbey
Speakers: Professor David Reynolds and Professor Sir Hew Strachan
Chair: Mark Easton, BBC Home Editor
Those gathered around the decision-making table in 1914 were only too aware of the
moral issues at stake. What can those facing potential conflict today learn from the moral
complexities then?

Booking (free) is essential. Email institute@westminster-abbey.org
For more information about the Going to War programme, please visit
http://www.westminster-abbey.org/the-institute
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For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter.

SPORTS NEWS

FOOTBALL NEWS
Wilson’s 8th Annual football tournament
Year 8 - 7-a-side tournament
Wilson’s U13A scored 14 goals in their three league games against,
Archbishop Tenison’s W 5-2; Glenthorne W 4-1 and Woodcote W 5-0.
These results took them to the semi-final to play against
Riddlesdown who were runners up in the other league. They went
on to win this game 3-1 and became the first Wilson’s team ever to
reach the final. Their opposition in the final was Archbishop Tenison’s, who were also finalists beating Carshalton Boys, the favourites
to win the competition.
The Wilson’s boys had put so much effort into the league and
semi-final that they looked weary in the final against a very upbeat
and powerful Archbishop Tenison’s. The scoring went 1-0, 1-1, 2-1
finishing 3-1 to Archbishop Tenison’s. It was a great success for
the year 8 boys to reach the final, beating a number of very good
schools in the process and performing excellently under their new
coach Mr Stratford. We look forward to seeing how they continue to
progress throughout this season.

against Riddlesdown B. Wilson’s breezed through this game with
a 3-0 win. Woodcote beat Glenthorne in the other semi-final so it
was Wilson’s A v Woodcote A in the Final. Wilson’s started the game
brightly, scoring early to go 3-0 up, Woodcote pulled one back, 3-1
at half-time. Woodcote had an academy player (who was their main
threat for scoring goals as he brought the game to 3-2, followed
by hitting the post minutes later). Wilson’s stayed in control of the
game by passing the ball well leading to a well taken goal to make
it 4-2. Woodcote continued to press on, scoring another to make
it a hat trick for their star striker, but time was on Wilson’s side as
the final whistle blew. This is an amazing start for our year 7 A team
beating Glyn in their opening game followed by being the first ever
team to win the Wilson’s tournament. Congratulations, I hope this
success continues.

Year 7 – 5-a-side tournament
The new U12A and B teams were in action this Saturday, both teams
playing seven fixtures v Royal Russell, Riddlesdown, Cheam High,
Woodcote, Carshalton Boys, Glenthorne and Archbishop Tenison’s.
The competition was all about scoring goals, less about the winning
of each game. Wilson’s enjoyed this new challenge with both teams
winning their opening three games and only conceding 3 goals between the two teams. The B team went on to score 18 goals in their
seven fixtures which gained them 3rd place in their league, 5 goals
away from a semi-final position. The A team scored 26 goals in their
seven games which topped the group, giving them the advantage
of playing the runners up of the B league. The semi-final was played

FOOTBALL RESULTS
Friday 12 September
Wilsons current 1st XI

Saturday 13 September - Wilson’s vs. St. Bedes
won

5–2

v Wilson’s 2013/14 1st XI

2nd XI lost 1-3
v
U15A won 6-0
v
U15B lost
3-4
v
U14A won 3-2
v
U14B lost
2-3
v
		
			

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

St. Bedes
St. Bedes
St. Bedes
St. Bedes
St. Bedes

Wilson’s Update
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OLD WILSONIAN, JACOB PAUL, REPRESENTS
G.B. IN THE WORLD JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIPS

We were delighted to hear from Jacob Paul recently. Jacob is an
ex student of Wilson’s and a 400m hurdles runner . He sent us the
following update.
“I’ve had an up and down season this year as training wasn’t as
good as it could have been throughout the winter, however after
my bronze medal performance from the European Junior Championships in 2013 I managed to secure a contract with Nike and so I
am now a paid athlete, which has been a long term aim of mine!
My aim for this year was to get selected for the GB U20 team for the
World Junior Championships in Oregon, America.
It took me a few races but I managed to gain the qualifying time of
51.30s as I ran 51.19s in Belgium at the end of June. Then to confirm
my place on the team I had to win the trials event at Bedford which
was the U20 National Championships, I took gold there for the third
consecutive year, in a time of 51.90s.
I’d made it to America for my first World Championships and training had been going really well and I felt in PB shape. I ran my PB in
Rieti in Italy the previous year at the European Junior Championships which I took bronze at, 50.71s, so I thought it was about time I
ran a PB! I had been running faster than I ever had been in training
and felt really good. I qualified comfortably from my heats in the
pouring rain and the semi finals were the next day. I was warming

up for my semi final and my foot began to hurt slightly, and gradually throughout my warm up the pain got worse and before my race
the pain became unbearable. I decided to try and run anyway as I
did not want to pull out of my first World Championships. Half way
through the race I felt my foot crunch and the first thing I thought
was that it had broken, but maybe due to the adrenaline it didn’t
really hurt, I just knew something was wrong but I decided to carry
on and finish the race because I’d have been gutted had I pulled out
and the problem in my foot only being a little niggle. I crossed the
finish line and asked to go to first aid, I then went for an X-ray and
it turned out I had a double fracture in the second metatarsal in my
foot.
My season therefore ended after that, but when I checked my time
I was surprised to see that I didn’t actually come last in the race despite breaking my foot half way round at hurdle 6. I came seventh
and beat an Italian guy and I ran 54.26s.
Going to America for the World Junior Championships didn’t exactly
go as I planned but nonetheless it was a great experience and has
only driven me more and made me hungrier for success next year!
I hope to be back now in a couple of weeks for winter training and
next year I am aiming for the European U23 Championships and
hopefully start to make a name for myself in the senior ranks as I am
no longer a junior.

Dates for your Diary
126 September
29 September
30 September
		
1 October
3 October
6 October
		
		

Y7 Parents’ Social Evening 7.00 p.m.
UCAS general application deadline
Y7 Literacy Programme - Parents’ Information
Evening 7.00 p.m.
AS Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.
Y9 PFA Cake Sale 3.05 p.m.
2nd Stage Entrance Examination
SCHOOL CLOSED TO STUDENTS
(except Y10 GCSE Art Students)

Y9 Parents’ Information Evening 7.00 p.m.
15 October
Y7 Parent/Form Tutor Evening 4.00 p.m.
16 October
Wilson’s Autumn Parkrun, Roundshaw Downs
18 October
		9.00 a.m.
20 October
Used Uniform Sale
Y9 Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.
22 October
Y13 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
23 October
Half-term
27-31 October
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CCF ADULT VOLUNTEER TO BE CONGRATULATED
We are used to congratulating our cadets in these pages. However
we should not forget that the adult staff of the Corps work hard to
gain the qualifications required to train those cadets.
Congratulations to Mr Tim Hou who was interviewed for a CCF
commission by Colonel, Cadets, London District this week, and was
informed that he had been successful.
When the formality of the confirmation of his commission is received it will be backdated to Tuesday 23 September 2014.
Congratulations also go to 2nd Lt Mark Goldhawk (pictured), who
attended a Weapons Instructors Course last week. Not only did he
receive two highly competent and one competent grading for his
lessons but he has received the accolade of being asked back to
act as Assistant Directing Staff on adult and cadet courses at the
Cadet Training Centre, at Frimley Park. He becomes the fourth Wilson’s School CCF Cadet Force Adult Volunteer to achieve this level
of recognition in the last few years.

2nd Lt. Mark Goldhawk

TIME TO CELEBRATE LANGUAGES AS A WHOLE SCHOOL!
Next week is our International Languages week! Our aim is to
raise awareness of the importance of Language learning and
to celebrate different cultures. Vive la difference!
This year, the MFL Team would love to have you on board. If
you can support language learning at home next week in any
way, that would be great.
How about greeting your sons in another language? Please
find overleaf some greetings in different languages!
Meanwhile, students will have the chance to drop in to one of
our taster lessons, play boules, participate in a quiz, watch a
foreign film and even cook a German, Spanish or French dish.

NOTICES
SCHOOL NURSE
The School Nurse at Wilson’s is Jean Crate. She is in school between 1300-1530 on Wednesday afternoons during term-time.
She operates from 6F5 (first floor of the Sixth Form Centre).
Among other things, the school nursing team offer a confidential
drop-in service to young people at secondary schools to allow
them time to discuss any physical or emotional health concerns
they may have. This is a service which parents can refer young
people to, which school can refer students to with consent
from parents, and to which young people may refer themselves.
If you have any questions regarding the service, please contact
the School Nursing Team on 0203 458 5081.

USED UNIFORM SHOP
Please come along and visit the Used Uniform Shop on 20
October. The shop sells good quality items of uniform at very
reasonable prices. Mrs Sturt who runs the shop will be pleased to
see you and to help you if she can.
Donations of any items of used uniform would also be greatly
appreciated but particularly uniform in smaller sizes.
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WILSON’S CANTEEN SERVES INTERNATIONAL FAYRE!
As part of Languages Week next week the Canteen will be
holding an International Day on Monday 29 September
serving a selection of dishes from France, Germany and
Spain.
Bon appétit!
Guten Appetit!
Buen apetito!

International Day Menu Mon 29 September
Breakfast – Croissants, Pain Au Choc
Lunch – French Onion Soup, French bread
Paella
Vegetable Tortilla
Mussels in a cream Sauce
Patatas Bravas
Sauerkraut
German Hotdogs in a bun
Salad nicoise
German Potato salad
German Apple cake
French Lemon Biscuits

LIST OF POSSIBLE GREETINGS:
Mirëdita (to our Albanian friends)

Halo (to our Indonesian friends)

Vitayu (to our Ukrainian friends)

Ahalan (to our Arabic speaking friends)

Aksunai / Qanuipit? (to our Inuit friends)

Xin chào (to our Vietnamese friends)

Parev (to our Armenian friends)

Dia dhuit (to our Irish friends)

Hylo; Sut Mae? (to our Welsh friends)

Zdravei / Zdrasti (to our Bulgarian friends)

Salve / Ciao (to our Italian friends)

Nei Ho (to our Cantonese speaking Chinese
friends)

Kon-nichiwa (to our Japanese friends)

Sholem Aleychem (to our Yiddish speaking
friends)

Dobrý den / Ahoj (to our Czech friends)
Goddag (to our Danish friends)
Goede dag, Hallo (to our Dutch friends)
Hello (to our English friends)
Saluton (to our Esperanto speaking friends)

An-nyong Ha-se-yo (to our Korean friends)
Salve / Salvëte (to our Latin speaking
ancient Roman friends)
Ni hao (to our Mandarin speaking Chinese
friends)
Hallo (to our Norwegian friends)

Hei (to our Finnish friends)

Dzien’ dobry (to our Polish friends)

Bonjour (to our French friends)

Olá (to our Portuguese friends)

Guten Tag (to our German friends)

Bunã ziua (to our Romanian friends)

Gia’sou (to our Greek friends)

Zdravstvuyte (to our Russian friends)

Aloha (to our Hawaiian friends)

Hola (to our Spanish speaking friends)

Shalom (to our Hebrew speaking friends)

Jambo / Hujambo (to our Swahili friends)

Namaste (to our Hindi speaking friends)

Hej (to our Swedish friends)

Jó napot (to our Hungarian friends)

Sa-wat-dee (to our Thai friends)

Halló / Góðan daginn (to our Icelandic
friends)

Merhaba / Selam (to our Turkish friends)

Sawubona (to our Zulu speaking friends)
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RUSSELL JAMBOREE CHESS TOURNAMENT
Wilson’s hosted the Russell Jamboree on Friday 19 September for
120 players from 9 schools, including 40 from Wilson’s in 5 teams.
Wilson’s A scored 12/16 and came second behind Hampton A;
Wilson’s B came 6th, Wilson’s C came 9th , Wilson’s D came 12th, and
Wilson’s E came 14th= (out of 15)
Congratulations to those who won both their games:
Adam Taylor (U6), Ryan Shankar (L6), Thomas Short (U6), Akash Gupta (9G), Alexander Nielsen (11G), Daren Alfred (L6), Kevin Gu (10H)
and Adam Phillips (8H).

POETRY WORKSHOP FOR NATIONAL POETRY DAY
It’s National Poetry Day on Thursday 2 October. To celebrate,
come along to Wilson’s very own poetry workshop in the Library
at 1.15pm. This year’s theme is “Remember”, so we will be reading
poems based on this theme and writing our own poems. You can

take part by preparing a reading of a poem based on this theme,
writing some poetry during the workshop or simply listening to
some of the readings. All year groups are welcome!

CROYDON FOOD HUB

MONDAY 29th SEPTEMBER
We are collecting Food & Household goods for the Purley
FoodHub. Please be generous. Items they would like are :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pasta sauces
Whole longlife milk
Ready meals for toddlers
Breakfast cereals
Fruit juice
Soup in packets (not tins,
please!)
Plain meat in tins – corned
beef / ham
Dried potato in packets
Tomatoes in tins

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pulses
Long grain rice
Dessert fruit in tins / jellies / Angel Delight
Rice pudding / custard
Biscuits / chocolate ‘treats’
Tin openers
Sanitary pads / tampons
Washing up liquid / washing powder tablets
Shower gel
Disposable razors

Last year our parents, boys and staff were very
generous in donating food for the Croydon
Food Hub. The Croydon Food Hub provides
food for parents and individuals whose families
find themselves in straightened circumstances,
without work and money, and who are unable
to feed themselves or their families. This represents a real and urgent need that we can help to
alleviate.
We would like every member of the school
community to bring in one item of food - tins of
food, a packet of cereal, pasta etc. - to help those
in our community who are in need. Please don’t
forget.
Our donation last year was the largest the
Croydon Food Hub had received and it would
be fantastic if we were able to better it this
year. Please do give generously on Monday 29
September if you are able to.
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GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?
Congratulations to the winner last week’s competition - Sanjai Kiridaran (8G) who correctly identified the image of Forth Bridge, Edinburgh,
Scotland. He is the winner for the second week in a row- someone must be able to beat him! Please come and see Mr Sturt in rm 24 for your
prize. Congratulations to all who got this correct! On to this week’s competition:
Where in the world is this (include the name of the landmark and the name of the town and country)? Simply email the information to ADS@...
and the first person with the correct answer wins! Get thinking.

TOP FLOOR CLUB presents...........
Please come and see what the best students of History, Geography and Politics have to offer. This takes place on Thursday
lunchtimes at 1.15 p.m. in Room 20.
Harry Perkin – Qing Dynasty		

25 September

Robert Cochrane – Latin America		

9 October

Oliver Green – 2nd Punic War		

23 October

Tom Lovegrove – Brazil			

6 November

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.
Tuesday A:
Fri A: 		
Tuesday B:
Friday B:		

C1		
C1
C1			
C1
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
CHESS CLUB

All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime club (Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday). Those who aspire to play chess for the
school are encouraged to also attend Castles Chess Club on
Thursday after school from 3.30 to 5.00 p.m. In all cases the
meetings are in F12 in the Maths Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk)

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc

Are you interested in all things Geographical? If so, then this is the
place for you! Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m.
in Room 24. Please come along to Rm 24 with your lunch every
Tuesday, see you there!

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB

This club is for anyone in years 8 - 13 who enjoys the challenge
of tough maths problems to solve. For the summer term maths
challenge club is run for pupils in years 7 to 10. It will include
looking at past Junior Maths Challenge and Olympiad questions,
as well as interesting games and puzzles. The club takes place on
Wednesday lunchtimes in F12.

MANDARIN CLUB

Mandarin club which takes place on Wednesdays after school in
Room 14 will start again on 24 September.

CLASSICS CLUB

Classics Club restarts on Wednesday 24 September. Discussions
begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5. Bring your lunch.
The first session will be Mr Lawson discussing the battle of Salamis – the one featured in the sequel to “300”. It is relaxed and
fairly informal. There is of course also free chocolate for all who
attend! Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s
voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS

Computing Drop In
KS3		
Mondays F5
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mr Poole
KS4 & KS5
Tuesdays F4
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB

Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good
grades! If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then examiners will too. It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room
10 with Miss Lambert.

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB

Hordes of the Things club takes place every Friday lunchtime in
room 5. Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided.
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm
figures. Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch
hour.
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Young Geographer of the Year competition 2014
Young Geographer of the Year (YGOTY) competition, run in partnership with
the Geographical, is for geography pupils aged nine to 18.
The question for the 2014 YGOTY competition is:
‘How can geography help you?’
Pupils are asked to relate the value of geography to a number of different settings.
The significance of both human and physical geography could be considered at a
variety of different levels. Pupils should demonstrate how geography can support
their everyday lives, improve their understanding of the world’s people, places and
environments and help to prepare them for life beyond school.
We want to hear how geography, be it the knowledge young people learn, the
understanding they gain, or skills they develop, helps them in different aspects of
their lives. This help might be at many different levels:







At school
At home with your family
When you travel and go on holidays
When you think about current events at home or abroad
Whether it will help you with further study, perhaps at university
Or lead to a particular career you would like to do

We are interested in answers which might look at both the serious and the fun sides
of geography and particularly want to see how entrants can relate the value of
geography to a number of different settings. We welcome applications which, as
appropriate for the age range, recognise the value of both human and physical
geography.
For the all categories appropriate and accurate geographical vocabulary should be
used and we will provide additional credit for entries which use primary data
collected by the student, alongside
secondary data.
The competition has four categories: 9-11(Key Stage Two), 11-14 (Key Stage
Three), 14-16 (GCSE) and 16-18 (A Level students).
Closing date
The deadline for entries to both the YGOTY competition will be 17.00 Friday 24
October 2014.
The Society regrets that it is unable to acknowledge receipt of entries, return entries
or provide feedback on entries and the decision of the Society’s judges are final.
The winners will receive their prizes at a special ceremony at the Society’s
headquarters in Kensington, London on Friday 28th November 2014.
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For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter.

SPORTS NEWS

FOOTBALL NEWS
Wilson’s 8th Annual football tournament
Wednesday 17th Sept
Corinthian Casuals 1 - 2 Wilson’s 1st XI
The Wilson’s 1st XI started the season with an impressive win. It was
a prestigious occasion as Wilson’s become part of the honourable
list of schools such as Eton, Harrow and Charterhouse in the Corinthian Casuals Schools calendar. The team is managed by an ex-Oxford captain who was a Great British Olympian in the 1960’s! The
fixture was played at the Corinthian Casuals stadium under lights on
a superb pitch. Wilson’s started the game brightly and scored a very
well worked corner, Anish Majiani curled the ball into the top right
hand corner with his so called weaker foot, 1-0. Half-time came with

Wilson’s in control of the fixture. After the break the Corinthian spirit
was high as they persistently drove at the Wilson’s defence exposing the cracks which paid off as they volleyed a wide free-kick, 1-1.
Lewis Bagshaw was captain of the team for this fixture and lead by
example as he marshalled the defence by soaking up the numerous
attacks. This proved to be pivotal as he managed to win the ball and
start a counterattack which ended with Jalen Gravesande smashing
a volley at Dolapo Koleosho who was stood on the goal line. He
managed to control the ball swivel and turn the ball home to make
it 2-1. This was the final score ending a memorable evening which
I’m sure the boys will never forget.

FOOTBALL RESULTS
Saturday 20 September - Wilson’s vs. St. Bedes

Thursday 18 September
U14A
U13A

won
won

5–1
4-3

vs Chelsea Academy in the National Cup
vs Glenthorne in the National Cup

Friday 19 September
U12A
lost
		

3-4

vs Richmond Park Academy in the
National Cup			

U12A
U12B
U13A
U14A
U15A

lost
won
drew
lost
won

1st XI
2nd XI
3rd XI
4th XI

lost 		
lost 		
won 		
lost 		

2-5
4-3
4-4
1-5
5-4

TENNIS MATCH REPORT
Having won the semi-final match against RGS Guildford last summer
with a convincing 5-1, the team progressed to the finals of our
division in Surrey against the Harrodian school. First, each of the
four played a singles rubber against the opponents. Prince Smith
lost 6-0 in his opening rubber, however Alex Nielsen won 7-6,
Tommy Highwood 6-1 and Josh Norman 6-3. L eading 3-1 after
the singles round, Wilson’s needed to win only one more rubber
to secure an overall win. Prince and Alex lost 6-2 in their doubles,
however Tommy and Josh won their rubber 6-2, meaning that the
match and Surrey Division 2 tournament were won by Wilson’s 4-2
overall.

		
			

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

v Riddlesdown
v Riddlesdown
v Riddlesdown
v Riddlesdown
v Riddlesdown
v OWFC 1st XI
vOWFC 2nd XI
v OWFC 6th XI
v OWFC 7th XI
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Wilson’s Quiz Night

Friday 7 November 2014 at 7.00pm
Tickets only £10 each (including a Sharing Platter)
Tables of 8 (max) – Everyone welcome. Please state who is in your team, or we can build
teams on the night.
Please complete the form below and return it to the main reception with the correct money
(cheques made payable to ‘Wilson’s PFA’).
We will then send you an e-mail to confirm your place. Thank you
Please purchase all drinks from the PFA bar.
Silent Auction and Raffle to be held on the evening.
Cake sale in Aid of the Royal Marsden Big ‘C’ campaign.

Kindly Sponsored by Cladish & Co. Ltd.
Wilson’s Quiz Night – Friday 7 November 2014
Name:
__________________________________
Form:
__________________________________
Number of tickets required at £10 each:
______
Number of vegetarian meals: ______ Number of non-vegetarian meals: _____
Team Name (if known):
__________________________________
Names of people in team (if known): __________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
E-mail Address (please write clearly): __________________________________

Wilson’s Update
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HAPPY 399TH BIRTHDAY & QUATERCENTENARY
FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN
“For all time to come there shall be one Grammar school in Camberwell for the
education, institution and instruction of children and youths in grammar to be called
The Free Grammar School of Edward Wilson”

On Monday 29 September, we celebrated the school’s 399th birthday. After introductory
remarks from the Head, the School Captain recited the school’s hymn. CCF representation
was provided by M. Alvarado-Rivero and Clarke’s Trumpet Voluntary was played by
M. Ahearn as a new flag was raised. Mr Wisson, Chair of Governors hoisted the flag along
with Samuel Powell of 7G, who shares his birthday with that of the school. A tour of the
Lower School followed, with associated hard hats and high visibility jackets!
We now begin the countdown to our 400th on 29 September 2015 and the associated
campaign to raise funds to refurbish the school hall.

Dates for your Diary
3 October

Y9 PFA Cake Sale 3.05 p.m.

6 October
		
		
15 October
16 October

2nd Stage Entrance Examination
SCHOOL CLOSED TO STUDENTS
(except Y10 GCSE Art Students)
Y9 Parents’ Information Evening 7.00 p.m.
Y7 Parent/Form Tutor Evening 4.00 p.m.

18 October
Wilson’s Autumn Parkrun, Roundshaw Downs
		9.00 a.m.
20 October
Used Uniform Sale
22 October
Y9 Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.

23 October
27-31 October
7 November
10 November
		
19 November

Y13 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
Half-term
PFA Quiz Night
Prayer Group Meeting in the chapel
8.00 p.m. All staff and parents welcome.

		
19 November
21 November
24 November

Early finish for students 1.05 p.m.
(except for those involved in sports fixtures).
Team Chess Challenge Final 3.30 p.m.
PFA Cake Sale 3.05 p.m.
Used Uniform Sale

26 November
26 November

Y12 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
GCSE Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.
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YEAR 7 PARENTS’ SOCIAL EVENING
Thank you to all parents who attended the Year 7 Parents’ Social Evening on Friday. This was a terrific opportunity for parents to get to
know each other and their son’s tutor amid music from our string quartet, a photographic display of the boys’ first days at the school, and
food served by our team of prefects.
We are absolutely delighted with the character of the new boys in Year 7 and early indications would suggest that their parents are prepared to show similar commitment to the life of the school! We have never had so many parents sign up to support the PFA (Parents and
Friends’ Association), to the delight of its new chair, Beverly Barry.
We look forward to seeing parents of Year 7 boys again on Thursday, 16 October, when they will have a more formal opportunity to discuss their son’s progress with form tutors.
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CHORAL RESIDENTIAL AT TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE
Early last summer William Honeyman (LVI)
and Ewan Robertson (LVI) were fortunate
enough to get a place on a free choral
residential at Trinity College, Cambridge.
Over the course of the four days they got
the chance to sing with Trinity College
Choir, one of the best choirs in the country,
and were taken on tours of various other
colleges, finishing off their stay by giving
a concert in the Trinity College Chapel.
As well as the singing, they enjoyed a
multitude of other activities relating to the
Cambridge entrance process, including the
chance to talk to current students and the
head admissions tutor at Cambridge.

to see you and to help you if she can.

NOTICES
LOST PROPERTY
We are only a few weeks into the autumn term and we already
have a pile of unnamed lost property. In particular we have
trainers, shoes, pencil cases and books. Please could you make
sure your son has all of his uniform named and if possible write
his name in the tongue of his trainers/shoes and put a piece of
card in his pencil or glasses case with his name and form on.
Named items will be returned to the boys fairly quickly.
USED UNIFORM SHOP
Please come along and visit the Used Uniform Shop on 20
October. The shop sells good quality items of uniform at very
reasonable prices. Mrs Sturt who runs the shop will be pleased

Donations of any items of used uniform would also be greatly
appreciated but particularly uniform in smaller sizes.
REMINDER TO PARENTS
Please consider whether you are interested in putting yourself
forward for one of the Parent Governor vacancies (see Parentmail letter sent on 26 September). The deadline for submission
of nominations is Wednesday 8 October. Further information
can be obtained by contacting the Clerk to Governors on ei@
wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk
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WORK RELATED LEARNING NEWS
Year 11 Conference
All students started the year by attending a conference
entitled ‘Qualifications are not enough’. A very professional
looking Year 11 got a chance to fine tune their interview and
public speaking skills. The event took place at the Croydon
Airport Hotel.
Careers Education and Guidance
Careers interviews have started for students in Year 11. All
Year 11s will have an interview before the options deadline. If
anyone else would like a careers interview, please contact Mr
Englefield (ge@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk) or your Head of
Year. All interviews take place on a Tuesday in the library office.
Work Experience Help
Year 11 students have begun making arrangements for work
experience placements for June /July 2015. If anyone is interested in offering students placements at their place of work
please contact Mr Englefield (ge@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk)
Are you considering a career as an airline pilot?
The FLYER Professional Flight Training Exhibition is an exciting
career exhibition for people considering a career as an airline
pilot.
When? Saturday 1 November 2014, 10am - 5pm
Where? Sofitel Hotel (Terminal 5), London Heathrow Airport

Leading pilot training companies and universities from across
the World will be present. There will also be details about pilot
apprenticeship schemes. For full information about the exhibition view www.flyer.co.uk/exhibitions
Year 11 Deadline for Work Experience Form
The deadline for Year 11s to return their work experience form
is Monday 23 February 2015. The form can be downloaded
from the Work Related Learning department page on the
school website and returned to Mrs Chaplin in the school
office (lac@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk).
Skills London 2014
Skills London 2014 is the biggest jobs and careers event of
the year with over 30,000 visitors and 120 exhibitors taking
part. Book now to get involved and meet employers, training
providers, colleges and organisations wanting to meet 15-24
year olds, their parents and carers. Divided into industry zones,
with performances, talks and workshops you can meet with
top employers, colleges, training providers and careers
advisers. It’s free to visit and takes place at the ExCel London.
When? – Saturday 22 November 10am-4pm. For more information see their website: http://www.skillslondon2014.co.uk

AN INTRODUCTION TO ARCHAEOLOGY
Monday 29 September saw 7D have an introduction to
archaeology in the classroom, with a practical experience in
excavation and cleaning. The theme of the lesson was “context” – the idea that an object is not just important in itself,
but because of where it is found, what is found with it, what
its condition is and in what manner it has been preserved.
This was the sixth lesson in a sequence of ten based around
pharaonic Egypt, with special reference to the pharaohs
Akhenaten and Tutankhaten / Tutankhamun.
The students were grouped and each group had a block of
plaster and rubble, in which were buried various artifacts. It
was their task to dig them out with the available tools in as
careful a way as possible. The finds had to be recorded for condition, position and relationship to other objects. This proved
a difficult task for many, as the plaster and rubble proved
difficult to separate. Howard Carter found it hard in 1922 when
he tried a similar task in the valley of the kings. Nevertheless,
the level of engagement was very high. Some sharp-eyed students queried the nature of the excavating tools – some said
they looked like cooking utensils bought from Tesco, Purley.
Others remarked that the plaster blocks had been mixed too
tough and had not dried properly. This is understandable, as
they had not been desiccated by three-thousand years in the
desert, but by a few hours in a teacher’s kitchen.
This was a first step in archaeology for Wilson’s School. Others
will follow. There will be lessons in the palace of Minos on
Crete, the towns of Pompeii and Herculaneum, the real city
of Troy, the Parthenon and the monuments of Rome. These
lessons are designed to complement the teaching of Latin and
to expand the students’ experience of the Classical world. Wilson’s boys should be inspired; should be curious; should seek
to do difficult things they have not done before. This lesson
achieved those aims.
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INTERNATIONAL MATHS OLYMPIAD LECTURE
Nine Wilson’s sixth form students went with Dr Cooper to the
Royal Society for this year’s International Maths Olympiad
Lecture. This was a talk on Mathematics and Science in the
Home Office given by Professor Bernard Silverman FRS, Home
Office Chief Scientific Advisor. He included examples of how
maths is used in DNA fingerprinting and in queuing theory for
clearing customs at airports. The talk was preceded by a report
from the British maths Olympiad team, of the top six mathematicians amongst UK school pupils, who represented the
country at the IMO competition in South Africa.

HANS WOYDA MATHS RESULTS
Wilson’s Maths team have had a mixed week, having won a practice maths match with Wallington Girls but then lost a zone
match to Sutton GS. Against Wallington Girls the team of Pavan Murali (U6), Eui Jin Choi (L6), Luke Shortland (11G2) and Akash
Gupta (9C) won convincingly by 38 – 25. This provided good practice, particularly for those who had not played in a Hans Woyda
match before. Having to answer questions in 30 seconds, with the rest of your team watching, can be quite unnerving! Against
Sutton Grammar School we scored more points but ultimately not enough, losing 54 – 52. It was equal going into the last
question for the two upper sixth team members, but unfortunately their pupil was quicker at solving it than ours and so gained
the final 2 points for victory. Even so, a total of over 50 points was a great achievement for the team of Adam Taylor (U6), Harry
Goodburn (L6), Luke Shortland (11G2) and Akash Gupta (9C).

House Competition
Schools Fantasy Football League.

http://www.schoolsfl.com/
STARTS 18th OCTOBER
Pin code for Wilson’s League : 4342264
House Leagues :

B: 5576462 C: 2688743 D : 8353789
G: 9892437 H:1333218 S :9037045
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GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?
Congratulations to the winner of last week’s competition,
Oscar Biju 7H who correctly identified the image as the
ceramic poppy field at the Tower of London, England. Please
come and see Mr Sturt in rm 24 for your prize. Congratulations to all who got this correct!
On to this week’s competition! Where in the world is this
(include the name of the landmark and the name of the town
and country)? Simply email the information to ADS@... and
the first person with the correct answer wins! Get thinking.

TOP FLOOR CLUB presents...........
Please come and see what the best students of History, Geography and Politics have to offer. This takes place on Thursday
lunchtimes at 1.15 p.m. in Room 20.
Harry Perkin – Qing Dynasty		

25 September

Robert Cochrane – Latin America		

9 October

Oliver Green – 2nd Punic War		

23 October

Tom Lovegrove – Brazil			

6 November

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.
Tuesday A:
Fri A: 		
Tuesday B:
Friday B:		

C1		
C1
C1			
C1

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9
Our science club met for the first time last week and failed to verify practically the salt content claimed on crisp bags! We hope for better
luck this week, when we plan to build a machine to burst balloons....admittedly not a great deal of demand for such a machine, but we will
move on! Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school science club
teams in competitions!
The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in S10 from 3.30 to 5 on Wednesdays. Boys who would like to join should see Mr Vingoe
to be added to the waiting list.

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y7-9
DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
Drama Games
Scene Study
Creating Characters
Debating/Discussing
Writing Plays/Films
Acting/Singing/Dancing
Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!
EVERY THURSDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.15pm in the
DRAMA SUITE (F23).
STARTS THURSDAY 9 OCTOBER 2014.
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
CHESS CLUB

All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime club (Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday). Those who aspire to play chess for the
school are encouraged to also attend Castles Chess Club on
Thursday after school from 3.30 to 5.00 p.m. In all cases the
meetings are in F12 in the Maths Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk)

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc

Are you interested in all things Geographical? If so, then this is the
place for you! Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m.
in Room 24. Please come along to Rm 24 with your lunch every
Tuesday, see you there!

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB

This club is for anyone in years 8 - 13 who enjoys the challenge
of tough maths problems to solve. For the summer term maths
challenge club is run for pupils in years 7 to 10. It will include
looking at past Junior Maths Challenge and Olympiad questions,
as well as interesting games and puzzles. The club takes place on
Wednesday lunchtimes in F12.

MANDARIN CLUB

Mandarin club which takes place on Wednesdays after school in
Room 14 will start again on 24 September.

CLASSICS CLUB

Classics Club restarts on Wednesday 24 September. Discussions
begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5. Bring your lunch.
The first session will be Mr Lawson discussing the battle of Salamis – the one featured in the sequel to “300”. It is relaxed and
fairly informal. There is of course also free chocolate for all who
attend! Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s
voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS

Computing Drop In
KS3		
Mondays F5
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mr Poole
KS4 & KS5
Tuesdays F4
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB

Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good
grades! If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then examiners will too. It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room
10 with Miss Lambert.

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB

Hordes of the Things club takes place every Friday lunchtime in
room 5. Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided.
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm
figures. Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch
hour.
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CHRISTMAS SHOPPING - AMAZON LINK
If you are already thinking of spreading the cost of Christmas and
are beginning to purchase Christmas gifts now, why not use the
link on our website to Amazon for your online purchases? This link
can be found on the front page of our website on the right hand
side of the page and we hope parents will join us in using it for their
purchases to help to raise funds for the school. If you use this link
to connect to Amazon and then continue to purchase goods in
the usual way, for every purchase you make Amazon returns to the
school a portion of the profit they make.
Another site which can be used via a link on our website is www.
spendandraise.com/wilsons. A similar principle to Amazon - go
to the site, find the shop, click on the link and it raises money for
Wilson’s. The list of participants is huge - well known names to
suit all tastes and experiences - from Expedia, Hilton Hotels, Dabs,
John Lewis, GAP, Charles tyrwhitt, M&S, Sainsbury’s and T.M Lewin

to Domino’s Pizza, B&Q and Weight Watchers. There are literally
hundreds.
We raised approximately £3,000 during the last academic year
through parents and staff buying their goods using these links. It
would be fantastic if we were able to increase that figure during this,
our 400th year.
Please do remember this does not cost you anything at all. You pay
the normal price for your goods, but the school receives a percentage of the amount that is spent through the links.

AMAZON LINK

SPEND AND
RAISE LINK
AMAZON LINK

MACBETH - CAST ANNOUNCEMENT!
COMPANY
MACBETH			CHARLIE STEWART
LADY MACBETH 			
MATTHEW JEFFERY
KING DUNCAN/FIRST MURDERER
JAMES NASH
PORTER/SECOND MURDERER
BEN ST CLAIR-GRAY
BANQUO/SEYTON			NATHAN MORGAN
MACDUFF			GABRIEL LUMSDEN
LADY MACDUFF			
HARRY SUGDEN
MALCOLM			OSCAR TAPERELL
ROSS				JAMIE PITT
LENNOX 				FELIX HANIF-BANKS
DOCTOR 				FERDIE GOULD
1ST WITCH 			
HANI ELSAYED
2ND WITCH			SASHANK SRIKANTH
3RD WITCH			
MILO WAKEFIELD

Thank you to all those who auditioned, it was wonderful to hear
you read and enjoy the words of our greatest playwright Mr.
William Shakespeare! Those who were unsuccessful in a speaking
part may join us as a member of the ensemble where they will get
to enjoy taking part in our battle scenes and make up the core
foundation of the production – if you would like to register your
interest in this department then email Mr. Kavanagh at BEK or
pop into the Drama Suite (F23) for a quick chat.
The production will take place on 16 and 17 December in Wilson’s
School Main Hall. Tickets will be on sale soon, so do save the
dates.
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For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter.

SPORTS NEWS

CHESS RESULTS
Wilson’s A lost to RGS Guildford 2 – 4
Wins for Adam Taylor (U6) and Tharshan Kuhendiran (9G) on boards 1 and 2 respectively
Wilson’s C lost to RGS Guildford B 2.5 – 3.5
Win on board 1 for Aranan Sivakumar (9B) and 3 draws
Wilson’s E lost to RGS Guildford C 5 – 7
Two wins for both Kiran Lee (7S) and Eshan Gupta (10C)
Wilson’s F lost to George Abbott A 5.5 – 6.5
Wilson’s Reserves beat George Abbott Reserves 5 – 0
Two wins for Rehan Gamage (8C), Samino Fernando (8G), Sachit Raghavan (7C) and Christian Marti (U6)

FOOTBALL RESULTS
Tuesday 23 September
U12A
lost
3 – 4 (after extra time) vs. Richmond Park 		
		
Academy in the National Cup
Wednesday 24 September
1st XI
2nd XI
3rd XI
4th XI

drew
0-0
drew
2-2
won		
lost
0-4

vs. Reigate college
vs. Glynn
vs. U16B
vs. Reigate College 2nd XI

Thursday 25 September - Wilson’s vs. Charter School
U14A

won

5-2

(National Cup)

Friday 26 September - Wilson’s vs. Hampton School
U12A
lost
2-5
U12B
lost
1-4
U12C
lost
2-4
U12D
lost
1-6
U12E
lost
4-6
U12F
won
2-0
		

Saturday 27 September - Wilson’s vs. Sutton Grammar
1st XI
2nd XI
3rd XI
U15A
U15B
U14A
U14B
U13A
U13B
U12A
U12B
U12C
U12D

drew
won
drew
lost
won
won
lost
won
lost
won
won
won
won

1-1
2-0
2-2
3-4
4-2
2-0
1-4
6-2
3-5
5-2
6-0
14 - 4
21 - 4

		
			

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus
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Wilson’s Quiz Night

Friday 7 November 2014 at 7.00pm
Tickets only £10 each (including a Sharing Platter)
Tables of 8 (max) – Everyone welcome. Please state who is in your team, or we can build
teams on the night.
Please complete the form below and return it to the main reception with the correct money
(cheques made payable to ‘Wilson’s PFA’).
We will then send you an e-mail to confirm your place. Thank you
Please purchase all drinks from the PFA bar.
Silent Auction and Raffle to be held on the evening.
Cake sale in Aid of the Royal Marsden Big ‘C’ campaign.

Kindly Sponsored by Cladish & Co. Ltd.
Wilson’s Quiz Night – Friday 7 November 2014
Name:
__________________________________
Form:
__________________________________
Number of tickets required at £10 each:
______
Number of vegetarian meals: ______ Number of non-vegetarian meals: _____
Team Name (if known):
__________________________________
Names of people in team (if known): __________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
E-mail Address (please write clearly): __________________________________

Wilson’s Update
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NON SIBI SED OMNIBUS
Not for oneself, but for all
Much that is achieved at Wilson’s is creditable and hence praiseworthy. So many of our students excel academically and in co-curricular
activities and this newsletter rightly seeks to celebrate their achievements. However, this week the Head and Mr Burton (Director of
Co-Curricular Activity) would like to thank some of the boys who week in and week out give up their own time in the service of others
within our community. We are rightly proud of the range of activities which take place at Wilson’s and of the staff who make them possible,
but it is true to say that without the support of our senior boys, the breadth and depth of much of our provision would be less impressive.
Inevitably there will be many others beyond those pictured here who deserve our thanks, not least our Prefect Team and members of the
school’s CCF who once again masterminded, with aplomb, many of the arrangements for our entrance tests. Let this small selection of
photographs act as a wider thank you to all of our boys who so selflessly give up their own time for others.

C.U. HELPERS

Thank you to :
Harry Perkin
Dominic Pellew
Elliot Sutherland
Oliver Green

These students have taken turns in leading each CU session including all the preparation that is required.

Dates for your Diary
15 October

Y9 Parents’ Information Evening 7.00 p.m.

16 October
18 October
20 October
22 October

Y7 Parent/Form Tutor Evening 4.00 p.m.
Wilson’s Autumn Parkrun, Roundshaw Downs
9.00 a.m.
Used Uniform Sale
Y9 Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.

23 October
27-31 October
7 November

Y13 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
Half-term
PFA Quiz Night

10 November

Prayer Group Meeting in the chapel
8.00 p.m. All staff and parents welcome.

19 November

Early finish for students 1.05 p.m.
(except for those involved in sports fixtures).
Team Chess Challenge Final 3.30 p.m.
PFA Cake Sale 3.05 p.m.
Used Uniform Sale
Y12 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.

19 November
21 November
24 November
26 November
26 November

GCSE Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.
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YEAR 7/8 FOOTBALL PRACTICES
(Thursday evenings)

Thank you to :
Sam Conway
Dion Barnaby			
Patrick Kirby			
Harry Rose			

Dominic Wilson
Joshua Hyams-Parish
Lewis Bagshaw
James Sheridan

All the above L6 and U6 students have helped at Year 7/8 open football practises on Thursday evenings from 3.45 - 5.00 p.m.
Dion Barnaby also helped last year and Patrick Kirby has helped organise a rota for all the helpers.

YEAR 7, 8 AND 9 FOOTBALL
MANAGERS

Thank you to :
Harry Rose and Joshua Hyams-Parish (7D team)
Sam Conway (7E)
Patrick Kirby (7F)
Thomas Highwood (7A and 7B)
Chris Spaull (Year 8 and 9)

All the above students have helped by travelling to football matches with the teams and with Thursday training sessions.
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SATURDAY MORNING REFEREES

Thank you to :
Jack Shelton			
Josh Norman			
Eamonn Hoare			
Arkadiy Peremyslov		

Felix Hanif-Banks
Kristen Page
Dion Barnaby
Joseph Chrysostomou

All the above students help the P.E. Department by refereeing on Saturday mornings. Their help is invaluable.

LANGUAGE DEPT. HELPERS

Thank you to :
Korean: Alex Song and Eui-Jin Choi
Greek: Kyriacos Theophilou
Italian: David Vuolo
Hasib Hussain
Urdu:

These students ran language taster sessions in Italian, KIorean, Greek and Urdu during our Languages Week. The sessions were well
attended and the students planned them really well.
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HELPERS AT CHESS CLUB AND
MATCHES

Thank you to :
Adam Taylor
Alexander Nielsen			
Christian Marti
Daren Alfred			
Dulan Liyanage			
Harry Goodburn			
James Nash			
Kenta Watson
Kirishoth Sivalogarajah
Neev Trehan
Pavan Murali

Philip Knott
Ryan Shankar
Sergiu Vonsovici
Sharumilan Ravindran
Thomas Short
Vatsal Raina
Vyas Raina
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HELPERS AT CHESS CLUB AND
MATCHES

Thank you to :
Adam Taylor
Alexander Nielsen			
Christian Marti
Daren Alfred			
Dulan Liyanage			
Harry Goodburn			
James Nash			
Kenta Watson
Kirishoth Sivalogarajah
Neev Trehan
Pavan Murali

Philip Knott
Ryan Shankar
Sergiu Vonsovici
Sharumilan Ravindran
Thomas Short
Vatsal Raina
Vyas Raina

The above students all help with chess club and team matches at least once a week and often more frequently than that.

HELPERS WITH THE Y7 MUSIC
PROGRAMME

Thank you to :
Oliver de Carteret			
Daniel Jacob-Ormson		
Kieran Redmond
Matt Clark			

Michael Ahearn
Tom Bragg
Harry Tee
Ben Barry

The helpers with the Year 7 Music programme have assisted on the Y7 music induction days and some have also attended and helped at
Wednesday afternoon sessions.
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GEOGRAPHY DEPT. TEACHING
SUPPORT

Thank you to :
Alex Cole
Sam Blakemore			
James Henley			
Michael Alvarado-Rivero		

Patrick Kirby
Mustafa Chamadia
Jordan Smith
Hamid Hassan Serry

The students above have helped with teaching support in the Geography Department. This entails one hour per fortnight where the
students support in lessons and have taken parts or all of the class.

GEOGRAPHY SOCIETY

Thank you to :
Thomas Lovegrove			
Michael Alvarado-Rivero		
Patrick Kirby			

Shray Patel
Marcus Christie
Timothy Leake

These students help at Geography Society, one lunchtime a fortnight. They plan and organise what is going to be delivered each session.
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PHYSICS DEPT. iGCSE SUPPORT
CLASSES

Thank you to :
Neev Trehan
Branahvan Rajasooriar		
Hasib Hussain			

Oisin Brennan
Alex Song
Anthony Mikhaeel

These students have provided support to other physics students once a week during the lunch break.

PHYSICS DEPT. A2 SUPPORT
CLASSES

Thank you to :
Harry Rogers
Kieran Redmond			
Arjun Gill			

These students have also provided support to other physics students once a week during the lunch break.

Kyriacos Theophilou
Sujay Nair
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INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGES WEEK
Last week, the Modern Foreign Languages Department held
its annual Languages Week. A full programme of international
activities, such as cinema, cookery, game of Pétanque, treasure
hunt and a House quiz competition enabled hundreds of
students to gain access to a palette of language tasters and
assemblies related to language learning.
There were too many events to list them all but the highlights
of the week were undoubtedly the Urdu, Greek, Italian and
Korean language tasters delivered by our own in-house
specialists: Alex Song, Eui-Jin Choi, Kyriacos Theophilou, David
Vuolo and Hasib Hussain.
Congratulations to the following students who won the Languages House Competition:
•
Aditya Vishwanathan from 7G
•
Neel Maniar from 8B
•
Adam di Lizia from 10G
•
Karam Saggu from 11B
Without forgetting, Rahul Karunaharan (8G) who won the
Boules competition, having never played the game before!
Finally, the Modern Foreign Languages Department would like
to thank everyone in the school for their support during International Modern Languages Week with this treat of a poem by
Elvis McGonagall:
I Wanna Do The Continental
It’s time to carpe the diem con brio
Sing vive la difference amigo ooh la la
Ich kann nicht anders, que sera sera
I wanna whole lotta je ne sais quoi
I want to walk with the ghost of Paddy Fermor
Touch the Renaissance and breathe la belle époque
Roam from Rotterdam to Constantinople
Bound for the Byzantine, Bauhaus and Baroque
I want to dally in a deli with Dali
Contemplate Kafka in a Krakow café
Share linguine with Fellini, frites with Magritte
Cycle backwards up the Champs-Elysees
I want to swim in a river of Rioja
Cross the Rhine’s golden bridge with Charlemagne
I want to be Umberto Eco friendly
Waltz with Andrey Kurkov’s penguin in Ukraine
I want to watch the subtitled “Lives of Others”
Sun-drenched Almodovar and bleak black Nordic Noir
Wear Sarah Lund’s sweater while eating a bruschetta
“Troels! For helvede! Tak!” C’est wunderbar!
I want to be enraptured by Roby Lakatos
Manu Chao, Mozart and klezmer cabarets
Drive a 2CV somewhere beyond the sea
Listen to Helen play a Chopin polonaise
I want the Daily Mail to wail “he’s foreign – send him back”
I want to come over here and steal my own job
I want to wait tables, clean toilets, pick turnips, sweep streets
To annoy the bullet-headed Anglo-Saxon mob
I want to see the seamier side of Bohemia
Steep my soul in the velvety Aegean
Then let my weary bones rest in the baths of Budapest
Skal! Proost! Yamas! Je suis ein European
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6TH WILSON’S CHESS FESTIVAL
MONDAY 27 OCTOBER 2014 - 9.30 A.M. TO 3.30 P.M.
Can you play chess? Then come to the Chess Festival!
The 6th Wilson’s Chess Festival is open to chess players in
schools years 5 to 13 inclusive. If the number of entries requires there to be more than one section then the split will be
based on chess ability rather than age.
Everyone will play 7 games during the day and nobody is
knocked out. Each time you will play somebody with a similar
score to your own, and so most games should be between
players of matched ability.
All games will be ECF graded and so all players MUST be ECF
Silver (or higher) members. Junior players who have not been
ECF members before can take the offer of FREE ECF Junior

membership. Visit http://www.englishchess.org.uk/membership/joining/ for more details. Other players can join online for
£12 or upgrade from an existing ECF Bronze membership for
£4.
Parents do not need to stay during the tournament but we
cannot accept responsibility for looking after any child. There
will be a space available for accompanying adults who are
staying. Only players and stewards will be allowed in the
playing area.
For an entry form or if you have any questions about this
event then please contact Dr Cooper email nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk

YEAR 9 BAKE OFF
Brecon kick-started the Year 9 “Bake-Off” last Friday and generated a grand profit of £105! They’ve certainly elevated the benchmark for the remaining Houses competing in this year’s Bake Off. The House that has raised the highest income at the end of the
year will gain additional points for their respective Houses. The proceeds are going towards the refurbishment of Wilson’s Main
Hall. We wait in eager anticipation for the next Year 9 “Bake Off” on Friday, 21 November - do remember to bring in your pennies
to buy these delicious cakes!
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AS AND A2 MUSIC EVENING - 1 OCTOBER 2014

Last Wednesday evening saw another professional music event at Wilson’s. Parents of the AS and A2 Level students were treated to a
performance of all the pieces the students will be playing as part of their exams. Eddie Heyne, Robert Cochrane and Will Honeyman all
played their piano pieces with great aplomb while Ewan Robertson and Kaja Paromothayan (from Wallington High School for Girls) sang
with boundless style. Linden Hogarth on violin, Michael Ahearn on Trumpet, Matthew Hill on bass guitar, Daniel Jacob-Ormson on flute
and Oliver de Carteret on French horn all played with great enthusiasm and composure. The evening was also attended by another five
young ladies from Wallington High School for Girls who are studying music at Wilson’s; Emma U, Maggie Luckhurst, Bethany Sanderson,
Melissa Boyce-Hurd, Stephanie Soosaipillai.
Many thanks to all the AS and A2 students for all their hard work and to their parents for coming along and supporting them. Please put
the dates of the Winter Concert (Tuesday 2 December at 7pm) and the Carol Concert at Croydon Minster (Thursday 11 December at 7pm) in
your diaries now.
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GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?
Congratulations to the winner of last week Sanjai Kiridaran,
8G, who correctly identified the image of The Grand Canal
in Venice. Please come and see Mr Sturt in rm 24 for your
prize. Congratulations to all who got this correct! On to this
week’s competition:
Where in the world is this (include the name of the landmark
and the name of the town and country)? Simply email the
information to ADS@... and the first person with the correct
answer wins! Get thinking.

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.
Tuesday A:

C1

Fri A:

C1

Tuesday B:

C1

Friday B:		

C1

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9
Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys in the
future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school science club teams
in competitions!
The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in S10 from 3.30
to 5 on Wednesdays. Boys who would like to join should see Mr Vingoe
to be added to the waiting list.

Iceland Easter 2015

MEETING WEDNESDAY 15th October
1330 IN ROOM 24 for all boys coming to Iceland
- Please make sure before you come that I have:
- A copy of your passport that is valid until at least JULY 2015
- A valid (in date EHIC Card)
- All payments so far up to date (including additional payment cheque of £20).

TOP FLOOR CLUB presents...........
Please come and see what the best students of History, Geography and Politics have to offer. This takes place on Thursday
lunchtimes at 1.15 p.m. in Room 20.
Oliver Green – 2nd Punic War		

23 October

Tom Lovegrove – Brazil			

6 November

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y7-9
DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
Drama Games
Scene Study
Creating Characters
Debating/Discussing
Writing Plays/Films
Acting/Singing/Dancing
Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!
EVERY THURSDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.15pm in the
DRAMA SUITE (F23).
STARTS THURSDAY 9 OCTOBER 2014.
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
CHESS CLUB

All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime club (Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday). Those who aspire to play chess for the
school are encouraged to also attend Castles Chess Club on
Thursday after school from 3.30 to 5.00 p.m. In all cases the
meetings are in F12 in the Maths Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk)

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc

Are you interested in all things Geographical? If so, then this is the
place for you! Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m.
in Room 24. Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see
you there!

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB

This club is for anyone in years 8 - 13 who enjoys the challenge
of tough maths problems to solve. For the summer term maths
challenge club is run for pupils in years 7 to 10. It will include
looking at past Junior Maths Challenge and Olympiad questions,
as well as interesting games and puzzles. The club takes place on
Wednesday lunchtimes in F12.

MANDARIN CLUB

Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB

Discussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5. Bring
your lunch. It is relaxed and fairly informal. There is of course
also free chocolate for all who attend! Everyone is welcome
(including Year 7) and everyone’s voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS

Computing Drop In
KS3		
Mondays F5
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mr Poole
KS4 & KS5
Tuesdays F4
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB

Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good
grades! If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then examiners will too. It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room
10 with Miss Lambert.

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB

Hordes of the Things club takes place every Friday lunchtime in
room 5. Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided.
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm
figures. Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch
hour.
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CHRISTMAS SHOPPING - AMAZON LINK
If you are already thinking of spreading the cost of Christmas and
are beginning to purchase Christmas gifts now, why not use the
link on our website to Amazon for your online purchases? This link
can be found on the front page of our website on the right hand
side of the page and we hope parents will join us in using it for their
purchases to help to raise funds for the school. If you use this link
to connect to Amazon and then continue to purchase goods in
the usual way, for every purchase you make Amazon returns to the
school a portion of the profit they make.

suit all tastes and experiences - from Expedia, Hilton Hotels, Dabs,
John Lewis, GAP, Charles tyrwhitt, M&S, Sainsbury’s and T.M Lewin
to Domino’s Pizza, B&Q and Weight Watchers. There are literally
hundreds.

Another site which can be used via a link on our website is www.
spendandraise.com/wilsons. A similar principle to Amazon - go
to the site, find the shop, click on the link and it raises money for
Wilson’s. The list of participants is huge - well known names to

Please do remember this does not cost you anything at all. You pay
the normal price for your goods, but the school receives a percentage of the amount that is spent through the links.

We raised approximately £3,000 during the last academic year
through parents and staff buying their goods using these links. It
would be fantastic if we were able to increase that figure during this,
our 400th year.

AMAZON LINK

SPEND AND
RAISE LINK
AMAZON LINK

NOTICES
USED UNIFORM SHOP

FOUNDER’S HALL FUND

Please come along and visit the Used Uniform Shop on 20
October. The shop sells good quality items of uniform at very
reasonable prices. Mrs Sturt who runs the shop will be pleased
to see you and to help you if she can.

Our grateful thanks go to all those parents and friends of
the school who have contributed to our Quatercentenary
Appeal since it’s launch.

Donations of any items of used uniform would also be greatly
appreciated but particularly uniform in smaller sizes.
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For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter.

SPORTS NEWS

CHESS RESULTS
Wilson’s B
beat
Trinity A		
4.5 - 1.5
Wins for Vyas Raina (L6), Lewis Lou (11B), Ryan Shankar (L6) and Jon-Man Chung (10G)
Wilson’s D
beat
Trinity B 		
6.0 – 0
Wins for Muhammad Al Ghifari (9C), Akash Gupta (9C), Sharumilan Ravindran (U6), Alexander Nielsen (11G), Aurideep Nayak (7H) and Daren
Alfred (L6)

FOOTBALL RESULTS
Monday 29 September - 2nd Round National Cup
Year 10 won
3-1
vs. Kingsford School
Year 8
won
9-1
vs. Richmond Park Academy
Tuesday 30 September - 1st Round Surrey Cup
Year 7
won
11 - 0 vs Overton Grange
Wednesday 1 October
1st XI

lost

0-1

2nd XI
3rd XI

lost
won

1-5
14 - 0

4th XI
5th XI

lost
lost

0-6
1-4

vs. City of London
(3rd round National Cup)
vs. Dulwich College 1st XI
vs. Blenheim High School
(1st round Surrey Cup)
vs. Croydon College 1st XI
vs. Dulwich College 2nd XI

Saturday 4 October
Wilson’s vs. Cardinal Vaughan
1st XI
lost
1 - 2		
2nd XI lost
0-1
Wilson’s vs. Royal Russell
U15A
won
8-2
drew
2-2
U15B
U14A
won
4-1
won
2-0
U14B
U13A
won
6-2
U13B
lost
1-4
U12A
won
7-0
U12B
won
4-2

Thursday 2 October - 2nd Round Surrey Cup
Year 9
lost
1-2
vs. Howard of Effingham
Friday 3 October
Year 10 won
1-0
Year 7B
Year 7C
Year 7D
Year 7E
Year 7F
Year 7G

won
drew
won
won
won
won

4-3
1-1
6-0
6-1
14 - 0
6-1

vs. Riddlesdown
(1st round Surrey Cup)
vs. Sutton Grammar (A)
vs. Sutton Grammar (B)
vs. Sutton Grammar (C)
vs. Sutton Grammar (D)
vs. Sutton Grammar (E)
vs. Sutton Grammar (F)

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

vs. U13A
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Wilson’s Quiz Night

Friday 7 November 2014 at 7.00pm
Tickets only £10 each (including a Sharing Platter)
Tables of 8 (max) – Everyone welcome. Please state who is in your team, or we can build
teams on the night.
Please complete the form below and return it to the main reception with the correct money
(cheques made payable to ‘Wilson’s PFA’).
We will then send you an e-mail to confirm your place. Thank you
Please purchase all drinks from the PFA bar.
Silent Auction and Raffle to be held on the evening.
Cake sale in Aid of the Royal Marsden Big ‘C’ campaign.

Kindly Sponsored by Cladish & Co. Ltd.
Wilson’s Quiz Night – Friday 7 November 2014
Name:
__________________________________
Form:
__________________________________
Number of tickets required at £10 each:
______
Number of vegetarian meals: ______ Number of non-vegetarian meals: _____
Team Name (if known):
__________________________________
Names of people in team (if known): __________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
E-mail Address (please write clearly): __________________________________

Wilson’s Update
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WILSON’S BOYS ACHIEVE IN CLASSICAL QUIZ COMPETITION
Once again Wilson’s come away with the top prize in the annual Classical Quiz organised by the Old Palace School of John Whitgift. The event
is organised by the girls’ school for budding year 9 and year 10 Classicists in the area as a way to promote the study of the Classical World, as
well as to allow Classicists from different schools to get to know each other.
Before the event the students and the teachers held long discussions, over coffee, about a variety of topics on Latin and Classics. Though
some were certainly more concerned that they should arrive fully fed... Once we arrived, the students were separated into teams and they
had the chance to get to know students from other schools, such as Nonsuch High School and Trinity School, while tackling the challenges
with which they were presented. Whilst some considered the challenge to be “how many cupcakes can be taken in one hand during
refreshments?” all considered questions about myths, history, literature and the Classical World in general.
In the end, the top three teams were announced. Not only were Wilson’s boys heavily involved in all three teams, the top team was mostly
comprised of our year 9s of Jae Hun Ko (9B), Marat Yusupov (9B2), Niall Byrne (9H) and Alex Merry (9H2). When the winners were announced,
the team reacted as if they had won the World Cup! The top team received books (and praise points) for their effort. More importantly, everyone had fun and forged some new friendships with boys and girls from other schools. Well done to everyone involved!
Can you answer some of the questions in the quiz?
What is the modern name for Byzantium?
1.
How many hills was Rome built on?
2.
What does cave canem mean?
3.
If you are a budding year 7 or 8 Classicist and you think you know the answers, email HSL@... for a small prize, pride and praise. The two winners names will be drawn out of a Roman soldier helmet on Monday, 4pm. Answers will be published in the next issue of Wilson’s Update.
Enjoy learning more about the Classical world? Why not come along to the Classics Club? Every Wednesday 1:15 at room 5. Bring lunch.

Dates for your Diary
18 October
Wilson’s Autumn Parkrun, Roundshaw Downs
		9.00 a.m.
20 October
22 October
23 October
27-31 October
7 November

Used Uniform Sale
Y9 Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.
Y13 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
Half-term
PFA Quiz Night

10 November
		

Prayer Group Meeting in the chapel
8.00 p.m. All staff and parents welcome.

19 November
		
19 November
21 November
24 November
26 November
26 November

Early finish for students 1.05 p.m.
(except for those involved in sports fixtures).
Team Chess Challenge Final 3.30 p.m.
PFA Cake Sale 3.05 p.m.
Used Uniform Sale
Y12 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
GCSE Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.
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HISTORY OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDENTS AGED 11 - 14
Cambridge History for Schools is an exciting outreach initiative by one of the leading History Faculties in the world. They want to show
how pupils can enjoy history and imagine the past through imaginative and exciting workshops. The sessions on offer this year are as
follows:
Michaelmas Term 				
8th November 2014 		
11.00am-12.30pm		
Lent Term 				
28th February 2015 		
11.00am-12.30		
Easter Term
9th May 2015 			
1.30pm – 3.00pm		

Public Parks and their politics: 		

Kristen Klebba.

Images in Colonial India: 			

Tom Simpson

Personal Belongings from Renaissance to Enlightenment c.1450-1800

A more detailed explanation of the session content can be found here: http://www.hist.cam.ac.uk/events/history-for-schools-2014-2015
If you would like more information or to apply for places on any of these sessions please contact Mr Englefield (ge@wilsonsschool.sutton.
sch.uk). He will need the following information:
Child’s name
Child’s age
Child’s school
Parent/Guardian’s name
Parent/Guardian’s telephone number
Parent/Guardian’s email address
Please note there is a maximum of 4 school places and that students may attend these sessions without a parent or carer present during
the session, however we ask that your son is met promptly at the end of the session. All sessions take place at the Faculty of History, West
Road, Cambridge, CB3 9EF. The school will not be providing transport.

NOTICES

SCHOOL ABSENCES

USED UNIFORM SHOP - OPEN NEXT
MONDAY 20 OCTOBER AT 3.45 P.M.

If your son needs to be absent from school for any reason you
should complete and send in a Leave of Absence form.
These can be found on the front page of our website, on the
right hand side of the page near the bottom under Quick Links.
The form should be completed and returned to the school at
least 3 days before the date of the absence.

Please come along and visit the Used Uniform Shop on 20 October. The shop sells good quality items of uniform at very reasonable prices. Mrs Sturt who runs the shop will be pleased to see
you and to help you if she can. Donations of any items of used
uniform would also be greatly appreciated but particularly uniform in smaller sizes.
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6TH WILSON’S CHESS FESTIVAL
MONDAY 27 OCTOBER 2014 - 9.30 A.M. TO 3.30 P.M.
Can you play chess? Then come to the Chess Festival!
The 6th Wilson’s Chess Festival is open to chess players in schools
years 5 to 13 inclusive. If the number of entries requires there to be
more than one section then the split will be based on chess ability
rather than age.
Everyone will play 7 games during the day and nobody is knocked
out. Each time you will play somebody with a similar score to your
own, and so most games should be between players of matched
ability.
All games will be ECF graded and so all players MUST be ECF Silver
(or higher) members. Junior players who have not been ECF mem-

FOUNDER’S HALL FUND
LINK/ QUATERCENTENARY
APPEAL
We are delighted that donations to our Quatercentenary Appeal are still coming in to the school and we
would like to thank all those parents and friends of the
school who have contributed, and who continue to
contribute to this fund.
If you would like to make a donation, please use this
link, which can be found on the front page of our website, in order to do so.

bers before can take the offer of FREE ECF Junior membership. Visit
http://www.englishchess.org.uk/membership/joining/ for more
details. Other players can join online for £12 or upgrade from an
existing ECF Bronze membership for £4.
Parents do not need to stay during the tournament but we cannot
accept responsibility for looking after any child. There will be a
space available for accompanying adults who are staying. Only
players and stewards will be allowed in the playing area.
For an entry form or if you have any questions about this event
then please contact Dr Cooper email nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.
sch.uk
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT - FORTHCOMING EVENTS
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GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?
Congratulations to the winner of last week’s competition,
Luke Shortland, 11G2, who correctly identified the image as
Table Mountain, Cape Town, South Africa. Please come and
see Mr Sturt in rm 24 for your prize. Congratulations to all
who got this correct!
Onto this week’s competition! Where in the world is this
(include the name of the landmark and the name of the town
and country)? Simply email the information to ADS@... and
the first person with the correct answer wins! Get thinking.

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.
Tuesday A:
Fri A: 		
Tuesday B:
Friday B:		

C1
C1
C1
C1

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9
Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys in the
future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school science club teams
in competitions!
The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in S10 from 3.30
to 5 on Wednesdays. Boys who would like to join should see Mr Vingoe
to be added to the waiting list.

TOP FLOOR CLUB presents...........
Please come and see what the best students of History, Geography and Politics have to offer. This takes place on Thursday
lunchtimes at 1.15 p.m. in Room 20.
Oliver Green – 2nd Punic War		

23 October

Tom Lovegrove – Brazil			

6 November

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y7-9
DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
Drama Games
Scene Study
Creating Characters
Debating/Discussing
Writing Plays/Films
Acting/Singing/Dancing
Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!
EVERY THURSDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.15pm in the
DRAMA SUITE (F23).
STARTS THURSDAY 9 OCTOBER 2014.
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
CHESS CLUB

All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime club (Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday). Those who aspire to play chess for the
school are encouraged to also attend Castles Chess Club on
Thursday after school from 3.30 to 5.00 p.m. In all cases the
meetings are in F12 in the Maths Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk)

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc

Are you interested in all things Geographical? If so, then this is the
place for you! Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m.
in Room 24. Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see
you there!

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB

This club is for anyone in years 8 - 13 who enjoys the challenge
of tough maths problems to solve. For the summer term maths
challenge club is run for pupils in years 7 to 10. It will include
looking at past Junior Maths Challenge and Olympiad questions,
as well as interesting games and puzzles. The club takes place on
Wednesday lunchtimes in F12.

MANDARIN CLUB

Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB

Discussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5. Bring
your lunch. It is relaxed and fairly informal. There is of course
also free chocolate for all who attend! Everyone is welcome
(including Year 7) and everyone’s voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS

Computing Drop In
KS3		
Mondays F5
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mr Poole
KS4 & KS5
Tuesdays F4
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB

Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good
grades! If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then examiners will too. It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room
10 with Miss Lambert.

SCHOOL FANTASY FOOTBALL
School fantasy football starts on Saturday 18 October. Get your
team registered if you haven’t already.

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB

Hordes of the Things club takes place every Friday lunchtime in
room 5. Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided.
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm
figures. Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch
hour.
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CHRISTMAS SHOPPING - AMAZON LINK
If you are already thinking of spreading the cost of Christmas and
are beginning to purchase Christmas gifts now, why not use the
link on our website to Amazon for your online purchases? This link
can be found on the front page of our website on the right hand
side of the page and we hope parents will join us in using it for their
purchases to help to raise funds for the school. If you use this link
to connect to Amazon and then continue to purchase goods in
the usual way, for every purchase you make Amazon returns to the
school a portion of the profit they make.

suit all tastes and experiences - from Expedia, Hilton Hotels, Dabs,
John Lewis, GAP, Charles tyrwhitt, M&S, Sainsbury’s and T.M Lewin
to Domino’s Pizza, B&Q and Weight Watchers. There are literally
hundreds.

Another site which can be used via a link on our website is www.
spendandraise.com/wilsons. A similar principle to Amazon - go
to the site, find the shop, click on the link and it raises money for
Wilson’s. The list of participants is huge - well known names to

Please do remember this does not cost you anything at all. You pay
the normal price for your goods, but the school receives a percentage of the amount that is spent through the links.

We raised approximately £3,000 during the last academic year
through parents and staff buying their goods using these links. It
would be fantastic if we were able to increase that figure during this,
our 400th year.

AMAZON LINK

SPEND AND
RAISE LINK

FOOTBALL RESULTS
Wednesday 8 October
1st XI
won
7-1
2nd XI lost
2-3
3rd XI
lost
2-5
4th XI
lost
2-5
5th XI
won
4-0
6th XI
lost
0-1
7th XI
won
3-2

vs. Esher College
vs. Esher College
vs. Rutlish
vs. Hampton
vs. Hampton
vs. Hampton
vs. Hampton

Thursday 9 October - 3rd Round National Cup
6-0
vs. Bishop Grant School
Year 8A won
Friday 10 October
drew
0-0
U12A
U12B
lost
2-7
U12C
drew
5-5
U12D
lost
2-6

vs. Carshalton (District League)
vs. Carshalton
vs. Carshalton
vs. Carshalton

Saturday 11 October
Wilson’s vs. Stanley Park (District League)
won
3-1
U15A
U14A
won
4-1
U13A
won
7-2
Wilson’s vs. Tunbridge Wells Grammar School
U15B
drew
2-2
U14B
drew
5-5
U13B
lost
0-9
U12B
won
3-0
U12C
drew
2-2

CHESS RESULTS
Wilson’s A
lost
Win for Ryan EAW (10B)

2½ - 3½ vs. Hampton A

Wilson’s B
won
4-2
vs. Hampton B
Wins for Kenta Watson (L6), Ryan Shankar (L6) and Jon-Man Chung
(10G)
Wilson’s C
won
5-1
vs. Hampton C
Wins for Shavindra Jayasekera (10B), Vignesh Nallathambi (L6),
Thomas Short (U6), Jake Eaw (9B) and Dylan Perera (10B)
Wilson’s D
won
5-1
vs. Kingston A
Akash Gupta (9C), Sharumilan Ravindran (U6), Alexander Nielsen
(11G), Aurideep Nayak (7H) and Daren Alfred (L6)
Wilson’s E

won

10 - 2

vs. Hampton D

Wilson’s F

Won

11 - 1

vs. Hampton E
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For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter.

SPORTS NEWS

NATIONAL SCHOOLS CROSS COUNTRY - FIRST ROUND
Junior Boys
school						counters				points
pos
Whitgift School, South Croydon, Surrey		
1 2 5 6 ( 15 31 )			
14
1
2
Trinity School, Croydon, Surrey			
3 7 13 25 ( 26 44 )			
48
3
Oxted School, Oxted, Surrey				
4 17 20 29 ( 30 59 )			
70
4
Caterham School, Caterham, Surrey			
9 11 24 37 ( 45 74 )			
81
Wallington County Grammar School, Wallington, Surrey 18 22 32 35 ( 52 )			
107
5
6
Reeds School, Cobham, Surrey			
8 23 33 51 ( )			
115
7
Danes Hill Preparatory School, Leatherhead, Surrey
19 21 38 46 ( 53 79 )		
124
8
Wilson’s School, Wallington, Surrey			
16 28 42 56 ( 58 )			
142
9
The John Fisher School, Purley, Surrey			
12 39 43 55 ( 62 80 )		
149
Hazelwood School, Oxted, Surrey			
27 36 48 61 ( 63 )			
172
10
11
Woking High School, Woking, Surrey			
34 41 47 57 ( 65 78 )		
179
St James Senior Boys’ School, Ashford, Surrey		
10 50 64 68 ( 70 77 )		
192
12
13
Harris City Academy Crystal Palace, London, London
14 66 67 75 ( 83 84 )		
222
Woodcote High School, Coulsdon, Surrey		
40 49 69 76 ( 82 ) 234
14
15
Aberdour Preparatory School, Tadworth, Surrey
Intermediate Boys
The John Fisher School, Purley Surrey			
1
Trinity School, Croydon, Surrey			
2
3
Oxted School, Oxted, Surrey				
Woking High School, Woking, Surrey			
4
5
Whitgift School, South Croydon, Surrey		
6
Wilson’s School, Wallington, Surrey			
St James Senior Boys’ School, Ashford, Surrey		
7
8
Harris City Academy Crystal Palace, London		
Woodcote High School, Coulsdon, Surrey		
9
10
Caterham School, Caterham Surrey		

3 5 10 15 (20 23)			
4 7 9 17 (36 45)			
1 2 25 32 (40)			
8 11 21 28 (34)			
14 16 19 22 (30 31)			
6 13 27 29 (33)			
18 35 42 44			
26 38 39 46			
24 37 41 47			

33
37
60
68
71
75
139
149
149

Cross Country Teams were as follows:
Junior boys						Intermediate boys
58		David Moyse				33		Callum Black
56		John Moyse				27		Lloyd Smith				
42		Jake Sillitto				13		Sam Moody
28		Callum Furmidge				7		Jonathan Chen
Callum Hockley
16		

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus
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Wilson’s Quiz Night

Friday 7 November 2014 at 7.00pm
Tickets only £10 each (including a Sharing Platter)
Tables of 8 (max) – Everyone welcome. Please state who is in your team, or we can build
teams on the night.
Please complete the form below and return it to the main reception with the correct money
(cheques made payable to ‘Wilson’s PFA’).
We will then send you an e-mail to confirm your place. Thank you
Please purchase all drinks from the PFA bar.
Silent Auction and Raffle to be held on the evening.
Cake sale in Aid of the Royal Marsden Big ‘C’ campaign.

Kindly Sponsored by Cladish & Co. Ltd.
Wilson’s Quiz Night – Friday 7 November 2014
Name:
__________________________________
Form:
__________________________________
Number of tickets required at £10 each:
______
Number of vegetarian meals: ______ Number of non-vegetarian meals: _____
Team Name (if known):
__________________________________
Names of people in team (if known): __________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
E-mail Address (please write clearly): __________________________________

Wilson’s Update
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CCF PROMOTIONS
Congratulations to Harry Rogers and Jordan Smith who were promoted to Company Sergeant Major of the Army Section and Warrant Officer
of the RAF Section respectively.
This promotion is an honour because it demonstrates the Contingent Commander’s faith in their leadership ability. They now take overall
responsibility for their section of the CCF and put themselves in pole position to be appointed as Regimental Sergeant Major of Wilson’s
School in the new year.
Their promotions were announced by the Contingent Commander, Major Burton on parade last week and Mr Cole was present to hand
the cadets their new badges of rank and offer his congratulations as Head and de-facto Commanding Officer of the Corps.

Dates for your Diary
27-31 October
7 November

HALF - TERM
PFA Quiz Night

10 November
		
10 November
19 November
		

Prayer Group Meeting in the chapel
8.00 p.m. All staff and parents welcome.
Year 7 Inter Form Chess Challenge 3.30 p.m.
Early finish for students 1.05 p.m.
(except for those involved in sports fixtures).

19 November
21 November
24 November

Team Chess Challenge Final 3.30 p.m.
PFA Cake Sale 3.05 p.m.
Used Uniform Sale

26 November
26 November

Y12 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
GCSE Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.
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YEAR 11 SUBJECT COMMENDATIONS
Year 11 have been working particularly hard this half term and it has not gone unnoticed by staff. Although it is difficult to single out individual achievements, Heads of Department have nevertheless nominated the following students for Subject Commendations which will
be presented after the Half Term break. Particular congratulations go to the following students:

FRENCH

M ISLAM			

GERMAN

N PANKHANIA

S PATEL			

GEOGRAPHY

R LANDER		

HISTORY

T HIGHWOOD

A MANJIANI		

ENGLISH

I HANCE		

S PATEL

C BRADY

S NAWAZ

BS. STUDIES

R LANDER

N NEKOBAKHT-TAK		

S PATEL
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YEAR 11 SUBJECT COMMENDATIONS
CHEMISTRY

D GONSALVES

A PEREMYSLOV

LATIN

N PANKHANIA

MATHS

A NIELSEN

J MACDONELL

ICT

J WEEKS-GREENER

D.T.

L COLLINS

A KIRUBAHARAN

K YOSEPH

M RIDDINGS

SPANISH

S JEYARAJ

R LANDER
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YEAR 11 SUBJECT COMMENDATIONS
BIOLOGY

E WINDSOR

S PATEL

PHYSICS

R LANDER

K BAFFOUR-AWUAH

J CRAWFORD

HISTORY OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDENTS AGED 11 - 14
Cambridge History for Schools is an exciting outreach initiative by one of the leading History Faculties in the world. They want to show
how pupils can enjoy history and imagine the past through imaginative and exciting workshops. The sessions on offer this year are as
follows:
Michaelmas Term 				
8th November 2014 		
11.00am-12.30pm		
Lent Term 				
28th February 2015 		
11.00am-12.30		
Easter Term
1.30pm – 3.00pm		
9th May 2015 			

Public Parks and their politics: 		

Kristen Klebba.

Images in Colonial India: 			

Tom Simpson

Personal Belongings from Renaissance to Enlightenment c.1450-1800

A more detailed explanation of the session content can be found here: http://www.hist.cam.ac.uk/events/history-for-schools-2014-2015
If you would like more information or to apply for places on any of these sessions please contact Mr Englefield (ge@wilsonsschool.sutton.
sch.uk). He will need the following information:
Child’s name
Child’s age
Child’s school
Parent/Guardian’s name
Parent/Guardian’s telephone number
Parent/Guardian’s email address
Please note there is a maximum of 4 school places and that students may attend these sessions without a parent or carer present during
the session, however we ask that your son is met promptly at the end of the session. All sessions take place at the Faculty of History, West
Road, Cambridge, CB3 9EF. The school will not be providing transport.
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WHAT MAKES YOUNG FRENCH PEOPLE LAUGH?
Do their jokes work in English or is the humour lost in translation?
Well...Last week, our Year 10 students did some research into the
world of French humour and decided to create their own French
jokes based on “Mr and Mrs X have a son, what’s his name?” to
practise their French phonetics in a more entertaining way! Here is
a selection of their best jokes:
Monsieur et Madame Eddi ont un fils, comment s’appelle-t-il?
Sam (Samedi = Saturday)
By Parth Gundi
Monsieur et Madame Mentair ont un fils, comment s’appelle-t-il?
Ali (Alimentaire = food)
By Matthew Kayanja
Monsieur et Madame Gleur ont un fils, comment s’appelle-t-il?
Jon (Jongleur = juggler)
By Vishal Gudka
Monsieur et Madame Terieur ont un fils, comment s’appelle-t-il?
Alex (A l’extérieur = outside)
By M. Roin
Monsieur et Madame Beau ont un fils, comment s’appelle-t-il?
Tom (Tombeau = tomb)
By Kevin Gu
Monsieur et Madame Efice ont un fils, comment s’appelle-t-il?
Ben (Bénéfice = benefit)
By Adam Stevenson
Monsieur et Madame Mage ont un fils, comment s’appelle-t-il?
Dom (Dommage = shame)
By Toby Godwin
Monsieur et Madame Nase ont un fils, comment s’appelle-t-il?
Jim (Gymnase = Gymnasium)
By Vishal Gudka
Can you now think of some German or Spanish jokes? Why not
submit them in the target language to cam@wilsonsschool.sutton.
sch.uk and receive a little prize!
The MFL Department

NOTICES
SCHOOL ABSENCES
If your son needs to be absent from school for any reason you
should complete and send in a Leave of Absence form.
These can be found on the front page of our website, on the
right hand side of the page near the bottom under Quick Links.
The form should be completed and returned to the school at
least 3 days before the date of the absence. Library News

SCHOOL LIBRARY
Good News! I have finally received back all the Library loans from
the summer term(!) so have been able to put over 100 new books
on display. These include new Manga titles and Simpsons comic
books for a quick read. There’s the new series ‘The Testing,’ set in
a post-apocalyptic future, the Conspiracy 365 Series and the Man
Booker Shortlist which includes the brilliant ‘We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves.’
There’s something to suit everyone so come and have a browse!
Mrs Cowell (School Librarian)
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6TH WILSON’S CHESS FESTIVAL
MONDAY 27 OCTOBER 2014 - 9.30 A.M. TO 3.30 P.M.
Can you play chess? Then come to the Chess Festival!
The 6th Wilson’s Chess Festival is open to chess players in schools
years 5 to 13 inclusive. If the number of entries requires there to be
more than one section then the split will be based on chess ability
rather than age.
Everyone will play 7 games during the day and nobody is knocked
out. Each time you will play somebody with a similar score to your
own, and so most games should be between players of matched
ability.
All games will be ECF graded and so all players MUST be ECF Silver
(or higher) members. Junior players who have not been ECF mem-

bers before can take the offer of FREE ECF Junior membership. Visit
http://www.englishchess.org.uk/membership/joining/ for more
details. Other players can join online for £12 or upgrade from an
existing ECF Bronze membership for £4.
Parents do not need to stay during the tournament but we cannot
accept responsibility for looking after any child. There will be a
space available for accompanying adults who are staying. Only
players and stewards will be allowed in the playing area.
For an entry form or if you have any questions about this event
then please contact Dr Cooper email nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.
sch.uk

ANSWERS TO THE CLASSICS QUIZ FROM LAST WEEK:
Many thanks for all the entries to the quiz last week. The answers are:
1. What is the modern name for Byzantium?

A: Istanbul

2. How many hills was Rome built on?		

A: Seven

3. What does cave canem mean?		

A: Beware of the dog

Well done to Michael Oduyemi (7H) and Eddie Hamidovic (7S), whose names were drawn out of a Roman soldier helmet containing the
correct responses. Please come and see Mr Lee in room 5 for your reward.
If you enjoy following news from the Classical World and from our own Classics Department why not follow us on
Twitter: @WilsonsClassics

MUSIC DEPARTMENT - FORTHCOMING EVENTS
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT - WILSON’S WINTER CHARITY CONCERT
Tickets are already on sale (via Parentmail2) for this year’s Winter Charity Concert which is taking place in the Main Hall on Tuesday 2
December at 7pm. This year all the proceeds will be donated to the Royal Marsden Hospital in Sutton as part of the school’s 400th Anniversary Charity fundraising scheme.
The rehearsals are all going marvellously – the wind band is so popular that they have now outgrown their old venue and are having to
use the North Study to practise music from Frozen, Batman, Spiderman, hits by the Blues Brothers and the classic Soul Bossa Nova. The
Chamber Ensemble are performing Mozart’s complete Symphony No 40 and Beethoven’s Septet, while the Senior Orchestra are performing Jupiter from the Planets. The Junior Choir are performing You’ve Got a Friend in Me and the Senior Choir are well into rehearsals for
movements from Handel’s Messiah. Last year tickets sold out well in advance of the concert, so make sure you purchase them early and
don’t leave it to the night!
There’s still just about enough time to join any of our ensembles this term; interested musicians should contact Mr Rogers (LTR@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk) for further information.
If anyone would like to help the PFA on the evening, please contact Beverley Barry at BJB@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk It’s a great way
to get involved with the school and meet new people.
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NEW LUNCH SERVICE
After half term students and staff will see changes to the lunchtime service at the school:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A varied, tasty and wholesome daily main option (one meat and one vegetarian)
Pasta dishes and Jacket Potatoes with filling will be available on alternate days
Daily “light bite” options
A new Soup Station, offering homemade soup with a homemade bread selection and croutons.
Premium and Standard sandwiches, all packaged in eco-friendly materials.
Salads, protein pots, olives, crudités and cold desserts.
The Catering Van will become a street food outlet, each day having its own special theme:

Mon
Tue
Weds
Thurs
Fri

Burrito Day
Pizza Day
Oodles of Noodles
It’s all in a Bread
Chip Shop Day

Customer feedback is valued so a Comments Book is being introduced to help the catering team plan future menu items.
The weekly menu will be included in the newsletter (and displayed in the canteen for all to see).
Changes to update the Breakfast and Break service will also be made in the near future.
We look forward to welcoming regular and new customers!

WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU
Week Commencing 3 November 2014
SOUP
MEAT CHOICE

Monday

Green Pea Soup
served with
Homemade Bread
Traditional
Spaghetti
Bolognaise

VEGETARIAN
CHOICE

Tuesday

Roasted Tomato
Soup served with
Homemade Bread
Lamb Tagine
served on Fruity
Couscous

Chickpea and Lentil
Spinach ,Potato
Curry, Steamed
and Ricotta
Rice, Mango
Strudel, Mixed
Chutney
Vegetables
Chicken
Chicken
LIGHT BITES
Drumsticks
Drumsticks
BBQ RIBS
BBQ RIBS
Vegetable Slice
Cheese and Potato
cake
Served with
Topped with a
JACKET POTATO
Beans/Tuna
Roasted
Vegetable
PASTA
Mayo/Cheddar
and Tomato Sauce

SOMETHING
SWEET

Forest Fruit
Crumble with
Custard

Wednesday

Thursday

Vegetable soup
served with
Homemade Bread
Roast Pork , Roast
Pots, Cabbage,
Gravy, Apple Sauce

Cream of Leek
soup with
homemade Bread
Creamy Chicken
Korma, Rice,
Mango chutney,
Minted yoghurt

Broccoli and
Cauliflower
Mornay

Quorn and
Vegetable Cottage
pie

Chicken
Drumsticks
BBQ RIBS
Vegetable Roulade

Chicken
Drumsticks
BBQ RIBS
Quorn Escalope

Served with
Beans/Cheddar/
Coleslaw

Friday

Spinach soup with
homemade Bread
Battered Fish and
Chips, peas
Chicken Goujons,
Chips, Peas
Breaded Vegetable
fingers, Chip, Peas
BBQ Chicken Legs
Minced Beef and
Onion Pie
Veggie Pattie

Topped with a
NO PASTA OR
Creamy Mushroom JACKET POTATOES
Sauce
TODAY

Rice Pudding
Apple and
Chocolate
with Strawberry Cinnamon Cake ,
Sponge with
Jam sauce
Cream
Chocolate Sauce

Iced Doughnuts
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GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?
Congratulations to the winner of last week’s competition,
Alexander Nielson, 11G, who correctly identified the image
as St Pancras Station, London, UK. Please come and Mr Sturt
in rm 24 for your prize. Congratulations to all who got this
correct! On to this week’s competition:
Where in the world is this (include the name of the landmark
and the name of the town and country)? Simply email the
information to ADS@... and the first person with the correct
answer wins! Get thinking.

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.
Tuesday A:
Fri A: 		
Tuesday B:
Friday B:		

C1
C1
C1
C1

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9
Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys in the
future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school science club teams
in competitions!
The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in S10 from 3.30
p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who would like to join should
see Mr Vingoe to be added to the waiting list.

TOP FLOOR CLUB presents...........
Please come and see what the best students of History, Geography and Politics have to offer. This takes place on Thursday
lunchtimes at 1.15 p.m. in Room 20.
Tom Lovegrove – Brazil			

6 November

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y7-9
DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
Drama Games
Scene Study
Creating Characters
Debating/Discussing
Writing Plays/Films
Acting/Singing/Dancing
Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!
EVERY THURSDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.15pm in the
DRAMA SUITE (F23).
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
CHESS CLUB

All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime club (Monday,
Wednesday and Thursday). Those who aspire to play chess for
the school are encouraged to also attend Castles Chess Club
on Thursday after school from 3.30 to 5.00 p.m. In all cases the
meetings are in F12 in the Maths Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk)

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc

Are you interested in all things Geographical? If so, then this is the
place for you! Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m.
in Room 24. Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see
you there!

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB

This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to
solve. It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.

MANDARIN CLUB

Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB

Discussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5. Bring
your lunch. It is relaxed and fairly informal. There is of course
also free chocolate for all who attend! Everyone is welcome
(including Year 7) and everyone’s voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS

Computing Drop In
KS3		
Mondays F5
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mr Poole
KS4 & KS5
Tuesdays F4
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB

Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good
grades! If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then examiners will too. It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room
10 with Miss Lambert.

SCHOOL FANTASY FOOTBALL
School fantasy football starts on Saturday 18 October. Get your
team registered if you haven’t already.

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB

Hordes of the Things club takes place every Friday lunchtime in
room 5. Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided.
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm
figures. Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch
hour.
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For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter.

SPORTS NEWS

BADMINTON RESULTS

FOOTBALL RESULTS

The Year 7 team started the season with a win over Stanley Park
and Cheam . There is a lot of potential in the team with strong
performances from all players.
The U.19 A and B teams played in the Surrey league against Tiffin
school. This is always a hard fought competitive game and was a
good test of this year’s new teams. Many of last year’s team have
left the school and yet the transition of players was seamless.
The A team beat Tiffin 7 – 2 and the B team beat Tiffin 9-0.
An excellent start to the season. The next matches are against Glyn
for the U.14 and U.16 B teams on November 3rd

Monday 13 October vs. Glenthorne (District League)
U15A
won
6-0
Tuesday 14 October vs. Glenthorne (District League)
U13A
won
7-0
lost
1-3
U14A
Wednesday 15 October
1st XI
won
4-1
2nd XI won
3-2
5th XI
lost
2-4

vs. Salesions School (Away)
vs. John Fisher (Home)
vs. John Fisher (Home)

Thursday 16 October
U14A
won
4-3

vs. Queensmead School (Away)

Friday 17 October vs. Glenthorne (District League)
U12A
won
4-1
vs. Glenthorne
Saturday 18 October
Wilson’s vs. Woodcote High School
U12A
lost
1-2
won
5-0
U13A
U14A
won
4-3
U15A
won
6-0
won
3-1
U16A
1st XI
won
5-1
			

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus
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Wilson’s Quiz Night

Friday 7 November 2014 at 7.00pm
Tickets only £10 each (including a Sharing Platter)
Tables of 8 (max) – Everyone welcome. Please state who is in your team, or we can build
teams on the night.
Please complete the form below and return it to the main reception with the correct money
(cheques made payable to ‘Wilson’s PFA’).
We will then send you an e-mail to confirm your place. Thank you
Please purchase all drinks from the PFA bar.
Silent Auction and Raffle to be held on the evening.
Cake sale in Aid of the Royal Marsden Big ‘C’ campaign.

Kindly Sponsored by Cladish & Co. Ltd.
Wilson’s Quiz Night – Friday 7 November 2014
Name:
__________________________________
Form:
__________________________________
Number of tickets required at £10 each:
______
Number of vegetarian meals: ______ Number of non-vegetarian meals: _____
Team Name (if known):
__________________________________
Names of people in team (if known): __________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
E-mail Address (please write clearly): __________________________________

Wilson’s Update
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WILSON’S ACTIVITIES DAY - FRIDAY 24 OCTOBER
ACTIVITIES APLENTY!
Students found themselves involved in a variety of activities on Friday 24 October. There was an Enterprise Day for Year 7; a day learning
about the Romans for Year 8; a CCF taster day for Year 9; Astellas Innovation Challenge for Year 10; Coca-Cola Real Business Challenge for Year
10; Geography Trip for Year 10 and Work Experience for Year 11. Catch up sessions were run in Art, Music and D.T. for students wanting to
undertake some additional work in preparation for their GCSEs.

CCF TASTER DAY - YEAR 9
All of Year 9 spent Activities Day in the company of the officers, NCOs
and Cadets of Wilson’s School CCF. The CCF taster day gave those
students thinking of joining the CCF an opportunity to look at the
RAF and Army sections and make an informed decision about which
one they would like to join. Those members of Year 9 not interested
in joining the CCF were catered for too, with the day designed to
include learning leadership, first-aid and citizenship skills as well.
The day began in the lecture theatre with talks from Major Burton,
Flight Sergeant Alvarado and Sergeant Nash along with PowerPoint
and video presentations.

Dates for your Diary
10 November
		
10 November

Prayer Group Meeting in the chapel
8.00 p.m. All staff and parents welcome.
Year 7 Inter Form Chess Challenge 3.30 p.m.

19 November
		
19 November

Early finish for students 1.05 p.m.
(except for those involved in sports fixtures).
Team Chess Challenge Final 3.30 p.m.

This was followed by an eight stand carousel including camouflage and concealment, first-aid, command tasks and a turn on the
RAF Section’s prized aircraft simulator. One of the most popular
stands was “living in the field” run by the Army Section in which the
students learned to erect simple shelters called bashers and more
importantly how to cook and eat army rations.
The day concluded with a short, and informative lecture by Captain
Grant on his life as a Guardsman in the Welsh Guards before those
interested in joining the CCF eagerly took home the necessary
paperwork.

21 November
24 November
26 November
26 November
28 November
2 December
5 December
		

PFA Year 9 Cake Sale 3.05 p.m.
Used Uniform Sale
Y12 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
GCSE Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.
MUFTI Day
Winter Concert 7.00 p.m.
SCHOOL CLOSED TO STUDENTS
(except Y11 students for English C.A.)
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YEAR 7 ENTERPRISE DAY
All boys in Year 7 were put into teams and worked on a variety of
tasks. These included branding, tower building and product design.
The aim of the day was to help prepare students for the work place
by giving them an opportunity to develop employability skills such
as teamwork, effective presentations, time management, decision

YEAR 7 WINNING TOWER

making and problem solving. All students presented to their peers.
The tower task was won by team “Teamwork” (7H) with a height of
122 centimetres and the product design task was won by team “Up
Rise” (7D).

YEAR 7 WINNING PRODUCT DESIGN TEAM

YEAR 10 ASTELLAS INNOVATION CHALLENGE
Thirty boys in Year 10 took part in this exciting, innovative competition that aims to increase awareness of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) subjects and careers. The students
became mobile app designers. They had to compete in teams to
develop their own concept for a mobile app that encourages healthy
living. After Dragons’ Den style voting the “Innovator Alligators”
won the day, made up of team members Sajed Mangoo, Michael
Kuc, Nathan Wang, Thomas MacGillivray and Hassan-Ali Hassam.

Now all six teams will be entered into the national competition so
we will have to wait and see if any are selected as the winning team
from this region. If that is the case they will be invited to attend the
finals in London on 25 November 2014. Well done all those who
took part.
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YEAR 10 COCA-COLA REAL BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Twenty Year 10 pupils took part in the Real Business Challenge. The
competition is run in conjunction with Coca-Cola and challenges
the participants to develop a new juice drink to promote the Special
Olympics World Games 2015 in Los Angeles. Faced with decisions
about marketing, finance and their company’s social responsibilities,
the teams of four to six pupils developed their ideas for a country
themed drink. The best entry from Wilson’s was produced by Toye
Oladinni, Farhan Islam, Alexander Dang, Michael Banh and Ferdie

Gould. Team “Invigorate” devised a Carijo flavoured drink representing Brazil. Their entry has been submitted to the national competition and we will find out later in the year if they have qualified for the
regional finals.

YEAR 11 WORK EXPERIENCE DAY
A large group of Year 11 students spent the day updating their CVs
and covering letters in preparation for their work experience placements. During the day many students were able to secure placements with companies like Airbus, Polka Theatre, Royal Marsden and

Sega. Mr Englefield still has some placements available with Mott
MacDonald (https://www.mottmac.com) , an engineering company.
If you are interested in carrying out a work placement there then
please email Mr Englefield by Friday 14 November.
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YEAR 8 - THE ROMANS
For activity day this year, the year 8 students took an enthusiastic
part in three varied activities; they met a pair of Roman soldiers and
learned how to obey drill commands in Latin; they made a Roman
pottery oil lamp or a jug; they learned and played a card game
involving a dinner party with the emperor. Although all parts of the
day were hugely enjoyable, the highlights were watching the Roman
soldier destroy a “barbarian” target with a javelin from long distance.

The teachers in charge remarked on how engaged the students
seemed with the card game. This is not surprising, since it could
be won by meeting the player’s own goals and staying alive, whilst
simultaneously ensuring that the player’s opponents did not survive.

YEAR 11 - CATCH UP IN ART, MUSIC AND D.T.
A large number of students in Year 11 were grateful to the staff of the Art, D.T. and Music departments who opened their classrooms, workshops and studios to allow them to undertake additional work in preparation for their GCSEs.
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YEAR 12 - EDEXCEL STUDY DAY AT LONDON ZOO
Year 12 Biologists visited London Zoo to take part in an Edexcel
Study Day run by the zoo. The students found out about the way
that science is practised within the Zoological Society of London, in
order to inform and inspire their coursework ‘Visit or Issue’ Report.
The morning session focused on how we study and apply science, in
order to achieve conservation for animals and habitats,
including conservation research, animal husbandry, captive
breeding, reintroductions and in-situ conservation, with real case
studies used throughout. Students were then able to move around
the zoo to consider animals that might make suitable ones to

research.
The afternoon workshop focused on ZSL’s EDGE of Existence project,
and how science can be used to make decisions in conservation. In
groups, the students were allocated an amphibian and asked to put
together a case for why that species should receive funding for conservation. At the end of the session the groups presented their case
to the rest of the class, and a vote was taken to decide which species
should be awarded the money.
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120 POPPIES FOR THE 120 FALLEN WILSONIANS OF
THE GREAT WAR
On Tuesday of this week cadets from the CCF helped plant 119 long-stem poppies from the Lady Haig Poppy factory in the shape of a
giant poppy on the front lawn of Wilson’s School. The 120th and final poppy was planted by the Head, Mr Cole to represent the 120 staff
and students of Wilson’ School who fell in the Great War.
Staff and students have been given the opportunity to purchase one of these poppies and their donations are recorded alongside the roll
of honour in the foyer, with each individual remembering a specific named former Wilsonian.
This is the first of a number of remembrance events that the school will take part in, including a parade by approximately 100 members
of the CCF in Croydon on Sunday and Remembrance assemblies in school on Monday and Tuesday.
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YEAR 11 SUBJECT COMMENDATIONS
ART

O SAGROTT		

The art department provided two further commendations.

T PERATHEP

YEAR 12 SUBJECT COMMENDATIONS
In order to be seen as worthy of a special subject commendation at Wilson’s, a student has to stand out against a backdrop of excellence.
The following students have been selected by their teachers for their exceptional attitude and hard work over the past half term. This is no
mean feat and they are to be commended indeed. Our warmest congratulations to each of them.

ART

E GOLDING

CLASSICS

A GIKAS

CHEMISTRY

BIOLOGY

L PEACOCK		

LATIN

K NIZAM

S SHARMA

COMPUTING

VATSAL RAINA

H BAINS

D.T.

S SHARMA

P VEDAGIRI

ENGLISH

J MASON
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YEAR 12 SUBJECT COMMENDATIONS
ECONOMICS

A SETT

GOV & POLITICS

C SPAULL

MUSIC

E HEYNE

FRENCH

C SPAULL

B SHARP

A AKIN-AGUNBIADE

PHILOSOPHY

C STEWART

GEOGRAPHY

T MASH

N PATTANI

MATHS

HISTORY

D SKINNER

GERMAN

H GOODBURN

PHYSICS

VYAS RAINA

E LEE

E ROBERTSON
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YOUNG HISTORIAN PRIZES 2014
The Trustees of the Spirit of Normandy Trust were delighted that Wilson’s School again submitted entries for The Young Historian Prizes,
sponsored annually by the Trust, in conjunction with the Young Historian Project. This year’s entries were of a very high standard and the
judges again had the difficult task to be fair with grading the varied projects.
Matthew Waterfield (Year 9) who wrote an essay about the Battle of El Alamein and Inaayat Islam (Year 10) who wrote his essay about
Neville Chamberlain were both commended for their entries.
Both students will be presented with their certificates in next week’s assemblies. Details of the 2015 competition can be found on the
history department page of the school website.
If you would like to read the award winning entries they can be found on their website: http://www.spiritofnormandy.org.uk/YHA.html

HISTORY OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDENTS AGED 11 - 14
Cambridge History for Schools is an exciting outreach initiative by one of the leading History Faculties in the world. They want to show
how pupils can enjoy history and imagine the past through imaginative and exciting workshops. The sessions on offer this year are as
follows:
Michaelmas Term 				
8th November 2014 		
11.00am-12.30pm		
Lent Term 				
28th February 2015 		
11.00am-12.30		
Easter Term
9th May 2015 			
1.30pm – 3.00pm		

Public Parks and their politics: 		

Kristen Klebba.

Images in Colonial India: 			

Tom Simpson

Personal Belongings from Renaissance to Enlightenment c.1450-1800

A more detailed explanation of the session content can be found here: http://www.hist.cam.ac.uk/events/history-for-schools-2014-2015
If you would like more information or to apply for places on any of these sessions please contact Mr Englefield (ge@wilsonsschool.sutton.
sch.uk). He will need the following information:
Child’s name
Child’s age
Child’s school
Parent/Guardian’s name
Parent/Guardian’s telephone number
Parent/Guardian’s email address
Please note there is a maximum of 4 school places and that students may attend these sessions without a parent or carer present during
the session, however we ask that your son is met promptly at the end of the session. All sessions take place at the Faculty of History, West
Road, Cambridge, CB3 9EF. The school will not be providing transport.
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CCF NEWS
JUNIOR NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS LEADERSHIP CADRE
For the second successive year Wilson’s School CCF hosted a leadership cadre for aspiring junior NCO from Wilson’s, and other invited
CCFs. This year we were joined by Cadets from Captain Grant’s former unit Saint Benedict’s School CCF and the new unit of Wilson’s
former SSI Captain Beggs, Kingston Grammar School. For the first
time cadets from Wilson’s partner school Wallington High School
for Girls attended the cadre as Wilson’s Cadets.
On arrival the students received a lecture on leadership before
preparing their own presentations on inspirational figures from
history.
On the second day the cadets spent time learning to instruct drill
before spending a challenging but fun morning on Saint Martin’s
Plain’s impressive obstacle course. The afternoon was spent on
Exercise Guthrie, using a local training area. The students had the
opportunity to act as a section commander in a section attack or
a casualty evacuation scenario or to lead their peers in one of two
challenging command tasks. The evening was spent delivering
preprepared lectures on Victoria Cross winners of their choice.
The following day each of the four sections competed in an
extremely demanding March and Shoot competition with one

section running out as the winners with the best shoot following a
steady March and Obstacle Course Phase.
Following exhaustive rehearsals, the final day of the course saw a
passing out parade and prizegiving with awards being given to the
winning section in the march and shoot, the best students in each
section and the best overall student on the course.
These were awarded as follows:
Section 1 best student: Cadet Thomas (Wallington High School for
Girls) Section 2 best student: Cadet Ng (Wilson’s) Section 3 best
student: Cadet Norman (Saint Benedict’s School) Section 4 best
student: Cadet Sagrott (Wilson’s) Overall best student on course:
Cadet Nawaz (Wilson’s). Cadet Nawaz will also be awarded the
Auten Trophy as the best Wilson’s School CCF cadet on the course.
All Wilson’s and Wallington High School Cadets on the course were
promoted to Lance Corporal at its conclusion. This excellent course
is the brainchild of Captain Grant and relies on the enthusiastic
support of CCF officers from all three schools along with the SSIs of
both Kingham Hill School and the City of London Freeman’s School
who hope to have students on the course next year.

CCF RANGE CAMP
Immediately following The Cadre the Army Section ran a range camp on Hythe ranges exclusively for cadets from Wilson’s School CCF.
Over the two full days of the camp cadets zeroed their own rifle, fired in a classification shoot and competed against each other on the
ETR range. Particular congratulations go to Corporal Golding (Wilson’s) and Lance Corporal Thomas (WHGS) both of whom were graded
as the first class shots.

RAF LEADERSHIP CADRES
During the half term four cadets from the RAF section attended Air Cadet leadership cadres. Cadets Ramful and St Clair-Gray attended
junior cadre while Lance Corporals Moore and Carr attended the senior version.
During the week they had to complete command tasks, in which they were split into groups and assessed on how well they led a group
and completed the task; gruelling fitness training and the delivery of lessons. LCpl Moore described the week as a learning curve, which
he found hard but enjoyable.
All four passed the week and are due promotion as a result of the course. It is hoped that especially LCpls Moore and Carr use their newfound skills when the expected influx of new recruits takes place.

RAF DRILL CAMP
Cadet Warrant Officer Jordan Smith spent his half term on an RAF Drill course, joining RAF CCF and Air Training Corps cadets from around
the country he learnt advanced foot drill and rifle drill on this challenging and prestigious course. Cadets passing this course can be expected to be invited to parade together to celebrate the 75th anniversary of the air cadet organisation next year. Should Warrant Officer
Smith attend this parade it will be a great honour for him and another feather in the cap of Wilson’s School CCF.
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CCF NEWS - CONTD.

ART DEPARTMENT - SIGNAGE DESIGN COMPETITION

DESIGN COMPETITION

It’s definitely time for an Art and Design
competition and here’s the first of a few. The
new menus for the mobile canteen have a
range of street food themes, and exciting
designs are needed for the signage on the van.
The competition entry sheets can be picked-up
from the canteen, and you can select which of
the themes you want to create designs for (you
do not need to do them all!)
The deadline is Friday 21 November and all
entries should be handed in at the canteen.
Any questions - please see Miss Waterhouse

A competition to design new banners for the catering van, advertising the
delicious new themed food of the day.
Pick-up an entry form from the canteen and come up with designs inspired by
the food themes:
Oodles of Noodles
Freshly Baked Pizza
It’s all in a Bread
Mexican Burritos
Fish and Chips
The artwork can be designed using either hand rendered techniques or digital
media but must include the relevant food theme text:
The winning entry/entries will see their design on the new banners along with
lots of house points.
Any questions please see Miss Waterhouse

Deadline Friday 21st November 2014
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IFS STUDENT INVESTOR CHALLENGE
The ifs Student Investor Challenge is a UK wide stock market investment game. All Year 10 Business Studies students (plus a number
of Lower Sixth Economists) have formed groups and have entered
this prestigious competition to make as much profit from their initial £100,000 investment fund as possible. They have until the end
of January to make as large a return as possible as they compete
against around 7500 teams from around the country. If you would
like to see how the groups are performing please see the school’s
league table at http://www.studentinvestor.org/portfolio-league.
php?school=4924. Currently leading the school’s entrants are the
group ‘Budget Bill’ who have made over £7000 in the first couple of
weeks of trading. They currently are in the top 200 nationally.

MATHS NEWS
Wilson’s Hans Woyda Maths team returned to their winning ways this week. Playing Ibstock Place School, Wilson’s won by 45 points to 24.
A great team performance by Adam Taylor (U6), Harry Goodburn (L6), Luke Shortland (year 11) and Jonathan Coombe (year 9).
They tackled problems such as “144 is a square number divisible by the sum of its digits. Find the next largest square number with this
property” and “When writing down the integers 1, 2, 3, … in order, which is the 50th digit you will write?” If you can solve these problems
then come to Maths Challenge Club next Tuesday in F12 and Dr Cooper will hand out praise points.

CANTEEN MENU 10-14 NOVEMBER
WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU
10TH- 14TH Nov
Monday

Tuesday
Broccoli Soup
served with
Homemade
Bread
Lasagne served
with Mixed
Salad

SOUP

Homemade
Chicken Soup
served with
Homemade Bread

MEAT CHOICE

Marinated Pork
Steak, Potato
Wedges,
Sweetcorn

VEGETARIAN
CHOICE

Wild Mushroom
Risotto

Ratatouille
Served on Herb
Spahetti

LIGHT BITES

Chicken
Drumsticks
Chinese Ribs
Onion Bhaji

Chicken
Drumsticks
BBQ Ribs
Vegetable Pastie

JACKET POTATO
PASTA
SOMETHING
SWEET

Pasta with
Tomato Sauce
Apple Crumble
and Custard

Served with
Beans
Lemon Sponge
with Cream

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Tomato soup
Carrot and
Cream of
served with
Coriander soup Mushroom soup
Homemade
with Homemade with Homemade
Bread
Bread
Bread
Roast Chicken, Beef Rogan Josh, Battered Fish
Roast Potatoes,
Rice, Mango
and Chips, peas
Carrots, Gravy
Chutney
Chicken
Goujouns, Chips,
Peas
Sweet Chilli
Roasted Frittata Spicy Vegetable
Quorn and
Served with
Burger, Chips,
vegetable Stir
Mixed Veg
Peas or Beans
fry
Chicken
Chicken
BBQ Chicken
drumsticks
drumsticks
Legs
Chinese Ribs
BBQ Ribs
Minced Beef Pie
Veg Spring Roll
Veg Slice
Pasta with
Cheesy Sauce
Rice Pudding
with Jam

Served with
Beans
Chocolate Cake
with Ice Cream

NONE
Strawberry
Mousse
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT - FORTHCOMING EVENTS
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GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?
Congratulations to the winner of last week’s competition,
Sam Stuart, 7C who correctly identified the image of Cleopatra’s Needle, Embankment, London. Please come and see Mr
Sturt in rm 24 for your prize. Congratulations to all who got
this correct! On to this week’s competition:
Where in the world is this (include the name of the landmark
and the name of the town and country)? Simply email the
information to ADS@... and the first person with the correct
answer wins! Get thinking............

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.
Tuesday A:
Fri A: 		
Tuesday B:
Friday B:		

C1
C1
C1
C1

[Type text]

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9

WE PRESENT
THE WILSON’S…

Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school
science club teams in competitions!
The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in
S10 from 3.30 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the
waiting list.
LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO)

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y7-9
DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
Drama Games
Scene Study
Creating Characters
Debating/Discussing
Writing Plays/Films
Acting/Singing/Dancing
Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!
EVERY THURSDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.15pm in the
DRAMA SUITE (F23).

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
CHESS CLUB

All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime club (Monday,
Wednesday and Thursday). Those who aspire to play chess for
the school are encouraged to also attend Castles Chess Club
on Thursday after school from 3.30 to 5.00 p.m. In all cases the
meetings are in F12 in the Maths Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk)

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc

Are you interested in all things Geographical? If so, then this is the
place for you! Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m.
in Room 24. Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see
you there!

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB

This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to
solve. It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.

MANDARIN CLUB

Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB

Discussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5. Bring
your lunch. It is relaxed and fairly informal. There is of course
also free chocolate for all who attend! Everyone is welcome
(including Year 7) and everyone’s voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS

Computing Drop In
Mondays F5
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mr Poole
KS3		
KS4 & KS5
Tuesdays F4
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB

Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good
grades! If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then examiners will too. It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room
10 with Miss Lambert.

SCHOOL FANTASY FOOTBALL
School fantasy football starts on Saturday 18 October. Get your
team registered if you haven’t already.

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB

Hordes of the Things club takes place every Friday lunchtime in
room 5. Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided.
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm
figures. Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch
hour.
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For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter.

SPORTS NEWS

WILSON’S FOOTBALL TOUR REPORT - by J Chen (Captain, U15A)
The sixth form returned to Alicante this half term, with the year 10s accompanying, for this year’s football tour. While it may not have been
as action rammed in comparison to previous tours, in terms of matches, it was nonetheless dramatic. In the heat, weary from the long flight
and coach journey, we attended our first session and we were focused from the off. We split into our teams and began to work vigorously to
improve the transitions between attack and defence during a match, with our own Mr Latuske coaching the goalkeepers on their shot-stopping.
Duly, match day arrived for the year 10s. As we were approaching the time of kick-off nerves were jangling. Eager to impress an onlooking
crowd Moody ploughed a lonely furrow upfront while the rest of the team sat very deep in our own half defending the eighteen yard box.
The team fought for possession for long periods embodying the school motto of “non sibi sed omnibus”, together fighting tooth and nail
but it wasn’t meant to be. The game finished 1-0. Nevertheless, they returned the next day facing off against a well drilled, impossibly tall,
Swedish team, also staying in our resort. Despite the odds being seemingly stacked against us, we enjoyed more success, with our back four
taking a particularly high line. However, as the old saying goes, goals win games and at the end of day they scored more than us, winning 5-3
with Piri and Sam getting on the score sheet.
The 1st XI were now under pressure to perform after watching two impressive displays by the U15’s yet resulting in narrow losses. The training went very well from the first session working on conditioned games to create space; to walking through patterns of play then designing
and organising set plays prior to our eagerly awaited game. It was finally 4pm and the whistle went to start the game. We were pumped and
started brightly. One of our set plays broke the deadlock from an Alex Leen throw then another soft penalty put them on equal terms 1-1.
The best move of the match followed with Lewis Bagshaw and Jamil Hornsby-Odoi combining three times ending with Lewis slotting the
ball calmly past the on rushing goal-keeper. 2-1 half-time. Some inspirational words from Mr Simmons proved to be infectious as we
dominated the second half. In particular Dominic Wilson’s scoring 4 quality goals and Robert Harwood adding to the tally with myself managing to connect with another Alex Leen throw. The final score was 8-2.
We had a very enjoyable tour. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr Latuske, Mr Wells and Mr Simmons for organising the tour
and allowing us to have such a memorable experience.
Sam Conway – 1st XI Captain
For the under 15s, the tour was a great experience because we got to train for 4 days together, play against two foreign sides and have loads
of fun in the process. Our first match was against a good Benidorm academy team, who were a year older than us. We lost 0 - 1, which was
a good result considering the amount of the ball they had and their quality. The second match versus a Swedish opposition was 5-3 with
excellent goals scored, particularly Sam Moody’s top corner from 30 yards.
Overall, we had a great experience. We definitely learned a lot on the tour and had our best experience as a squad together, we hope it will
benefit us for the rest of the season.

BADMINTON RESULTS - SURREY LEAGUE
The U.14 and U.16 A teams travelled to Glyn on Monday.
The U.14 game was strongly contested and although Wilson’s won 7 – 2, the games were all close.
The U.16 match was considerably harder and Wilson’s were missing 2 top players from the team. At 4 games each, Glyn were looking favourites to win, but a great performance by Avi Ponniah and Kevin Gu snatched victory away from Glyn and Wilson’s won 5 games to 4 .
The matches are now coming thick and fast, so players need to check the noticeboard regularly.
The first round of the National competition for U.16 is to be played at Wilson’s next Tuesday after school.

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

Wilson’s Update
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“LEST WE FORGET”
REMEMBRANCE ASSEMBLIES
On Monday and Tuesday of this week, assemblies led by the Head, Mr Cole, allowed the entire school to remember the fallen. The Head’s talk
centred on the contribution of underage soldiers (the so called ‘Boy Soldiers’ ) and especially of three friends, Bailey, Brown and Shrapnel,
all Old Wilsonians who served in the Great War, two of whom didn’t return home. The CCF provided an escort for the School Captain to the
School’s War Memorial, where he laid a wreath on behalf of the school and the CCF’s banner was lowered while Michael Ahearn played a
flawless Last Post and a rousing reveille either side of a perfectly observed silence.

Dates for your Diary
19 November
		
19 November

Early finish for students 1.05 p.m.
(except for those involved in sports fixtures).
Team Chess Challenge Final 3.30 p.m.

21 November
24 November
26 November

PFA Year 9 Cake Sale 3.05 p.m.
Used Uniform Sale
Y12 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.

26 November

GCSE Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.

28 November
2 December

MUFTI Day
Winter Concert 7.00 p.m.
SCHOOL CLOSED TO STUDENTS
(except Y11 students for English C.A.)
Year 11 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
Year 10 Booster Injections

5 December
		
8 December
8 December
10 December
11 December

School of Music Showcase 7.00 p.m.
Carol Service at Croydon Minster 7.30 p.m.
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Allen J.P.
Allport A.H.
Bailey A.J.
Barber S.W.
Bedwin F.W.
Bentz H.V.
Bird W.H.
Blake C.S.
Blake F.S.
Blandford W. J.
Bothamley R. A.
Bowden S.C.
Bradgate G.
Brooks F.W.
Brunton F.
Budd R.
Bull G.R.
Burgess L.G.
Carr F.S.
Carter F.R.G.
Carter S.R.E.
Chandler F.D.
Clinch C.
Coggin. A.B.C.
Coles H.J.
Congdon H.D.
Costerton F.R.
Crump S.R.
Curtice C.M.
Dartnell A.J.
Deacon J.H.
Dods H.
Duckett G.A.
Eakin H.S.C.
Edmonds P.L.
Everett E.
Fearn H.
Foley M.J.A.
Foster R.G.
Foulger M.

Funnell H.E.
Gaster E.
Gatwood A.
Gill F.C.
Goater W.C.
Godrich A.S.A.
Goldsack J.G.W.
Gratwicke P.C.
Gray L.A.
Greenstreet E.H.
Greenwood C.S.
Griffin G.W.K.
Gudge R.C.
Haile E.
Harris G.M.
Hatton F.J.
Hayden W.C.
Hazell H.T.
Hepworth J.W.
Herbert R.C.
Hobbs C.F.
Holden I.G.
Hopkins A.M.
Hull L.H.R.
Jones H.S.
Keep D.W.
Kennedy S.
Larlham A. E.
Lawrence H.C.
Lines H.
Lock J.A.
Maeers L.E.
Maunsell R.H.P.
Matthews W.
McDermott H.
Mead F.
Merrill A.M.G.
Moore C.A.G.
Myers M.J.
Newcombe R.

Parsons A.O.
Parsons H.G.
Paumier A.W.
Peacop R.T.
Pellett H.B.
Perrott R.W.
Peters G.
Pilgrim H.B.
Pocock H.F.
Powell L.C.
Radcliffe G.K.
Reader C.W.
Rimbault H.F.
Rumsey C.W.
Sadler H.
Schűtte L.
Shrapnel V.G.F.
Simons A.J.
Slinn H.J.
Smith. A.A.
Smith H.L.
Smith W.R.
Snelling F.J.
Spinney K.T.
Springfield F.M.
Stalker J.J.A
Stadler E.W.
Thompson A.E.
Thorpe T.V.
Tindall S.E.
Turney A.W.
Uden L.T.
Voysey A.H.
Waldron C.H.
Ward W.G.
Weeks E.G.
Whiteman H.S.
Witney A.W.
Wood W.G.
Woollett E.N.

REMEMBERING THE FALLEN OF WILSON’S
SCHOOL
Wilson’s garden of remembrance which
displayed 120 poppies for the 120
Wilsonians (staff and students) who made
the ultimate sacrifice in World War 1 is
pictured above.
The garden of remembrance has been set
up near the entrance to the school. It has
raised over £240 for the Royal British Legion
and the Lady Haig Poppy Factory.
Members of the school community have
had the opportunity of buying a poppy at
£2. Each contributor signed up to remember a named former student or teacher at
the school.
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REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY
On Sunday 92 Wilson’s School CCF Cadets and 5 Officers paraded
in Croydon, (including, for the first time, 16 cadets from Wallington
High School for Girls) alongside the army reserve, the police, other
cadet forces, other uniformed and youth organisations.
They marched, led by C/Sgt Dan Skinner who proudly carried the
banner of the Corps, from West Croydon to Fairfield Halls. Here they
attended Croydon Civic Service of Remembrance, before marching

on to the War Memorial where WO2 (CSM) Harry Rogers & CWO
Jordan Smith laid wreaths on behalf of the School and the CCF
The Contingent Commander, Major Burton, has expressed his pride
at the size of the turnout and the immaculate appearance of all the
cadets, quite apart from the preparedness of so many young people
to mark Remembrance Sunday and reflect on the sacrifice made by
the fallen.
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CLASSICS DEPARTMENT VISIT TO HADRIAN’S WALL
25-28 OCTOBER, 2014
Thirty students from various year groups and three staff went up to
Hadrian’s Wall for three nights this last half term holiday and had a
most excellent adventure. We were staying in a guest house inside
a Roman fortress at Birdoswald. This was a most comfortable base
and kept us away from the rather chilly and wet weather on the wall.
Having breakfast inside a Roman fort and watching match of the day
was quite a strange experience.
We went off to see Housesteads fort and took a drill session with a
Roman centurion, who also showed us how to put on full armour
and then throw javelins. We were taught to charge, form shield wall
and throw javelins.
We also took a tour of the fort and looked over some spectacularly
bleak views. This is just what the Romans stationed here would have
done and it was easy to imagine the distress suffered by a legionary
from Syria when faced with conditions here. W.H. Auden summed it
up;
“Over the heather the wet wind blows,
I’ve lice in my tunic and a cold in my nose.
The rain comes pattering out of the sky,
I’m a Wall soldier, I don’t know why.
The mist creeps over the hard grey stone,
My girl’s in Tungria; I sleep alone.
Aulus goes hanging around her place,
I don’t like his manners, I don’t like his face.
Piso’s a Christian, he worships a fish;
There’d be no kissing if he had his wish.
She gave me a ring but I diced it away;
I want my girl and I want my pay.
When I’m a veteran with only one eye
I shall do nothing but look at the sky.”
We then went off to see Corbridge Roman fort and its famous suit of
armour.
The following day (Monday) was very different. We went shopping in
the centre of Newcastle, followed by a stadium tour of Saint James’
park – the Newcastle United football ground. This was fascinating, as
we got to see inside the dressing rooms and had our photos taken
beside the pitch. Some of us got to sit in Alan Pardew’s seat! The tour
guide was asked if any manager had ever asked the ground staff to
avoid cutting the pitch in its corners (this is a practice followed by
long-ball teams, as it means the ball is easier to kick into the corners
for the forwards to chase). He replied that Newcastle would not want
to do something as unsporting as that and then winked at us and
added in a Geordie accent “and that’s a diplomatic answer that one!”
Clearly, this was a hint that the rumours about Sam Allardyce and his
“win at all costs” tricks were true.

The day finished with a trip to the Metrocentre to go bowling and
play video games.
It was a splendid end to a really nice, understated, value-for-money
trip. The trip will certainly be proposed again, but perhaps in the
summer half term.
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CLASSICS DEPARTMENT PIONEERS EGYPTIAN HISTORY,
CULTURE, LANGUAGE AND ARCHAEOLOGY UNIT
Until this year, Classics teaching has been confined, at Key Stage
Three, to the Cambridge Latin Course. This is a wonderful text book
for the language and culture of Pompeii. However, although unique
and amazing, when it was a live town, Pompeii was merely a small
relatively unknown town in South Central Italy. It was the method of
Pompeii’s destruction that made it famous.
Therefore, we have decided to mix the teaching of Latin with some
work on other languages and cultures, together with appropriate
work on history. Each individual unit is planned to contain some language work, some original literature, some literature in translation,
some archaeology (however simple) and some sense of the place of
this unit in the grand scheme of Classical history.
There will be six units; Egypt at the time of Akhenaten; Crete at the
time of king Minos; Troy during the Trojan War; The Persian wars with
the Classical Greeks; Alexander the Great and the rise of Rome. By
the time a student reaches the end of year 8, he will have experienced the full sweep of these events and these histories, putting
his simultaneous learning of Latin into context. He will have the
opportunity to learn simple Classical Greek and to advance this as
part of a beginners’ class, which will perhaps lead to GCSE Classical
Greek and more.
The teaching of the first unit on Egypt has just been completed.
The current year seven responded with huge enthusiasm. Most
had heard of Tutankhamun, but few knew much about his father
Akhenaten, the so-called “heretic pharaoh”. It was only recently that
the DNA link between the father and son was conclusively proven.
Most students knew the tomb of Tutankhamun had been discovered
relatively intact (it had been disturbed and re-sealed shortly after
original completion). Few students were aware of the incredible
range of illnesses and injuries suffered by young King Tut in his brief
life. As we were teaching the unit, a new documentary supposedly
taught us how ill King Tut had been, but all our students already
knew everything in it! They understood the link between King Tut’s
small and hastily finished tomb and his apparently early death. They
were able to theorise about what may and may not have killed him.
The assassination and curse hypotheses have been comprehensively
de-bunked. The students also learned a little about King Tut’s most
consistent examiner – the effervescent Dr. Zahi Hawass, who discovered the DNA link between King Tut and Akhenaten and who also
famously advised a fellow archaeologist to “divorce” her husband
when the husband wanted to see more of her outside Egypt!
The students delighted in learning a simple method of writing hieroglyphic script. They also experienced practical archaeology, when
they had to dig relics out of plaster, whilst recording their context
and trying not to damage them. Above all, the students made excellent progress in their ability to analyse what they found; to construct
an argument based on evidence and to see evidence in context.
These are valuable lessons in any language and in any subject. We
hope that they will use these lessons when reading literature in original languages, not just English. Ultimately, we hope to inspire and
enthuse in ways, to degrees and with results that have not yet been
seen.
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FLYING EXPERIENCE FOR RAF CCF CADETS by L/Cpl Daniel Moore
Air experience flights are offered to cadets in the RAF Section of
the CCF with the aim of promoting and encouraging a practical
interest in aviation, as well as the RAF. During half term,
Cdt Riddukshan Ravindran, Year 10, was the 4000th cadet flown
this year at RAF Benson. He said:

not quite reach Top Gun standards, flying small 2 seater planes with
sunglasses is an amazing experience nonetheless! It really does
give you a chance to try something new, to experience G force
(which is pretty cool), and to get a birdseye view of the great British
countryside.

“I was kind of nervous in the waiting room and the teachers were
joking around with me. It was a new experience for me, experiencing the G-Force and stuff like that. It was actually really awesome,
especially when you’re doing aerobatics like barrel rolls. I got to see
loads, like the damage to the power station in Didcot and the River
Thames. I would definitely love to go flying again!”
Flight Lieutenant Darren Legg, the Officer Commanding 6 Air
Experience Flight (6AEF) and a former RAF fast jet pilot, explained
the significance of flying the 4000th cadet:
“To achieve a milestone such as has been achieved today, flying
our 4000th cadet this year, is fantastic for 6 AEF and for youth
engagement across the UK. Whilst we’re based at RAF Benson in
Oxfordshire, we fly cadets from across the country; in the past few
months we’ve flown cadets from as far afield as Kent and Scotland.
I’m incredibly proud of all my staff.”
Flying is an experience that you cannot replicate. Humans were
not designed to fly, so the thought of one of us piloting a plane
and performing stunts is something that may be hard to believe.
However, it is an excellent reality and is something that every
single RAF cadet gets a chance to do at RAF Benson. While we do

WORK RELATED LEARNING NEWS
NHS National Schools Competition
NHS Careers’ annual Step into the NHS competition is underway.
Aimed at year 8 and 9 students, the annual competition
encourages students to think about career opportunities.
What’s this competition all about?
•
It’s about thinking how you might let other young people
know about the many different careers in the NHS.
•
They include jobs in areas like speech therapy, art
therapy, engineering, finance, human resources and
even gardening!
•
Every employee is part of the NHS team which helps to
make a difference to people’s lives every single day.
Your brief
•
To promote a specific career in the NHS by creating a
range of recruitment materials, which appeal to students
of your age group.
•
You can enter as an individual or as a group of up to four
people.
2014-15 competition materials – To get more competition
information visit the work related learning page of the school
website.
Entries must be submitted to Mr Englefield by the end of term. The
best four entries will be submitted into the national competition.

My Kinda Crowd (http://www.mykindacrowd.com/Challenges)
This website hosts lots of work related learning challenges. They
are free to enter and offer lots of great prizes. Here is a taste of
some of the current challenges:
Tata Consultancy Services: Create a Career
Mayor of London: Concept to Catwalk
Think Care Challenge
Can you rap it Challenge
NPower: Energy Challenge
HM Government: Mission Opening Doors
National Apprenticeship Service: Why an Apprenticeship
Visit the website to find out more. Make sure to let us know how
you get on.
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NON SIBI SED OMNIBUS - Not for oneself, but for all
We are delighted to be able to add to the list of students who were recently thanked for giving up their own time in the service of others
within our community. The following L6 students have given up their Monday lunchtimes to help with KS4 drop in maths sessions.
Without their help the GCSE students couldn’t get such focussed assistance. Thank you to them all: Branahvan Rajasooriar, Nikhil Pattani,
Stefan Grant, Karim Nizam, Keenan Moore, Eddie Heyne and Robert Marwood.

KS4 MATHS HELPERS

R MARWOOD		

K NIZAM		

K MOORE

B RAJASOORIAR

E HEYNE

STUDENT INVESTOR CHALLENGE
The ifs Student Investor Challenge is a UK wide stock market investment game. All Year 10 Business Studies students (plus a number
of Lower Sixth Economists) have formed groups and have entered
this prestigious competition to make as much profit from their initial £100,000 investment fund as possible. They have until the end
of January to make as large a return as possible as they compete
against around 7500 teams from around the country.
If you would like to see how the groups are performing please see
the school’s league table at http://www.studentinvestor.org/portfolio-league.php?school=4924. The top 5 performing teams from
the school (as of 11/11/14) are –
1
Budget Bill		
£109,007.32
2
Sharmalicious		
£105,923.40
4
New York we’re coming
£104,608.50
5
Fnatic			£104,567.45
6
Share the love		
£104,076.70

N PATTANI

S GRANT
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YEAR 10 ASTELLAS INNOVATION CHALLENGE - WINNERS
During the October Activities Day thirty boys in Year 10 took part in this exciting, innovative competition that aims to increase awareness
of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) subjects and careers. On the day the students became mobile app designers. They had to compete in teams to develop their own concept for a mobile app that encourages healthy living. One of our teams
‘Gallery Walk’ (Will Straw, Sam Moody, Jon Chen, Deepesh Patel, Charlie D’Imperio) have been selected as one of 11 national finalist teams
in the competition. There was lots of interest shown from schools across the UK and the standard of entries was very high. The judging
panel was particularly impressed at the level of creativity and depth of thinking that was involved in the team’s submission. They will now
compete at the competition final at the Royal Institution of Great Britain in London on Tuesday 25 November 2014.

LOVE IN A BOX
Over the past three weeks, Year 7 and Year 8 have been working very hard to produce shoeboxes full of gifts to donate to the ‘Love in a
Box’ appeal, run by the Charity Mustard Seed. These beautifully wrapped boxes of gifts will be sent to underprivileged children in Eastern
Europe who otherwise might not receive anything come Christmas.
Our boys at Wilson’s, as ever, threw themselves into the challenge of supporting this charity, with the fantastic result of over £300 being
raised and over 100 boxes being donated. We would like to say a huge well done and thank you to the boys and form tutors involved –
your generosity and effort will go far in making this Christmas special for many children who have so little.
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DEPARTMENTAL FOCUS - HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY AND POLITICS
Explanation of pictures: 1. Year 9 historians considering the significance of US Civil Rights events in the 1950s and 1960s; 2. Year 12 Geographers debating the social, economic and political consequences of flooding; 3. Year 10 Geographers completing their Controlled Assessment research and preparation tasks; 4. Year 13 Historians reading and making notes on Germany history in preparation for submitting a
literature review as part of their HIS4X coursework unit; 5. Year 8 Geographers using atlases to plot development indicators on a scatter
graph; 6. Year 10 historians evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the opposing sides in the Vietnam War and; 7. Year 12 Government
and Politics students classifying different pressure groups.

1. YEAR 9 HISTORY

3. YEAR 10 GEOGRAPHERS

5. YEAR 8 GEOGRAPHERS

2. YEAR 12 GEOGRAPHERS

4. YEAR 13 HISTORIANS

6. YEAR 10 HISTORIANS

7. YEAR 12 GOVERNMENT & POLITICS STUDENTS
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THE YOUNG MUSLIM WRITERS’ AWARDS
Hamza Amer (10H) recently won an award in a national writing competition, the Young Muslim Writers’ Awards. He entered the war poems
he wrote in Year 9 and won first place in his age category! His favourite poem was entitled ‘Truth and Glory’ (attached). Congratulations to
Hamza!
Shakespearean Sonnet – Truth and Glory
The trembling of hands on a dark misty day,
This was it – the moment of truth and glory,
But we all knew there’s no truth in war, nay,
For war is nothing but a lie and a story.
What glory lies in the demise of friends?
What glory hides in the loss of body and mind?
Realisation of human mortality bends
Even the toughest of men kind.
The jealousy of friends in eternal rest,
Tricked into serving their homeland,
Can there be a bigger test?
A million miles the corpses spanned.
This is the pain I have bore,
For this is the truth and glory of war.
By Hamza Amer

YEAR 7 INTER FORM CHESS TOURNAMENT
Congratulations to 7S first team who won the year 7 inter form chess tournament with a convincing score of 10/12. Second equal were
teams from 7H and 7D. 7S also won the overall event with a total of 21.5 points, followed by 7B with 19.5 and 7D with 16.5 points.
The winning Southwark team are pictured below with their form tutor, Mr Alderson.
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CANTEEN MENU 17 - 21 NOVEMBER
WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU
17th-21st Nov
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

SOUP

Carrot and
Coriander Soup

Homemade Potato
and leek soup

Minestrone Soup

Parsnip Soup

Lentil and Bacon
soup

MEAT CHOICE

Sausage and Mash,
Onion gravy, Peas

VEGETARIAN
CHOICE

Vegetable Curry
served with Rice

Chicken Tikka
Massala, Pilaf
Rice, Mango
chutney
Quorn Crumble
Served with Baby
Potatoes

Gammon Steak,
Potato wedges,
Sweetcorn, Red
onion chutney
Mushroom
Stroganoff served
with Steamed Rice

Beef & Vegetable
Casserole, Parsley
Potatoes,
Dumplings
Stuffed Peppers
served with Mixed
Vegetables

Battered Fish and
Chips, Peas
Chicken Goujons,
chips, peas
Vegetable Fingers

LIGHT BITES

Chicken
Drumsticks
BBQ Ribs
Potato Cakes

Chicken
Drumsticks
BBQ Ribs
Quorn Pasty

Chicken
Drumsticks
BBQ Ribs
Vegetable Samosa

Chicken Legs
Cheese and Onion
Pasty

JACKET POTATO
PASTA

With baked
Beans/Cheese

With baked
Beans/Cheese

Blackcurrant
Cheesecake

Topped with a
Creamy Mushroom
Sauce

NONE

SOMETHING
SWEET

Chicken
Drumsticks
BBQ Ribs
Vegetable Spring
Roll
Topped with a
Tomato and Basil
sauce

Rice Pudding
served with
strawberry
sauce

Pineapple
upside down
sponge, Custard

Apple Crumble
served with
Custard

Chocolate Fudge
Cake

SCHOOL NOTICES
PRIZE GIVING CEREMONIES

WINTER BUGS

Each year, a number of students are nominated for prizes and are
invited to one of the school’s two Prize Giving Ceremonies. These
prizes are linked to a wide range of aspects of school life (including
Sport, Music, CCF, and Chess as well as individual subject areas) and
celebrate the qualities in boys that we consider most praiseworthy: service (to the school, to the community and to each other),
improvement and attainment, and endeavour. Many of the prizes
have been endowed by old boys and former parents and these
events give a fascinating sense of the long and illustrious history of
the school.

It is that time of year agin when many of the students come down
with a variety of bugs.

Senior Prize Giving is to be held on Wednesday, 7 January at 19.00.
This event (with guest speaker Robert Watkinson, OW) will include
mainly senior students and recent leavers. Younger students who
win whole-school prizes will also attend.
On Thursday, 8 January there will be an early finish for all students
at lunchtime and at 14.30 the Main School Prize Giving will begin,
again in the School Hall.

Parents are respectfully reminded that if their son has sickness or
diarrhoea he cannot come into school for 48 hours. This is
extremely important as it is to ensure that illnesses are not spread
around the school. We have had a number of instances this week of
students coming in to the school already suffering from sickness.
In addition, please can all parents ensure that the contact details
they have given to the school are up to date. If a child is sick, or indeed in any other emergency, we may need to get hold of parents
quickly and without the correct contact details, this is not possible
for us to do.
Your assistance with this is much appreciated.
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PFA NEWS - QUIZ NIGHT
Oh What a Night! Wilson’s third PFA quiz night was, yet again, a sell out!
Fifteen teams battled to be crowned winners at this prestigious event and, for the first time, the winning team did not include even one
teacher! Questions were fun, interesting, tricky and even hilarious (especially the ‘Watch It’ round where Mr Bean was seen causing havoc
in a school science lesson and an art class with a nude model).
Mel Ross, our new chef, provided a feast which included samosas, chicken skewers, crudites and pide bread – it was all delicious! The cake
sale in aid of The Royal Marsden raised £105 for the charity.
The ‘Make a Poppy from Tin Foil’ task saw some really amazing creations, many of them with onion bhaji centres!
Many thanks to everyone for coming along and especially all those who helped by making cakes, donating raffle prizes and silent auction
prizes and helping to clear up. Special thanks to Claddish for sponsoring the event and providing lots of prizes and the wonderful trophies,
Mr Burton for making such a great quiz master, Mel Ross and her team for the fabulous food, Jamie and Tony Barry for scoring, Debbie Straw
for taking the photographs and all the PFA members who organised the event, wrote the questions, found auction prizes, and spent the
evening behind the bar and helping.
Well done to the winning team (see photo below) and to the Year 12 team of students who came third – the first time a student team has
come in the top three!
The event raised nearly £2,000 for the school and thanks to Barclays match funding we will receive a further £1,000. All the proceeds will
go towards buying a new mini-bus for the school
Wilson’s 4th Quiz Night is to be held next term and hopefully the teachers will do better! Watch out for the date which will advertised
shortly. Thanks again for all your support.
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PFA NEWS - 100 CLUB DRAW WINNERS
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER 2014
OCTOBER DRAW
1st
2nd
3rd

£58.75		
£35.25		
£23.50		

Janet Yang
Caroline Taperell
Janet Coninx

NOVEMBER DRAW
1st
2nd
3rd

£58.75		
£35.25		
£23.50		

MUSIC DEPARTMENT - FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Carl Johnson
Kelly Lonsdale
Lisa MacGillivray
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GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?
Congratulations to the winner of last week’s competition,
Sam Stuart, 7C who correctly identified the image of The
Menin Gate in Ypres, Belgium. Please come and see Mr Sturt
in rm 24 for your prize. Congratulations to all who got this
correct! On to this week’s competition:
Where in the world is this (include the name of the landmark
and the name of the town and country)? Simply email the
information to ADS@... and the first person with the correct
answer wins! Get thinking............

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.
Tuesday A:
Fri A: 		
Tuesday B:
Friday B:		

C1
C1
C1
C1

[Type text]

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9

WE PRESENT
THE WILSON’S…

Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school
science club teams in competitions!
The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in
S10 from 3.30 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the
waiting list.
LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO)

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y7-9
DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
Drama Games
Scene Study
Creating Characters
Debating/Discussing
Writing Plays/Films
Acting/Singing/Dancing
Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!
EVERY THURSDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.15pm in the
DRAMA SUITE (F23).

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
CHESS CLUB

All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime club (Monday,
Wednesday and Thursday). Those who aspire to play chess for
the school are encouraged to also attend Castles Chess Club
on Thursday after school from 3.30 to 5.00 p.m. In all cases the
meetings are in F12 in the Maths Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk)

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc

Are you interested in all things Geographical? If so, then this is the
place for you! Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m.
in Room 24. Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see
you there!

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB

This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to
solve. It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.

MANDARIN CLUB

Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB

Discussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5. Bring
your lunch. It is relaxed and fairly informal. There is of course
also free chocolate for all who attend! Everyone is welcome
(including Year 7) and everyone’s voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS

Computing Drop In
Mondays F5
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mr Poole
KS3		
KS4 & KS5
Tuesdays F4
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB

Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good
grades! If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then examiners will too. It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room
10 with Miss Lambert.

SCHOOL FANTASY FOOTBALL
School fantasy football starts on Saturday 18 October. Get your
team registered if you haven’t already.

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB

Hordes of the Things club takes place every Friday lunchtime in
room 5. Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided.
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm
figures. Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch
hour.
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For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter.

SPORTS NEWS

FOOTBALL RESULTS
Monday 3 November
U15A

won

5-2

v

Greenshaw (District League)

v
v
v
v
v
v
v

John Fisher (Surrey League)
Sutton Grammar A
John Fisher 2nd XI
Sutton Grammar B
Sutton Grammar C
Sutton Grammar D
Sutton Grammar E

v

Woolwich Polytechnic (National Cup to reach last 64)

Wednesday 5 November
1st XI
2nd XI
4th XI
5th XI
7th XI
8th XI
9th XI

won
lost
won
lost
won
lost
won

6-2
1 -3
1-0
3-4
3-1
1-2
4-3

Thursday 6 November
U14A

lost

1-3

Saturday 8 November
U15A
U14A
U14B
U13A
U13B
U12A
U12B

won
won
won
lost
lost
won
won

1-0
3-1
6-1
4-5
1-6
3-2
6-3

v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Carshalton (District League)
Carshalton (District League)
Carshalton
Carshalton (District League)
Carshalton
Carshalton
Carshalton (District League)

			

CHESS RESULTS
Wilson’s C
beat
Sutton GS B team 		
with wins for tom Short and James Nash (both U6)

3.5 to 2.5

Wilson’s D
beat
Wallington CGS A team
4–2
with wins for Muhammad Al Ghifari (9C); Akash Gupta (9C) and Aurideep Nayak (7H)
Wilson’s E team
beat Sutton GS C team 		
8.5 to 3.5
with pairs of wins for Kiran Gopinathan (10C), Sergiu Vonsovici (L6) and Eshan Gupta (10C)

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

Wilson’s Update
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MUSICAL EVENT OF THE YEAR!
WINTER CHARITY CONCERT
Rehearsals are in their final stages for what promises to be a wonderful evening of music at our Winter Concert. Tickets are on sale (via
Parentmail2) for this year’s Winter Charity Concert which is taking place in the Main Hall on Tuesday 2 December at 7pm. This year all the
proceeds will be donated to the Royal Marsden Hospital in Sutton as part of the school’s 400th Anniversary Charity fundraising scheme.
The Wind band will be performing music from Frozen, Batman, Spiderman, hits by the Blues Brothers and the classic Soul Bossa Nova. The
Chamber Ensemble are playing Mozart’s complete Symphony No 40 and Beethoven’s Septet, while the Senior Orchestra will be performing
Jupiter from the Planets. The Junior Choir will thrill you with You’ve Got a Friend in Me and the Senior Choir are expertly preparing movements from Handel’s Messiah. Last year tickets sold out well in advance of the concert, so make sure you purchase them soon and don’t leave
it to the night!

Dates for your Diary
21 November
24 November
26 November
26 November

PFA Year 9 Cake Sale 3.05 p.m.
Used Uniform Sale
Y12 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
GCSE Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.

28 November
2 December
4 December

MUFTI Day
Winter Concert 7.00 p.m.
British Informatics Olympiad

5 December
		
8 December
8 December
10 December
11 December

SCHOOL CLOSED TO STUDENTS
(except Y11 students for English C.A.)
Year 11 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
Year 10 Booster Injections
School of Music Showcase 7.00 p.m.
Carol Service at Croydon Minster 7.30 p.m.
Y8 Options Booklet Issued

15 December
16/17 December School Production
Y11 Options Forms Issued
17 December
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SENIOR MATHS CHALLENGE RESULTS
Wilson’s pupils scored some fantastic results in this year’s Senior Maths Challenge. Thirty pupils gained a Gold Award, 39 a Silver Award
and 35 a Bronze Award. Eight qualified for the prestigious British Maths Olympiad and a further thirteen for the Senior
Kangaroo. Top score was by Harry Goodburn (L6) whose score of 120 reflected 24 correct answers out of 25. Other scores of over 100,
and therefore qualifying for the Olympiad, were obtained by Senthan Murugeswaran, Adam Taylor and Sharumilan Ravindran (U6), Eddie
Heyne and Eui Jin Choi (L6) and Gabriel Cairns (10C). Our congratulations go to all of them on their success.

H GOODBURN		

E J CHOI

S MURUGESWARAN

A TAYLOR

G CAIRNS

STUDENT INVESTOR CHALLENGE
The ifs Student Investor Challenge is a UK wide stock market
investment game. All Year 10 Business Studies students (plus a
number of Lower Sixth Economists) have formed groups and have
entered this prestigious competition to make as much profit from
their initial £100,000 investment fund as possible. They have until
the end of January to make as large a return as possible as they
compete against around 7500 teams from around the country.
If you would like to see how the groups are performing please see
the school’s league table at http://www.studentinvestor.org/portfolio-league.php?school=4924. The top 5 performing teams from
the school (as of 17/11/14) are –
1
2
4
5
6

Budget Bill		
£110,076.89
Sharmalicious		
£107,389.40
New York we’re coming
£106,221.61
Fnatic			£105,589.76
Share the love		
£104,624.14

S RAVINDRAN

E HEYNE
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CANTEEN MENU 24 - 28 NOVEMBER
WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU,
24 - 28th September
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

SOUP

Chicken Soup
served with
Homemade Bread

Roasted Tomato
soup served with
Homemade Bread

Vegetable soup
served with
Homemade Bread

Cream of Leek
soup served with
homemade Bread

Lentil and Bacon
soup served with
Homemade Bread

MEAT CHOICE

Breaded Turkey
Escalope, Spicy
Potato Wedges,
Sweetcorn

Lamb Meatballs In
Tomato Sauce on
Mint Couscous

Roast Beef , Yorkshire
Pudding, Roast
Potatoes, Cabbage,
Gravy

Creamy Chicken
Korma,
Rice,
Mango chutney

Battered Fish and
Chips, peas
Chicken Goujons,
Chips, Peas

VEGETARIAN
CHOICE

Spinach and Lentil
Curry
with Basmati Rice

Goats Cheese and
Red onion Tart,
Mixed Vegetables

Broccoli and
Cauliflower Mornay

Quorn and
Vegetable
Cottage pie

Spicy Bean Burger
in a Bun

LIGHT BITES

Chicken
Drumsticks
BBQ Ribs
Hash Browns

Chicken
Drumsticks
BBQ Ribs
Vegetable Samosa

Chicken Drumsticks
BBQ Ribs
Cheese & Onion Slice

Chicken
Drumsticks
BBQ Ribs

BBQ Chicken Legs
Chicken and
Mushroom Pie

JACKET POTATO
PASTA

Served with
Beans /Cheddar

Topped with a
Mushroom and
Tarragon Sauce

Served with
Beans/Cheddar

Topped with a
Tomato and
Oregano Sauce

NONE

SOMETHING
SWEET

Rhubarb
Crumble with
Custard

Rice Pudding
with
Sliced Peaches

Apple and
Cinnamon Cake
Cream

Chocolate
Sponge with
Chocolate Sauce

Strawberry
Cheesecake

WORK RELATED LEARNING NEWS
NHS National Schools Competition
NHS Careers’ annual Step into the NHS competition is underway.
Aimed at year 8 and 9 students, the annual competition
encourages students to think about career opportunities.
What’s this competition all about?
•
It’s about thinking how you might let other young people
know about the many different careers in the NHS.
•
They include jobs in areas like speech therapy, art
therapy, engineering, finance, human resources and
even gardening!
•
Every employee is part of the NHS team which helps to
make a difference to people’s lives every single day.
Your brief
•
To promote a specific career in the NHS by creating a
range of recruitment materials, which appeal to students
of your age group.
•
You can enter as an individual or as a group of up to four
people.
2014-15 competition materials – To get more competition
information visit the work related learning page of the school
website.

Entries must be submitted to Mr Englefield by the end of term. The
best four entries will be submitted into the national competition.
My Kinda Crowd (http://www.mykindacrowd.com/Challenges)
This website hosts lots of work related learning challenges. They
are free to enter and offer lots of great prizes. Here is a taste of
some of the current challenges:
Tata Consultancy Services: Create a Career
Mayor of London: Concept to Catwalk
Think Care Challenge
Can you rap it Challenge
NPower: Energy Challenge
HM Government: Mission Opening Doors
National Apprenticeship Service: Why an Apprenticeship
Visit the website to find out more. Make sure to let us know how
you get on.
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PFA NEWS
As you will have seen from issue 312 of the newsletter last
week, the PFA are currently busy raising money for a new
mini-bus for the school. They raised £2,000 towards their
target after a very successful quiz night. Many of the teams
that participated in the quiz night are eagerly awaiting the
date of the next one!
The school would like to thank them and would also like
to thank Mrs Yang and her employer, Barclays Bank, for the
further £1,000 that was donated through Barclay’s Matched
Fundraising Scheme. Barclay’s Community Investment
programme involves the bank working with their staff to
match the amounts the staff raise for charities (as long as
certain criteria are met).

SCHOOL NOTICES
JOB VACANCY
TEMPORARY CATERING ASSISTANT
Required from 6 Jan 2015 to 8 May 2015
Monday to Friday (term time only) 10.30 am to 1.45pm each day
(would consider job share)
Hourly rate of pay £8 (inclusive of holiday pay)
To assist with preparing and serving food, overseeing the dining
areas, operating tills and keeping the kitchen and canteen areas
clean and tidy.
Closing date Friday 5 December
Interested parties should visit the school website’s vacancy page at
http://www.wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk/vacancies/vacancies.html
where you will find an information pack and application form or
alternatively contact Mrs H Ware on 020 8773 7680.

WATER SPORTS TRIP TO SPAIN (17 – 25 JULY 2015)
A few places have become available on the above trip which takes
place just after the end of the summer term next year. Any students
in Years 8 or 10 who are interested should contact Mr Molyneux,
Director of Sport or the Finance Office as soon as possible for more
details. The total cost of the trip is £715. An initial deposit of £300
would be required to secure a place followed by 2 further instalments in February and April.
MUFTI DAY - 28 NOVEMBER
We will be holding a MUFTI day on Friday 28 November in aid of
Movember. It will cost £1 to take part.
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ART NEWS
Last week at Trinity School, Matt Macaulay Y11 and Miss
Cvejik-Reeve exhibited work in an art exhibition/performance
dedicated to the golden age of The Ballets Russes. Matt and
Miss Cvejik-Reeve chose Stravinski’s ballet The Firebird as their
inspiration. Matt Macaulay presented a humorous, steampunk
inspired take on a head-piece and Miss Cvejik-Reeve created a
silk, hand-painted and embroidered dress. For Matt Macaulay
this represents part of his GCSE Art Identity project. The exhibition is on until the beginning of December at the Shaw Gallery,
Trinity School in Croydon and a video of all the artwork can also
be seen on the Trinity School web site.
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT - FORTHCOMING EVENTS

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?
Congratulations to the winner of last
week’s competition, Sanjai Kiridaran, 8G,
who correctly identified the image of The
Trevi Fountain in Rome, Italy. Please come
and see Mr Sturt in rm 24 for your praise
points. Congratulations to all who got this
correct! On to this week’s competition:
Where in the world is this (include the
name of the landmark and the name of
the town and country)? Simply email the
information to ADS@... and the first person
with the correct answer wins! Get
thinking............

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.
Tuesday A:
Fri A: 		
Tuesday B:
Friday B:		

C1
C1
C1
C1
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WE PRESENT
THE WILSON’S…

LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO)

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9
Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school
science club teams in competitions!
The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in
S10 from 3.30 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the
waiting list.

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y 7-9
DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
Drama Games
Scene Study
Creating Characters
Debating/Discussing
Writing Plays/Films
Acting/Singing/Dancing
Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!
EVERY THURSDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.15pm in the
DRAMA SUITE (F23).
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
CHESS CLUB

All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime club (Monday,
Wednesday and Thursday). Those who aspire to play chess for
the school are encouraged to also attend Castles Chess Club
on Thursday after school from 3.30 to 5.00 p.m. In all cases the
meetings are in F12 in the Maths Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk)

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc

Are you interested in all things Geographical? If so, then this is the
place for you! Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m.
in Room 24. Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see
you there!

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB

This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to
solve. It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.

MANDARIN CLUB

Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB

Discussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5. Bring
your lunch. It is relaxed and fairly informal. There is of course
also free chocolate for all who attend! Everyone is welcome
(including Year 7) and everyone’s voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS

Computing Drop In
Mondays F5
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mr Poole
KS3		
KS4 & KS5
Tuesdays F4
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB

Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good
grades! If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then examiners will too. It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room
10 with Miss Lambert.

SCHOOL FANTASY FOOTBALL
School fantasy football starts on Saturday 18 October. Get your
team registered if you haven’t already.

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB

Hordes of the Things club takes place every Friday lunchtime in
room 5. Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided.
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm
figures. Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch
hour.
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INTER HOUSE CROSS
COUNTRY RESULTS - YEAR 7
1st
2nd
3rd

Jake Sillitto
Michael Lammie
Tom Malcolm

HOUSES
1st
Hayes			927
2nd
Southwark		
1150
3rd
Camberwell		
1185
4th
Brecon			1255
Greencoat		 1523
5th
6th
Datchelor		
1747
			

INTER HOUSE CROSS
COUNTRY RESULTS - YEAR 9
1st
2nd
3rd

Lloyd Smith
Sam Barker
Kieran Rutter

INTER HOUSE CROSS
COUNTRY RESULTS - YEAR 8
1st
2nd
3rd

Callum Hockley
Callum Furmidge
Zak Fleming

HOUSES
1st
Greencoat		 1422
2nd
Hayes			1747
3rd
Camberwell		
2140
4th
Brecon			2160
Southwark		 2183
5th
			

INTER HOUSE CROSS
COUNTRY RESULTS - YEAR 10
1st
2nd
3rd

Sam Moody
Elliot Roberts
David Okoh

HOUSES
1st
Brecon			1332
2nd
Camberwell		
1929
3rd
Hayes			1998
Greencoat		 2049
4th
5th
Southwark		 2180

HOUSES
Camberwell		 1698
1st
2nd
Hayes			1908
3rd
Southwark		
1924
Brecon			2176
4th
5th
Greencoat		 2176

			

			

CHESS RESULTS

CROSS COUNTRY BOROUGH
CHAMPIONSHIPS

Wilson’s vs. Sutton Grammar
Wilson’s B
drew
with Sutton A
3-3
with wins for Vatsal Raina (L6) and Jon-Man Chung (10G)

Cross Country Borough Championships take place next
Wednesday at Northey Avenue.

Wilson’s F
beat
Sutton D		
8.5 - 3.5
with wins for Rehan Gamage (8C), Harry Goodburn (L6)
Samino Fernando (8G), Andy Deng (8C), Arenkan Kularaj (8C)
and Daniel Read (7S)

The timetable for races and teams will be on the noticeboard by
the end of this week.
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For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter.

SPORTS NEWS

FOOTBALL RESULTS

BADMINTON RESULTS
BADMINTON - SURREY LEAGUE

Tuesday 11 November
Wilson’s vs. Greenshaw (District League)
Year 8

won

Wilson’s vs. Tiffin
U16A
won
8-1
U16B
won
9-0
Wilson’s vs. Trinity
U16C
won
9-0
won
7-2
U19C

5-2

Wednesday 12 November
Wilson’s vs. Glyn
1st XI
2nd XI
3rd XI

lost
lost
won

0-2
1-3
8-1

BADMINTON NATIONALS

v 4th XI

Thursday 13 November
Wilson’s vs. Greenshaw (District League and Cup)

U14A
U16A

Year 9

Badminton is looking strong this year and the teams have yet
to lose a game. In particular the Year 7 team is starting to look
competitive and they play Glyn next week.

won

4-2

Saturday 15th Nov
Wilson’s vs. Cheam High (District League)
Year 10 won
Year 9
lost
Year 8
won
Year 7
won

3-0
1-2
5-2
7-0

qualified on a walk over
qualified beating Wallington 4-1

			

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

Wilson’s Update
at
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BANK OF ENGLAND TARGET 2 COMPETITION
WILSON’S WIN THEIR HEAT

On Friday 21 November, five Upper Sixth students travelled to the Prudential Regulation Authority in the City to compete in the Bank of
England’s Target 2.0 competition. In the competition, students are asked to take the place of the Bank’s Monetary Policy Committee and
using a range of economic data make a decision about the level to set interest rates at. The school were up against strong competition
including prestigious independent school Highgate School, fellow grammar school Ilford County High School and the local James Allen Girls’
School.
The boys made a very convincing presentation and the judges remarked that their answers to the question showed a superb knowledge
of monetary policy. After almost half an hour of deliberation the boys were delighted when the judges announced that Wilson’s were the
winners. The boys now proceed to the Regional Heats in February where a win will secure them a place in the National Finals which will be
judged by the Deputy Governor of the Bank of England.
The team consisted of Dominic Pellew (Captain), Harry Perkin, Kartik Iyer, Jordan Quartey and James Farrington.

Dates for your Diary
28 November
2 December
4 December
5 December
		

MUFTI Day (Movember Charities)
Winter Concert 7.00 p.m.
British Informatics Olympiad
SCHOOL CLOSED TO STUDENTS
(except Y11 students for English C.A.)

8 December
8 December
10 December
11 December

Year 11 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
Year 10 Booster Injections
School of Music Showcase 7.00 p.m.
Carol Service at Croydon Minster 7.30 p.m.

15 December
16/17 December
17 December
18 December
18 December
6 January
8 January

Y8 Options Booklet Issued
School Production
Y11 Options Forms Issued
House Mufti
TERM ENDS
TERM STARTS FOR ALL STUDENTS
Early Finish (1.05 p.m.) for Prize Giving
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TEAM CHESS CHALLENGE
On Wednesday 19 November Wilson’s hosted the South London
final of Team Chess Challenge. Whilst the Wilson’s teams dominated
the event, it was not until the last few seconds that Wilson’s A confirmed victory when Philip Knott drew against Trinity A. Leading
team scores were as follows:
1		
Wilson’s A
12.5/16
2 		
Trinity A
12
Wilson’s B
12
2		
2		
Wilson’s C
12
5		
Graveney A
10
5		
Trinity B
10
7 		
Wallington
9.5
Congratulations to the victorious Wilson’s Team: Tharshan
Kuhendiran (9G), Philip Knott (U6), Pavan Murali (U6) and Ryan Eaw
(10B).
Tharshan Kuhendiran and Ryan Shankar won all four of their games
whilst Philip Knott (U6), Pavan Murali (U6) Vatsal Raina (L6) and
Kirishoth Sivalogarajah (L6) were all undefeated.

Y11 SPEED OPTIONS
Last week students in Year 11 got an opportunity to quiz boys in
Year 12 about their A Level subjects. Each Year 11 boy spent 10
minutes talking to Year 12s representing the six A Level subjects
they are most likely to study next year. This is just one event
designed to support students who are making the sometimes
difficult choices about what to do after they have sat their GCSE
exams. Heads of department are also talking to boys in assemblies
about their own subjects and every Year 11 student is also having a
careers interview.

STUDENT INVESTOR CHALLENGE
The ifs Student Investor Challenge is a UK wide stock market
investment game. All Year 10 Business Studies students (plus a
number of Lower Sixth Economists) have formed groups and have
entered this prestigious competition to make as much profit from
their initial £100,000 investment fund as possible. They have until
the end of January to make as large a return as possible as they
compete against around 7500 teams from around the country.
If you would like to see how the groups are performing please see
the school’s league table at http://www.studentinvestor.org/portfolio-league.php?school=4924. The top 5 performing teams from
the school (as of 24/11/14) are –
1
2
4
5
6

Budget Bill		
Sharmalicious		
New York we’re coming
Natus Vincere		
Loggidation		

£111,222.77
£108,105.29
£105,912.66
£105,899.14
£105,163.15
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SHOCK TACTICS PRESENT…

MACBETH
William Shakespeare’s

Wilson’s Main Hall, 7pm
th
th
Tues 16 & Wed 17 December 2014
Tickets: £6 Student, £8 Adult (Reserved Via Parentmail Or On The Door)

“The Thane Of Fife Had A Wife…
Where Is She Now?”

Performed By Students.
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CANTEEN MENU 1 - 5 DECEMBER
WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU
1st – 5th Dec
SOUP

MEAT CHOICE
VEGETARIAN
CHOICE
LIGHT BITES

JACKET POTATO
PASTA
SOMETHING
SWEET

Monday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Tomato & red
French onion
Carrot and
STAFF ONLY DAY
pepper Soup
served with
coriander soup
with homemade
homemade
with homemade
bread
bread
bread
Cottage Pie
Sweet and Sour
Roast pork,
Beef Madras,
SEE SEPARATE
served with
Chicken Served Roast Potatoes,
Rice, Mango
MENUS
Carrots, Gravy
on Egg noodles Parsnips, Gravy
Chutney
Stir Fried
Quorn Sausage
Sweet Potato
Roasted
Vegetables, Tofu and mash, red and Lentil Curry,
Vegetable
with Egg fried
onion gravy
Rice, Mango
Bruschetta,
Rice
chutney
Sweetcorn
Chicken
Chicken
Chicken
Chicken
drumsticks
drumsticks
drumsticks
drumsticks
Bbq Ribs
Bbq Ribs
Bbq Ribs
Bbq Ribs
Vegetable Slice
Potato and herb
soup served with
homemade bread

Served with
Beans/Cheese
Apple oat
Crumble and
Custard

Pasta with
Cheesy Sauce
Rice Pudding
with Jam sauce

Served with
Beans/cheese
Winter Fruit
Strudel, Cream

Served with
cheese sauce
Chocolate
Sponge with
chocolate sauce

#RememberWW1 LAUNCH
Wilson’s School CCF provided London District’s Army Cadet representatives at the launch of RememberWW1 in the form of Captain Grant,
Cdt CSM Harry Rogers and Cdt CSgt James Gunnell. The launch, in front of the press was held in the Army & Navy Club and CSgt Gunnell
joined Rt Hon Andy Burnham MP as one of the speakers at the launch. James spoke about how the school and the CCF reflect on the
sacrifices of The Great War.
Following the event @rememberww1 tweeted “@WilsonsCCF Huge thanks for joining us at #RememberWW1 launch-you were brilliant &
really brought it all to life. Keep up the great work!”
RememberWW1 is a new not for profit organisation that aims to inspire and encourage individuals, families, schools, communities and
organisations to reflect on the sacrifice and service given during WW1 and the impact it had across society, and support them to get
involved in volunteering and community projects.
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NEW RECRUITS DOUBLE THE SIZE OF THE CCF
Following, arguably, the most successful year in the history of the CCF at Wilson’s the contingent has also had its most successful
recruiting campaign. On Tuesday night nearly 100 boys in Y9 at Wilson’s and 80 girls from Wallington High School for Girls paraded for the
first time. They were organised into the platoons and flights that they will train in and given their first drill lessons. They can look forward
to a term of fieldcraft, skill at arms, aircraft recognition, navigation and command tasks, as well as a little more drill. It seems certain that
this intake has made Wilson’s CCF both the largest state school and largest voluntary CCF in the country.

APPEAL FOR AN RAF OFFICER
The RAF Section of the CCF has a vacancy for an Adult Instructor. The successful candidate would need to be available to parade from
15.40-18.00 on most Tuesdays of term time and be willing to give up a few weekends each year as well as attending occasional camps and
courses. Military or Cadet experience is not necessary but can be useful. Anybody interested should contact Major Burton at the school.

SCHOOL NOTICES
JOB VACANCY
TEMPORARY CATERING ASSISTANT
Required from 6 Jan 2015 to 8 May 2015
Monday to Friday (term time only) 10.30 am to 1.45pm each day
(would consider job share)
Hourly rate of pay £8 (inclusive of holiday pay)
To assist with preparing and serving food, overseeing the dining
areas, operating tills and keeping the kitchen and canteen areas
clean and tidy.
Closing date Friday 5 December
Interested parties should visit the school website’s vacancy page at
http://www.wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk/vacancies/vacancies.html
where you will find an information pack and application form or
alternatively contact Mrs H Ware on 020 8773 7680.

WATER SPORTS TRIP TO SPAIN (17 – 25 JULY 2015)
A few places have become available on the above trip which takes
place just after the end of the summer term next year. Any students
in Years 8 or 10 who are interested should contact Mr Molyneux,
Director of Sport or the Finance Office as soon as possible for more
details. The total cost of the trip is £715. An initial deposit of £300
would be required to secure a place followed by 2 further instalments in February and April.
MUFTI DAY - 28 NOVEMBER
We will be holding a MUFTI day on Friday 28 November in aid of
the Movember Charities. It will cost £1 to take part.
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT - FORTHCOMING EVENTS

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?
Congratulations to the winner of last week’s
competition, Samino Fernando, 8G who
correctly identified the image of L’Arc de
Triomphe at L’Etoile in Paris, France. Please come
and see Mr Sturt in rm 24 for your praise points.
Congratulations to all who got this correct! On
to this week’s competition:
Where in the world is this (include the name
of the landmark and the name of the town
and country)? Simply email the information to
ADS@... and the first person with the correct
answer wins! Get
thinking............

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.
Tuesday A:
Fri A: 		
Tuesday B:
Friday B:		

C1
C1
C1
C1
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WE PRESENT
THE WILSON’S…

LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO)

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9
Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school
science club teams in competitions!
The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in
S10 from 3.30 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the
waiting list.

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y 7-9
DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
Drama Games
Scene Study
Creating Characters
Debating/Discussing
Writing Plays/Films
Acting/Singing/Dancing
Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!
EVERY THURSDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.15pm in the
DRAMA SUITE (F23).
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
CHESS CLUB

All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime club (Monday,
Wednesday and Thursday). Those who aspire to play chess for
the school are encouraged to also attend Castles Chess Club
on Thursday after school from 3.30 to 5.00 p.m. In all cases the
meetings are in F12 in the Maths Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk)

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc

Are you interested in all things Geographical? If so, then this is the
place for you! Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m.
in Room 24. Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see
you there!

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB

This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to
solve. It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.

MANDARIN CLUB

Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB

Discussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5. Bring
your lunch. It is relaxed and fairly informal. There is of course
also free chocolate for all who attend! Everyone is welcome
(including Year 7) and everyone’s voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS

Computing Drop In and Scratch Club
Mondays F5
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mr Poole
KS3		
KS4 & KS5
Tuesdays F4
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB

Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good
grades! If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then examiners will too. It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room
10 with Miss Lambert.

SCHOOL FANTASY FOOTBALL
School fantasy football starts on Saturday 18 October. Get your
team registered if you haven’t already.

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB

Hordes of the Things club takes place every Friday lunchtime in
room 5. Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided.
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm
figures. Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch
hour.
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For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter.

SPORTS NEWS

FOOTBALL RESULTS
Tuesday 18 November
Wilson’s vs. Edenham (Surrey Cup, 2nd Round)
won
10 - 0
Year 7
Wednesday 19 November
Wilson’s vs. KCS Wimbledon
1st XI
drew
3-3
2nd XI won
3-2
3rd XI
drew
2-2
4th XI
drew
1-1
5th XI
lost
1-2
Saturday 22 Nov
Wilson’s vs. Alleyns School
1st XI
won
2-0
2nd XI won
3-2
drew
2-2
3rd XI
4th XI
drew
2-2
won
3-2
U15A
U15B
lost
2-4
U14A
lost
0-3
won
3-0
U14B
U13A
won
3-2
lost
1-2
U12A
U12C
lost
2-3

BADMINTON RESULTS
Wilson’s vs. Royal Grammar School
U19C
won
8 - 1 vs. RGS A
lost
3 - 6 vs. RGS B
U19D

CHESS RESULTS
Wilson’s A beat Whitgift A		
4.5 - 1.5
Wins for Adam Taylor (U6), Tharshan Kuhendiran (9G), Pavan
Murali (U6) and Vyas Raina (L6)
Wilson’s E drew with Whitgift B
6.0 - 6.0
wins for Kiran Gopinathan (10C), Sergiu Vonsovici (L6), Kevin Gu
(10H, two wins), Eshan Gupta (10C) and Sachit Raghavan (7C)
2.5 - 3.5 (National Cup)
Wilson’s C lost to Sutton A		
Wins for Aranan Sivakumar (9B) and Muhammad Al Ghifari (9C)

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

Wilson’s Update
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TOM HOLDEN - A TRUE WILSONIAN
Tom Holden recently ran his last race for Wilson’s.
In his seven years with us, Tom has never lost a race for Wilson’s in athletics or cross country. He has been a fantastic ambassador for the
school throughout this time. He is modest and unassuming; gives up his time readily to help train other boys and has competed at International level. He combines this commendable commitment to sport with the highest standards in his academic work and is also a wellrespected Senior Prefect.
The school has been privileged to see Tom develop from year 7 to the outstanding athlete he is now. He is a true Wilsonian.
The Head and the Director of Sport would like to acknowledge his outstanding contribution to Wilson’s. We will watch his career as it develops with great interest.

Dates for your Diary
5 December
		
8 December
8 December
9 December

SCHOOL CLOSED TO STUDENTS
(except Y11 students for English C.A.)
Year 10 Booster Injections
Year 11 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
Y8 Inter-form Team Maths Challenge

		
10 December
11 December
16/17 December

Lunchtime in F13
School of Music Showcase 7.00 p.m.
Carol Service at Croydon Minster 7.30 p.m.
School Production (Macbeth)

17 December
18 December
18 December
6 January
6 January
7 January
8 January
8 January
12 January
15 January

Y11 Options Forms Issued
House Mufti
TERM ENDS 3.30 p.m.
TERM STARTS FOR ALL STUDENTS
Y11 Preliminary Option Form Return
Senior Prize Giving 7.00 p.m.
Early Finish (1.05 p.m.) for Prize Giving
Main School Prize Giving 2.30 p.m.
Prayer Group Meeting 8.00 p.m.
Y8 Parents Info. Evening 7.00 p.m.
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SENIOR MATHS TEAM CHALLENGE
Wilson’s sixth form maths team recently took part in a regional
final of Senior Team Maths Challenge at Royal Holloway College,
Egham. In the first round questions the four Wilson’s mathematicians correctly answered nine out of ten questions, which put them
in the lead. In the second cross number round they were split in
to two pairs – one pair were given the across clues and the other
the down clues. They swiftly made progress on this and made no
mistakes in completing the cross number. They also worked in pairs
in the “shuttle round” where the answer to one question is needed
as input to the next. Not only did they answer every question
perfectly, they also worked quickly enough to get the bonus for finishing early. After this outstanding performance Wilson’s came out
as winners of the Regional Final and now progress to the National
Final in London in February 2015. Congratulations to the team of
Adam Taylor and Phil Knott (U6) and Harry Goodburn and Eui Jin
Choi (L6).

YEAR 10s IMPRESS JUDGES AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTE
Rachel Riley – TV presenter and Oxford Maths graduate – proudly
announced the victors of the inaugural Astellas Innovation Challenge and awarded prizes for first, second and third place winners
alongside competition ambassador and host Dr Kevin Fong and
Astellas CEO, Ken Jones. The competition asked students aged 1416 to design a mobile app to encourage healthy living, with an aim
to increase interest amongst school students in taking up Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) subjects at
university and beyond.
A total of 11 teams, who excelled over entrants from across the UK,
were invited to present their health app ideas to a panel of expert
judges, at the Royal Institution in London on 25 November. The
Wilson’s School team made up of boys in Year 10 (Sam Moody, Jon
Chen, Charlie D’Imperio, Will Straw and Deepesh Patel) considered

themselves unlucky not to win one of the prizes. Their app Gallery
Walk aimed to promote a healthy lifestyle and document memories
through the unique combination of exercise, photography and
days out.
“The quality of entries for the Astellas Innovation Challenge was
outstanding. Each team showed great awareness of real challenges
to healthy living and true creativity in utilising mobile technology
and innovation to create solutions,” said Rachel Riley. She continued: “Mobile apps are transforming the way we manage our health
and how healthcare is provided. Through this competition we have
seen school students make some incredible applications of STEM
skills to encourage healthier lifestyles and I hope this illustrates the
variety of career pathways STEM studies can enable.”
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AppathonUK
Congratulations to Alex Clifton (7D) who was a prize winner in the
2014 AppathonUK app development competition. The competition
was for school teams to create ideas for apps, then for
university students to choose and develop these apps. Alex decided to enter the university competition implementing the idea
submitted by his old primary school, Merton Park, with some help
from his young brother, William. They were up against students
from Cambridge and Southampton Universities as well as professionals from Silicon Roundabout.
As part of his prize Alex enjoyed a tour of the House of Commons
with his local MP. He later went to the Speaker’s House for speeches
and prizes, where John Bercow spoke about the importance of
technology, followed by a further address from Megan Smith (the
Chief Technology Officer of the United States). Alex is to be congratulated on this wonderful achievement and his Dig-I spy App
can be found on Alex’s YouTube page https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=WzJ8vlGWy-M.

PROMOTION FOR CADET FORCE ADULT VOLUNTEER
Congratulations to Jake Marshall on his promotion to Lieutenant,
which was announced by the Head Mr Cole at Tuesday night’s
parade. Jake is an old boy of the school and a former cadet NCO.
Both Mr Cole and Maj Burton expressed their gratitude that
Mr Marshall, who is employed in a family business, gives up so
much of his time to work with the CCF.

STUDENT INVESTOR CHALLENGE
The ifs Student Investor Challenge is a UK wide stock market
investment game. All Year 10 Business Studies students (plus a
number of Lower Sixth Economists) have formed groups and have
entered this prestigious competition to make as much profit from
their initial £100,000 investment fund as possible. They have until
the end of January to make as large a return as possible as they
compete against around 7500 teams from around the country.
If you would like to see how the groups are performing please see
the school’s league table at http://www.studentinvestor.org/portfolio-league.php?school=4924. The top 5 performing teams from
the school (as of 1/12/14) are –
1
2
3
4
6

Budget Bill		
Sharmalicious		
Loggidation		
Share the love		
Natus Vincere		

£111,765.59
£109,731.34
£106,761.91
£106,620.72
£106,262.47
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UK BLIND VETERANS’ ASSOCIATION CHRISTMAS CONCERT
On Tuesday evening, Lt Marshall, 2Lt Hou, Cdt CSM Harry Rogers,
Cdt Sgt Luke Curran, Cdt LCpl Matthew Macaulay, and Cadets
Lorraine Mintah, Hannah Mamood and Rachael Luke, attended the
UK Blind Veterans’ Association Christmas Concert at St Marylebone
Church. They acted as ushers, showing guests to their seats and
helping those who required it, to a reception which followed.
Lt Marshall reported that the cadets were immaculate in their turn
out and were great ambassadors for the CCF and both schools by
showing two of the values of the British Army; selfless commitment
and respect for others, as well as Wilson’s motto “Non Sibi Sed
Omnibus”.

CANTEEN MENU 8 - 12 DECEMBER
WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU
8 - 12 December, 2014
SOUP

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Chicken Noodle
Soup with
Homemade Bread
Sausage, Mash and
Baked beans,
Gravy

Tomato Soup
with
Homemade Bread
Chicken Tikka
Masala, Rice,
Mango chutney

Green Pea Soup
with
Homemade Bread
Roast Turkey,
Stuffing, Roast
Potatoes, Carrots

Mushroom Soup
with
Homemade Bread
Beef Burritos
served with Potato
wedges

VEGETARIAN
CHOICE

Mushroom and
Red Onion
Stroganoff, Rice

Vegetable and Feta
Cheese Crumble

Mixed Bean
Ragout served on
spaghetti

Roast Vegetable
Pie, Potato wedges

Vegetable Soup
with
Homemade Bread
Battered Fish and
Chips, Peas
Chicken Goujons,
chips, peas
Vegetable Burger
in bun

LIGHT BITES

Chicken
Drumsticks
Bbq Ribs
Vegetable Spring
Rolls

Chicken
Drumsticks
Bbq Ribs
Falafel

Chicken
Drumsticks
Bbq Ribs
Vegetable Pastie

Chicken
Drumsticks
Bbq Ribs
Hash Browns

Chicken Legs
Chicken and
mushroom
Pies

JACKET POTATO
PASTA

Served with
Beans/cheese

Served with
Beans/Cheddar

Apple Crumble
with Custard

Topped with a
Creamy Mushroom
Sauce
Chocolate Cake
with chocolate
Custard

NONE

SOMETHING
SWEET

Topped with a
Tomato and Basil
sauce
Rice Pudding
served with Jam
sauce

MEAT CHOICE

Pineapple upside
down sponge,
Custard

Chocolate Fudge
Cake

SCHOOL NOTICES
JOB VACANCY - TEMPORARY CATERING ASSISTANT
Required from 6 Jan 2015 to 8 May 2015
Monday to Friday (term time only) 10.30 am to 1.45pm each day
(would consider job share)
Hourly rate of pay £8 (inclusive of holiday pay)
To assist with preparing and serving food, overseeing the dining
areas, operating tills and keeping the kitchen and canteen areas
clean and tidy.
Closing date Friday 5 December
Interested parties should visit the school website’s vacancy page at
http://www.wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk/vacancies/vacancies.html
where you will find an information pack and application form or
alternatively contact Mrs H Ware on 020 8773 7680.

LOST PROPERTY
As we come to the end of the term we have collected a large pile
of unnamed jumpers, trousers and trainers. Please ask your sons to
check the large green lost property bin next to the gym or in the
reprographics room for lost items.
Any named property will be put into the tutor group pigeon holes
outside the staffroom waiting for collection.
During the Christmas break any remaining lost property will be disposed of so we would suggest you ask your sons to check for their
lost property as soon as possible. Please do also use the Christmas
Break to ensure that everything your son brings to school is named
so that we are able to return anything that gets lost.
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SHOCK TACTICS PRESENT…

MACBETH
William Shakespeare’s

Wilson’s Main Hall, 7pm
th
th
Tues 16 & Wed 17 December 2014
Tickets: £6 Student, £8 Adult (Reserved Via Parentmail Or On The Door)

“The Thane Of Fife Had A Wife…
Where Is She Now?”

Performed By Students.
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SELECTION OF PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE WINTER CHARITY
CONCERT
Wilson’s Charity Winter Concert this week was, once again, all sold out! Three hundred and thirty guests packed into the main hall and were
treated to an evening of wonderful music from a variety of genres – with something for everyone.
The evening started with gusto as several jazz groups played familiar pieces including ‘Cantaloupe Island’ by Herbie Hancock and ‘Freddie
Freeloader’ by Miles Davis. The Middle Orchestra played the rousing ‘Dambusters March’ and Wind Band performed a selection of upbeat
pieces including music from ‘Frozen’ and the ‘Blues Brothers Greatest Hits’. The audience were also treated to ‘Gaudete’ and ‘Hiraeth’ sung by
the Wilson’s Barbershop and the Junior Choir indulged us with ‘Friend in Me’. All the audience enjoyed listening to familiar pieces played and
sung so well.
The second half of the concert was equally as good. The Wilson’s School Choir reminded us we are approaching Christmas with ‘For Unto us a
Child is Born’ by Handel and the ‘Sussex Carol’. It sounded amazing and we look forward to hearing it again in the Croydon Minster next week
at Wilson’s Carol Service. The Chamber Ensemble, Brass Ensembles, and Senior Orchestra completed the evening with some inspiring music
including ‘Jupiter’ from ‘The Planets’ by Holst.
Our congratulations go to all the boys who performed so well and our thanks go to all the staff and the PFA who made the evening possible.
This year, the concert was held in aid of the Royal Marsden Hospital and all the money received from ticket sales will go directly to the charity.
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“MOVEMBER”

The Mufti on Friday raised over £1000 for the Movember cause. A number of staff and 6th formers grew a moustache during November as
part of the Movember campaign. Wilson’s Movember Team 2014 would like to thank you for all your support on Friday and hope that it
encourages you to find out more about the campaign!
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT - FORTHCOMING EVENTS

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?
Congratulations to the winner of last week’s
competition, Ben Jacob, 604, who
correctly identified the image as The Blackpool
Tower in Blackpool, UK. Please come and see Mr
Sturt in rm 24 for your praise points. Congratulations to all who got this correct! On to this
week’s competition:
Where in the world is this (include the name
of the landmark and the name of the town
and country)? Simply email the information to
ADS@... and the first person with the correct
answer wins! Get
thinking............

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.
Tuesday A:
Fri A: 		
Tuesday B:
Friday B:		

C1
C1
C1
C1
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UNIVERSITY CHALLENGE
Thursday 11th Dec 1:15pm in the Hall
£1 Entry – In aid of The Royal Marsden
Universally Challenged
Mr Sturt - C
Miss Rose
Miss Lambert
Dr Moore
VS
Two Squared.
Dr Cooper - C
Mrs Jones
Mr Burton
Dr McClure

Winner Plays
U6 in Final

Quiztian Union
Phil Knott - C
George Barbantan
Sujay Nair
Dominic Pellow
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[Type text]

WE PRESENT
THE WILSON’S…

LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO)

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9
Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school
science club teams in competitions!
The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in
S10 from 3.30 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the
waiting list.

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y 7-9
DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
Drama Games
Scene Study
Creating Characters
Debating/Discussing
Writing Plays/Films
Acting/Singing/Dancing
Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!
EVERY THURSDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.15pm in the
DRAMA SUITE (F23).
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
CHESS CLUB

All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime club (Monday,
Wednesday and Thursday). Those who aspire to play chess for
the school are encouraged to also attend Castles Chess Club
on Thursday after school from 3.30 to 5.00 p.m. In all cases the
meetings are in F12 in the Maths Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk)

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc

Are you interested in all things Geographical? If so, then this is the
place for you! Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m.
in Room 24. Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see
you there!

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB

This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to
solve. It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.

MANDARIN CLUB

Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB

DIscussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5 on
Wednesday lunchtimes. Bring your lunch. It is relaxed and
fairly informal. There is of course also free chocolate for all who
attend! Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s
voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS

Computing Drop In and Scratch Club
Mondays F5
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mr Poole
KS3		
KS4 & KS5
Tuesdays F4
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB

Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good
grades! If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then examiners will too. It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room
10 with Miss Lambert.

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB

Hordes of the Things club takes place every Friday lunchtime in
room 5. Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided.
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm
figures. Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch
hour.
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INDICATIVE SCHOOL VISITS

Indicative List of School Residential Visits
This list has been prepared to help parents/carers by giving an indication of residential visits that
may be available throughout your son’s career at the school (some visits will depend on the
subjects that your son chooses to study). Nothing in this list should be taken as a guarantee that
a visit will run or will run again in the future. Changes can be made to the target year group and
the cost per pupil quoted gives an indication of the cost only.
Visit
Brecon Beacons

Target Year
Group
Yr 7/8 (All)

Time of Year
(usual)
July/ Sept/Oct

Indicative Cost per pupil (all
approx.)
£220

Northern France
Language Trip

Yr 9 French
students

July

£320

Koln, Germany
Language Trip

Yr 9 German
students

July

£390

Battlefields Trip

Yr 10 (all)

July

£165

Geography Field Trip
South Wales

Yr 12 Geography
students

March

£180

Biology Field Trip

Yr 12 Biology
students
Yr 8 and
sometimes Y10
Various

July

£220

Early Summer
holiday
Oct Half Term,
Feb Half Term,
Easter

£715

Iceland

Yrs 9 and above

Easter

£725

Classics Trips (e.g.
Italy, Greece, Crete)
CERN, Geneva

Yrs 8- 13

£430-£460

Yr 12 & 13

Oct half
term/Easter
Easter

Major Expedition

Year 10 and above

Summer

£1500 to £4000

CCF JNCO Cadre
CCF Range Camp
CCF Recruits camp
CCF Battlefield Tour

Y11
All CCF Cadets
All CCF Cadets
Sixth Form

£25
£25
£25
Approx. £250

CCF Summer Camp

All CCF Cadets

Oct Half Term
Oct Half Term
Feb Half Term
Easter/June
Half Term
June/July

Duke of Edinburgh’s
Bronze Award

Yr 10

Expeditions in
April and July

£125

Duke of Edinburgh’s
Silver Award
Duke of Edinburgh’s
Gold Award

Yr 11

Expeditions in
March and June
Expeditions in
April and
July/Aug

£270

Watersports trip
Sports team tours (e.g.
Cricket / Football /
Badminton)

Yr 12

£300-£1300

£350

£80

£395
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For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter.

SPORTS NEWS

BOROUGH CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONS
Wilson’s took part in the Borough Cross Country Championships last Wednesday and fielded strong teams in all age groups. There were
high hopes of good results this year after three barren years in this competition.
The Year 7 team performed admirably, led home by Jake Sillitto. They comfortably won their race giving Wilson’s a great start. Wilson’s
took 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th places.
The Year 8/9 team also had a great day with Sam Barker and Lloyd Smith leading the way and again they achieved a comfortable victory.
The Year 10/11 team now had to keep up the good start to give Wilson’s a chance of good results in the overall championship. Despite
some late withdrawals which weakened the team, the remaining members ran extremely well and cemented Wilson’s position in the competition.
The last race saw the strongest team Wilson’s had produced in many years and they were led home by Tom Holden. Wilson’s were placed,
1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th making them the overall champions this year, comfortably beating all the other schools in the Borough.
The teams consisted of the following students:
YR 7 		
J. SILLITTO M. LAMMIE D.MIDDLETON T MALCOLM A MOUNTAIN M KUMAR
YR 8/9 		
C HOCKLEY C. FURMIDGE S. BARKER, L SMITH, K RUTTER, H REGAN, J EVES
YR 10/11 		
J CHEN S MOODY A INGAMELLS A KELLY E ROBERTS D OKOH
YR 12/13
T HOLDEN B BARRY O BRENNAN A MCDONALD K IYER T LEAKE J MASON
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For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter.

SPORTS NEWS

FOOTBALL RESULTS

CHESS RESULTS

Monday 24 November
Wilson’s vs. Stoke newington ( to reach the last 64
in the National Cup)
U15A
won
2-1
Tuesday 25 November
Wilson’s vs. Davenant Foundation School (to reach the last
64 in the National Cup)
U13A
won
10 - 1
Wednesday 26 November
Wilson’s vs. Langley Park
1st XI
won
3-0
2nd XI won
9-3
Wilson’s vs. Whitgift 1st/2nd XI
3rd XI
won
4-3
Wilson’s vs. John Fisher
4th XI
lost 1 - 3

Wilson’s D beat Reigate GS B
4.5 - 1.5
Wins for Sharumilan Ravindran (U6), Alexander Nielsen (11G),
Daren Alfred (L6) and Han-Joo Kymm (10C)
Wilson’s F beat Emanuel A		
7.5 - 4.5
Wins for Samino Fernando (8G), Andy Deng (8C), Daniel Read
(7S), Hashim Hussain (9Gj), Adam Phillips (8H), and Arenkan
Kularaj (8C)
Wilson’s B lost to Hampton A

Saturday 29 Nov - Wilson’s vs. Sutton Grammar
1st XI
won
3-0
7-1
2nd XI won
3rd XI
won
3-2
won
5-1
6th XI
U15A
won
2-1
U15B
drew
3-3
won
2-0
U14A
U14B
won
2-0
won
5-0
U13A
U13B
won
4-0
U12A
won
2-0
U12B
won
5-1
U12C
won
4-1
Total: 12 wins, 1 draw, 37 goals scored and 10 conceded!!
			

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

0 - 6.0 (National Cup)

Wilson’s Update
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YEAR 8 - TEAM MATHS CHALLENGE
On Tuesday 9 December nineteen Year 8 pupils gave up their lunchtime to represent their form in the Wilson’s School Year 8 Inter-Form Team
Maths Challenge. Each team had 30 minutes to solve 10 problems such as:
“Find the smallest number whose digits are only 0s and 1s that is exactly divisible by 15.”
“ABCD is a square; BCGFE is a regular pentagon, not overlapping the square. AB and BE are adjacent sides of a regular polygon. How many
sides does this polygon have?”
In a very close and high scoring contest the winning team was that from 8C who scored 90%, whilst 8G scored 80%. Third were 8S, and fourth
equal 8B and 8H.
Congratulations to the winning ‘A’ team from 8C of Andy Deng, Ahad Hasan, Arenkan Kularaj, Abdullah Ghalib
Answers to the questions:
The smallest number is 1110 and the polygon has 20 sides.

Dates for your Diary
16/17 December
17 December
18 December
18 December
6 January

School Production (Macbeth)
Y11 Options Forms Issued
House Mufti
TERM ENDS 3.30 p.m.
TERM BEGINS FOR ALL STUDENTS

6 January
7 January

Y11 Preliminary Option Form Return
Senior Prize Giving 7.00 p.m.

8 January

Early Finish (1.05 p.m.) for Prize Giving

8 January
12 January
15 January
20 January
21 January

Main School Prize Giving 2.30 p.m.
Prayer Group Meeting 8.00 p.m.
Y8 Parents Info. Evening 7.00 p.m.
Higher Education Evening 7.00 p.m.
Y7 Soloists’ Evening 7.00 p.m.

23 January

Jazz Dinner Evening 7.00 p.m.
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CHEMISTRY AT WILSON’S
Students in Years 7-11 have all been studying chemistry this
term. Year 7 have been introduced to the Bunsen burner and have been explaining the properties of materials
using particle theory. Year 8 have been discovering the
differences between elements, mixtures and compounds
and representing chemical reactions using symbols and
equations. Years 9 -11 are all following the Edexcel IGCSE
Chemistry course. Year 9 have learnt about the different
types of chemical bonding and then linked these to the different properties of materials. Year 10 started the term by
looking at changing the rates of chemical reactions and are
now busy using the chemical ‘mole’ to calculate quantities
in chemical reactions. Year 11 have completed their mock
exams and are now finishing the course by carrying out
chemical analysis techniques and learning about electrolysis.
It proved to be a bumper year for A level Chemistry with 89
students studying it in the Lower 6. They have completed
the first of two units and are taking a mock at the beginning
of next term. In the Upper 6 we have several students wishing to take chemical engineering, pharmacy and medicine
& dentistry at university.
Outside lessons there has been a Chemistry Challenge
House Competition for Year 10. We had our best response
ever to this annual event with each form fielding two
teams. The two winning teams have been entered into the
regional Royal Society of Chemistry competition. Year 10
students have also been offered the chance to attend one
of the Salters’ Chemistry Camps based at several universities around the country. The School can only nominate
four students so we had to pull names out of a hat because
there was so much demand. Miss Rose has been running
Chemistry Olympiad preparation sessions for interested
sixth form chemists throughout this term and we hope that
our entrants this year will be very successful.
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PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES AT WILSON’S
RELIGIOUS STUDIES

PHILOSOPHY

Year 7 are coming to the end of a unit of work exploring
the concept of equality in Sikhism. The boys pictured here
are holding the five key symbols of Sikh identity – the Five
Ks. Recent work has focused particularly on the kirpan (a
ceremonial dagger for self-defence) and the debate as to
whether it is appropriate for these to be worn in public
places such as schools.

Year 11 are coming to the end of their first term of
Philosophy enrichment where they have focused
particularly on ethical theories and the state of human
nature – are human beings inherently good or bad and how
do we know? They are now studying Plato’s Allegory of the
Cave and seeing how it has formed the basis for much
modern philosophy, including the 1999 film ‘The Matrix’.

Year 8 have been busy looking at ethical theories such as
Utilitarianism and Situation Ethics. A lesson looking at the
ethics of lying and Immanuel Kant’s duty theory proved
particularly popular!

Year 12 have just completed their first set of mock exams for
our new AS Philosophy syllabus and have been kept busy
by a range of topics as diverse as where our knowledge
comes from and whether it is possible to have a logically
coherent understanding of an all-powerful being.

The Year 9 boys pictured below are completing a Key Terms
Test now that they have completed their first unit of GCSE
work for next year’s exam. They have been studying philosophical arguments for the existence of God and assessing
both their success and their validity.
In Year 10 preparations have now begun in earnest for January’s mock GCSE exam. The last few lessons of term have
been given over to break-out sessions on particular tricky
topics for revision and practice exam questions chosen by
the students to best suit the topics they find most challenging (pictured below).

In Year 13 the students are now almost half-way through
their set text for the year – Descartes’ Meditations and have
been compiling commentaries to help summarise the arguments they have encountered so far. They have also been
looking at the relationship between mind and body and the
question of whether religious belief can ever be considered
reasonable without firm evidence.
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HOUSE MUFTI £1
THURSDAY 18TH DECEMBER

House coloured tops - with substantial amount of their House colour.
£1 to wear House colours and £2 not to.
Points for the House that looks the most
unified at the whole school assembly.

7TH WILSON’S CHESS FESTIVAL
Saturday 10 January 2015 - 1.00pm to 6.15pm
Can you play chess? Then come to the Chess Festival!
The 7th Wilson’s Chess Festival is open to any Wilson’s School pupil.
This will be a UK Chess Challenge event and players scoring more
than 50% will qualify for the Surrey Megafinal. There will also be
the normal UKCC badges, mascots and prizes.
Entry fee is £15 but players will get a £5 discount if they are English
Chess Federation (ECF) members. Any junior who has not previously been a member of the ECF can become a junior member for
free by emailing the ECF office (office@englishchess.org.uk) stating

name, address, school and date of birth. Others can pay on line at
http://www.englishchess.org.uk
There is a further £5 reduction for entries received this term.
Everyone will play 7 games during the afternoon and nobody is
knocked out. Each time you will play somebody with a similar score
to your own, and so most games should be between players of
matched ability.
Clocks will be used (15 mins + 5 secs) and all games will be ECF
graded.
For an entry form, or if you have any questions about this event,

KS3 HISTORIANS VISIT CAMBRIDGE
This academic year six KS3 historians have enrolled (Abiram Manoharan, Jamie Park, Joseph Crawford, Tony Lin, Johnny Moyse and
David Moyse) in the University of Cambridge’s history for schools
programme. In November they attended the first of three sessions
about public parks and their politics by Kristen Klebba. Today, every
town has a public park or two where residents can enjoy a leisurely
stroll or picnic on a sunny day. In early modern London, the idea
of a green space open to all was a new and controversial idea.
Students studied the individuals and ideals behind London’s first
public park, Moorfields, and examined the ways in which the place
was controlled, policed and managed in the period. On returning
to school Abiram in 7S reflected on the session,

“The Cambridge session was great. We were placed in a group with
other students aged 11-14. This event taught me many interesting
things about the nature of parks in the past. A Cambridge student
showed us many different people. We discussed how they behaved
in parks and in public. It was very interesting to study social history
during the time of the Great Plague and Charles II. We wrote a diary
entry, imagining that we were one of the members of the public.
We also split into smaller groups to design a park. I recommend this
event to other students who like history and enjoy being creative. I
look forward to attending another session next term”.
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CANTEEN MENU 15 - 18 DECEMBER

SOUP

MEAT CHOICE

VEGETARIAN
CHOICE
LIGHT BITES

JACKET POTATO
PASTA
SOMETHING
SWEET

Monday
Tomato soup
with Homemade
Bread
Honey Glazed
Chicken,
Sweetcorn,
Potato Wedges
Thai Spiced
vegetables
served on Egg
Noodles
Chicken
Drumsticks
Quorn Pastie
Served with
Beans/Cheese
Apple, Cranberry
and Orange
Crumble

WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU
15 - 19 Dec
Tuesday
Wednesday
Vegetable
Mushroom Soup
Noodle Soup
served with
with Homemade
Homemade
Bread
Bread
Lasagne served
Roast Turkey,
with wilted
Stuffing, Gravy
spinach
Roast Potatoes,
Parsnips
Sweet Potato
Wild Mushroom
and Coconut
Risotto
Curry with Rice
Chicken
Drumsticks
Vegetable
Samosa

Chicken
Drumsticks
Vegetable Roll

Served with a
Tomato Sauce
Rice Pudding
with Christmas
Fruit Compote

Served with
Beans/Cheese
Christmas
Pudding with
Custard/Brandy
Sauce

Thursday
Carrot and
coriander soup
with Homemade
Bread
Lamb Rogan
Josh, Rice,
Mango Chutney

Friday
XMAS HOLIDAYS

Roasted
Vegetable
Tortilla, Herbed
Potatoes
Chicken
Drumsticks
Hash Browns

XMAS HOLIDAYS

Pasta with
Cheesy Sauce
Chocolate Yule
Log with Cream

XMAS HOLIDAYS

XMAS HOLIDAYS

XMAS HOLIDAYS

XMAS HOLIDAYS

SCHOOL NOTICES
STUDENT ABSENCES DUE TO SICKNESS

LIBRARY BOOKS/DVDs

As usual at this time of year we are receiving a lot of calls first thing
each morning reporting absences due to sickness. If you don’t have
sufficient time to wait for your call to be answered, you can leave a
message giving details of a student absence on our absence line.
For the lower school, please dial the main school telephone
number (020 8773 2931) and when you get through dial 4 and
leave your message. For the sixth form when you get through
please dial 2 and leave your message.

Unless you have already asked Mrs Cowell, our Librarian, if you can
keep your Library books and DVDs over the Christmas holidays, you
must return them before the end of term.

Parents are respectfully reminded that if their son has sickness
or diarrhoea he cannot come into school for 48 hours. This
is extremely important in preventing the spread of illnesses
around the school.

LOST PROPERTY
As we come to the end of the term we have collected a large pile
of unnamed jumpers, trousers and trainers. Please ask your sons to
check the large green lost property bin next to the gym or in the
reprographics room for lost items. Any named property will be put
into the tutor group pigeon holes outside the staffroom waiting for
collection.
During the Christmas break any remaining lost property will be disposed of so we would suggest you ask your sons to check for their
lost property as soon as possible. Please do also use the Christmas
Break to ensure that everything your son brings to school is named
so that we are able to return anything that gets lost.
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SHOCK TACTICS PRESENT…

MACBETH
William Shakespeare’s

Wilson’s Main Hall, 7pm
th
th
Tues 16 & Wed 17 December 2014
Tickets: £6 Student, £8 Adult (Reserved Via Parentmail Or On The Door)

“The Thane Of Fife Had A Wife…
Where Is She Now?”

Performed By Students.
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STUDENT INVESTOR CHALLENGE
The ifs Student Investor Challenge is a UK wide stock market
investment game. All Year 10 Business Studies students (plus a
number of Lower Sixth Economists) have formed groups and have
entered this prestigious competition to make as much profit from
their initial £100,000 investment fund as possible. They have until
the end of January to make as large a return as possible as they
compete against around 7500 teams from around the country.

1
2
3
4.
5.

Budget Bill		
£110,174.93
Sharmalicious		
£107,945.53
Share the love		
£107,189.51
Loggidation		 £105,657.60
ArkTech			£105,625.53

If you would like to see how the groups are performing please see
the school’s league table at http://www.studentinvestor.org/portfolio-league.php?school=4924. The top 5 performing teams from
the school (as of 8/12/14) are –

PFA - 100 CLUB DRAW WINNERS - DECEMBER 2014
DECEMBER DRAW
1st
2nd
3rd

£61.25		
£36.75		
£24.50		

Mrs Nishat Damji
Mrs Erika Cooke
Mrs M Mincer

Congratulations to our prize winners this month.
If you would like to join the 100 club with the possibility of winning a prize each month you can obtain an application form by
emailing the PFA: PFA:wilsons100club@gmail.com or see
Wilson’s website under PFA.

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?
Congratulations to the winner of last week’s
competition, Alec Hodgson, 7C, who
correctly identified the image as The Glass Walkway, Tower Bridge, London, U.K. Please come
and see Mr Sturt in rm 24 for your praise points.
Congratulations to all who got this correct! On
to this week’s competition:
Where in the world is this (include the name
of the landmark and the name of the town
and country)? Simply email the information to
ADS@... and the first person with the correct
answer wins! Get
thinking............

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.
Tuesday A:
Fri A: 		
Tuesday B:
Friday B:		

C1
C1
C1
C1
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[Type text]

WE PRESENT
THE WILSON’S…

LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO)

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y 7-9
DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
Drama Games
Scene Study
Creating Characters
Debating/Discussing
Writing Plays/Films
Acting/Singing/Dancing
Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!
EVERY THURSDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.15pm in the
DRAMA SUITE (F23).

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9
Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school
science club teams in competitions!

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER

The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in
S10 from 3.30 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the
waiting list.
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
CHESS CLUB

All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime club (Monday,
Wednesday and Thursday). Those who aspire to play chess for
the school are encouraged to also attend Castles Chess Club
on Thursday after school from 3.30 to 5.00 p.m. In all cases the
meetings are in F12 in the Maths Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk)

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc

Are you interested in all things Geographical? If so, then this is the
place for you! Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m.
in Room 24. Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see
you there!

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB

This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to
solve. It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.

MANDARIN CLUB

Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB

DIscussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5 on
Wednesday lunchtimes. Bring your lunch. It is relaxed and
fairly informal. There is of course also free chocolate for all who
attend! Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s
voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS

Computing Drop In and Scratch Club
Mondays F5
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mr Poole
KS3		
KS4 & KS5
Tuesdays F4
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB

Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good
grades! If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then examiners will too. It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room
10 with Miss Lambert.

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB

Hordes of the Things club takes place every Friday lunchtime in
room 5. Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided.
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm
figures. Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch
hour.
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For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter.

SPORTS NEWS

FOOTBALL RESULTS

CHESS RESULTS

Monday 1 December
Wilson’s vs.Salesions ( Surrey Cup)
won
4-1
U15A

It was fantastic to have 36 Wilson’s pupils come into school last
Friday (a day off for students) to play chess for the school:
Wilson’s A beat KCS Wimbledon A 4.0 – 2.0
Wins for Adam Taylor, (U6), Pavan Murali, (U6), Vyas Raina, (L6),
Ryan Shankar, (L6),

Wednesday 3 December
Wilson’s vs. Richard Challoner (Surrey Cup)
won
3-0
1st XI
Wilson’s vs. Archbishop Tenisons
3rd XI
lost
1 - 3 (vs. 1st XI)
Wilson’s vs.Wallington County Grammar
5th XI
lost
1 - 6 (vs. 1st XI)
Wilson’s vs.Sutton Grammar
6th XI
won
3 - 1 (vs. 4th XI)
7th XI
drew
1 - 1 (vs. 4th XI)
8th XI
lost
2 - 3 (vs. 5th XI)

Wilson’s B drew with Reigate GS A 3.0 – 3.0
Wins for Jonathan Coombe, (9H), Aurideep Nayak, (7H).
Wilson’s C lost to
KCH Wimbledon Prep School

0.5 - 5.5

Wilson’s E lost to KCS Wimbledon B 3.0 – 9.0
Wins for Sachit Raghavan (7C) and Samino Fernando (8G)

Saturday 6 December - Wilson’s vs. Hampton School
1st XI
drew
1-1
2nd XI lost
0-7
drew
2-2
U15A
U15B
lost
1-5
lost
1-2
U14A
U14B
lost
2-3
U13A
lost
1-3
lost
1-8
U13B
U12A
won
5-1
U12B
won
2-1

9.5 - 2.5
Wilson’s F beat Reigate GS C
Wins for Andy Deng (8C), Hashim Hussain (9G, 2 wins), Adam
Phillips (8H, 2 wins), Neev Treham (L6, 2 wins) and Arenkan
Kularaj (8C, 2 wins)
Wilson’s U13 reserves lost to KCS
Wimbledon Prep School Reserves 2.0 – 10 .0
Wins for Varun Jain (8H) and Thivyesh Baskaran (7G)

BADMINTON
Our congratulations to go Mr Molyneux who won a silver medal
in his age group last weekend at the National Masters
Championships.
			

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

Wilson’s Update
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MERRY CHRISTMAS!
WILSON’S CAROL SERVICE AT CROYDON MINSTER
The end of the Autumn Term at Wilson’s is always celebrated with the Carol Service at Croydon Minster. The Minster is a beautiful Grade I
listed building and has a very long and illustrious history dating back to Saxon times. Many Kings and Queens were regular visitors including
Henry VII, Henry VIII and Queen Elizabeth I. It also had very close links with the Archbishops of Canterbury who had a Palace in Croydon.
Many Archbishops have worshipped in the Minster and six Archbishops of Canterbury are buried inside. The Minster looks particularly
beautiful at this time of year with the Christmas trees sparkling throughout the service, their lights reflecting in the stained glass windows.
The evening commenced with the Brass group, headed by Mr Willey. They sounded glorious as their fanfare reverberated through the
Minster welcoming all the guests. Many traditional carols were included in the programme, which began with ‘Once in Royal David’s City’
and a beautiful solo by Haris Ashley in Year 7. Wilson’s Full Choir sang ‘Sussex Carol’ and ‘For Unto Us A Child Is Born’; and Schola, the Wilson’s
Choir for boys whose voices are currently undergoing change, sang ‘This Little Babe’ and ‘Balulalon’. The Barbershop Group treated us all to
an amazing version of ‘Gaudete’. The carols were interspersed with readings, which were all very professionally spoken by the boys. It was a
really wonderful atmosphere and a pleasure to see the Minster full of people and to hear carols being sung with such enthusiasm.
This year the ‘Festive Fizz’ and mince pies were served in the Minster after the service, which finished the evening off beautifully.
Our thanks go to the staff at the Minster, our music staff, students, the catering team, the PFA and the Prayer Group and to everyone who
enjoyed the evening with us. This was a wonderful end to the term and the collection at the service raised over £250 for The Royal Marsden,
a very worthy cause.

Dates for your Diary
6 January
6 January
7 January
8 January
8 January

TERM BEGINS FOR ALL STUDENTS
Y11 Preliminary Option Form Return
Senior Prize Giving 7.00 p.m.
Early Finish (1.05 p.m.) for Prize Giving
Main School Prize Giving 2.30 p.m.

12 January
15 January
20 January
21 January
23 January

Prayer Group Meeting 8.00 p.m.
Y8 Parents Info. Evening 7.00 p.m.
Higher Education Evening 7.00 p.m.
Y7 Soloists’ Evening 7.00 p.m.
Jazz Dinner Evening 7.00 p.m.
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YEAR 7 CELEBRATION EVENING
Since September, every boy in Year 7 has received free tuition on an instrument or voice as part of the school’s music programme. Last
Wednesday all 186 students in Year 7 performed in a concert in the Main Hall, showcasing the results of a term’s work. This was the first
time they had performed together and they did so in front of a packed hall of parents and friends. We were treated to an incredible evening
of performances. Led by Mr Hann, our choral scholars opened the concert with their rendition of “This Little Babe”. All of our peripatetic
teachers have done an amazing job in such a short time. Each teacher chose a group of their best students to perform a short piece of
music. We heard various pieces including the percussion ensemble’s piece “Three of a Kind”, the clarinets’ rendition of “Enter the King” and a
rather stirring trombone piece called “Song of the Volga Boatmen”. The concert concluded with the entire year seven instrumentalists, led
by our inspirational Director of Music Mr Rogers, playing two pieces - “Mash Up Blues” and “Under the Sea”. It was a powerful and rousing
performance and was a testament to the hard work of all those involved.
The evening ended with the presentation of certificates to students who have made the most improvement on their instruments, to those
who were highly commended for their achievements and finally certificates were awarded to our most outstanding year 7 musicians. This
term these were:
Bassoon:		
Nye Flowers			
Oboe:		
Neo Tang and Harry Bowman
Clarinet:		Ryan Court			Percussion:
Leonard Nucinkis
Flute:		Leon Zhang			Trombone:
Danny Sampson
Horn:		Dexter Hicks			Trumpet:		Joe Chandler
						Voice:		Haris Ashley
This is the second year that the Music department at Wilson’s School has run this programme, which (to the best of our knowledge) no
other British school has attempted before. The programme has two aims. We want to ensure that every student at Wilson’s has the opportunity to experience specialist vocal or instrumental tuition, whatever their background or previous musical experience. We also want to give
every student the opportunity to experience what it is like to make music with other people.
On their first day at Wilson’s, every boy tried seven different instruments and proved their potential as singers. They chose an instrument (and fortunately, we were able to accommodate everyone’s preferences!). They received a free tutor book, a free instrument where
necessary, and have enjoyed a free weekly lesson with a specialist tutor ever since. Learning a new instrument is not easy. We have been
delighted with the effort the boys have invested this term, the way they conducted themselves on Wednesday evening and the way they
drew together as a year group to perform the music. In the words of one parent:
“This was a bold and ambitiously realised concept, the end product of which was an absolute pleasure to witness. The standard of all of the
pieces performed last night was remarkable and was a fitting tribute to the unflagging efforts of the staff. The final ensemble performances
were executed so well. Our son Alex was clearly thrilled to be part of such a project and was suitably adrenalized by the experience.”
None of this would be possible without generous financial support from the H R Taylor Trust or the support of the entire Wilson’s community: staff, students and (particularly) parents. Thank you to everyone for your help!
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THE BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT IN PICTURES

The pictures above were taken during the Year 12 field course at Aberystwyth.

Practical Biology – the immobilisation of enzymes. The pictures above show algal balls made to contain the enzymes which are later
placed in a column through which milk is dripped and broken down or hydrolysed to glucose the presence of which can be demonstrated.

Microscope work showing the structure of a plant stem with the beautiful spirals of lignified conducting vessels of the xylem.
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HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DAY - TUESDAY 27 JANUARY, 2015
The theme of this year’s event is Keep the Memory Alive as 2015 marks some significant anniversaries - 27 January 2015 marks the 70th
anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz-Birkenau and 2015 marks the 20th anniversary of the Genocide in Srebrenica, Bosnia.
The London Borough of Sutton wants students to participate in this event by submitting a poem, letter, story, artwork (including painting
or sculpture) or short film that reflects:
- memories of survivors and other witnesses,
- sharing memory as a legacy; or
- how should we memorialise the past?
The submissions will be unveiled by the Worshipful the Mayor of the London Borough of Sutton, Councillor Arthur Hookway, at the Holocaust Memorial Day event. A catalogue of the submissions will also be available on the Council’s website. Submissions will be received
from 8 December 2014 until 19 January 2015. Authors of selected work will be asked to present their submission at the event.
For more information or to submit work please contact Mr Englefield at Wilson’s School (ge@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk)
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CHESS SUCCESS IN BIRMINGHAM
16 Wilson’s pupils recently played for school teams in the
Birmingham School’s Chess invitation tournament. The first team
won their first four matches before losing their final match to the
winners, Haberdasher’s Aske’s. Wilson’s came 2nd and won the
visiting team trophy. The second team performed creditably
though they only won one match. The best individual performance
was by Ryan Shankar (L6) who won all five of his games and
therefore also won the board 5, board prize. Other players with
good scores were Adam Taylor (U6) and Tharshan Kuhendiran (9G)
who both won 4 of their 5 games, Kirishoth Sivalogarajah (L6) with
3.5/5 and Aranan Sivakumar (9B) 2.5/5.

7TH WILSON’S CHESS FESTIVAL
Saturday 10 January 2015 - 1.00pm to 6.15pm

There is a further £5 reduction for entries received this term.

Can you play chess? Then come to the Chess Festival!
The 7th Wilson’s Chess Festival is open to any Wilson’s School pupil.

Everyone will play 7 games during the afternoon and nobody is
knocked out. Each time you will play somebody with a similar score
to your own, and so most games should be between players of
matched ability.

This will be a UK Chess Challenge event and players scoring more
than 50% will qualify for the Surrey Megafinal. There will also be
the normal UKCC badges, mascots and prizes.
Entry fee is £15 but players will get a £5 discount if they are English
Chess Federation (ECF) members. Any junior who has not previously been a member of the ECF can become a junior member for
free by emailing the ECF office (office@englishchess.org.uk) stating
name, address, school and date of birth. Others can pay on line at
http://www.englishchess.org.uk

Clocks will be used (15 mins + 5 secs) and all games will be ECF
graded.
For an entry form, or if you have any questions about this event,
then please ask Dr Cooper. nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk

NATIONAL CIPHER CHALLENGE
The “Imitation Game”, now showing in cinemas, reminds us of the
importance of being able to crack codes. It is estimated that Alan
Turing and others working at Bletchley Park shortened the second
world war by 2 years.
Here at Wilson’s we have our own teams of code breakers who
are tackling the National Cipher Challenge problems set by the
University of Southampton. The tougher challenges require a
combination of maths and computing skills, similar to that seen
at Bletchley Park. Like at Bletchley Park, the skills of chess players
seem to have an important role in code breaking. (Hugh Alexander,
who was Alan Turing’s deputy and features in the Imitation game,
was a British Chess Champion.)

Our year 12 team, called “Metacognitio”, have just won a prize for
their solutions. Congratulations to Harry Goodburn, Daren Alfred,
Vyas Raina, Vatsal Raina, Vignesh Nallathambi Pillai – all of whom
coincidentally also play chess for the school. Our year 11 Team,
consisting of Luke Shortland, William Bowdery, Alexander Nielsen,
Carl Ntifo, Tyrese Bob-Amara have also performed creditably.

SCHOOL NOTICES
STUDENT ABSENCES DUE TO SICKNESS

LOST PROPERTY

As usual at this time of year we are receiving a lot of calls first thing
each morning reporting absences due to sickness. If you don’t have
sufficient time to wait for your call to be answered, you can leave a
message giving details of a student absence on our absence line.
For the lower school, please dial the main school telephone
number (020 8773 2931) and when you get through dial 4 and
leave your message. For the sixth form when you get through
please dial 2 and leave your message.

As we come to the end of the term we have collected a large pile
of unnamed jumpers, trousers and trainers. Please ask your sons to
check the large green lost property bin next to the gym or in the
reprographics room for lost items. Any named property will be put
into the tutor group pigeon holes outside the staffroom waiting for
collection.

Parents are respectfully reminded that if their son has sickness
or diarrhoea he cannot come into school for 48 hours. This
is extremely important in preventing the spread of illnesses
around the school.

During the Christmas break any remaining lost property will be disposed of so we would suggest you ask your sons to check for their
lost property as soon as possible. Please do also use the Christmas
Break to ensure that everything your son brings to school is named
so that we are able to return anything that gets lost.
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UNIVERSITY CHALLENGE - FINAL

It was with hope-filled hearts that three teams gathered in the main
hall on Thursday 11 December, for the widely celebrated annual
Wilson’s University Challenge. As the 6th form team ‘Quiztian Union’
comprised of George Barbantan, Sujay Nair and Dominic Pellew took
their seats to see which team of teachers would confront them, eager
to repeat last year’s 6th form team’s performance, the
teacher’s teams ‘Universally Challenged’ (Dr Moore, Ms Lambert, Mr
Sturt, Ms Rose) and ‘2 Squared’ (Mr Burton, Dr Cooper, Ms Jones and
Mr Lawson) faced off in the knockout round. Alas, despite ‘Universally
Challenged’s’ difficulty in answering the further questions on each
topic, quick thinking and rapid reflexes saw them secure a crushing
80 – 20 win over ‘2 Squared’. As the losing team shuffled off the stage
in disappointment, the student team Quiztian Union stepped up to
the plate. The early rounds saw despair in the minds of the Union, as
each question offered by the Chair Mr Cady quickly saw a buzz from
the teacher’s team, leaving them 50 – 15 down after the first volley.

They needed something miraculous to pull themselves back into
contention, and that miracle came in the form of team member Phil
Knott’s legendary mind proving its worth, clawing back points with
the occasional assistance of his teammates, leading to a score 65-75.
It was still anyone’s game to play for, when Quiztian Union achieved
a full round of correctly answered questions, taking the score to
65-90. The Universally Challenged secured another 20 points to set
the score at 85-90 as the final question was read out – ¼ multiplied
by ¾. Once more proving his worth, the remarkable Phil Knott’s hand
moved like a snake, breaking a few elementary laws of physics as it
slammed down on the buzzer, and the Quiztian Union mopped up
once more, collecting all of the last points, leaving the final score at
85-130, proving Universally Challenged’s name to be semi-accurate,
and achieving another successive win for the students.
Our thanks go to Mr Cady for agreeing to be the host and to Mr Poole
for keeping the scores.
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CANTEEN MENU 5 - 9 JANUARY, 2015
WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU
5 -9 January 2015
SOUP

MEAT CHOICE

VEGETARIAN
CHOICE
LIGHT BITES

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Tomato soup Green Vegetable
Carrot and
Cream of
with Homemade
soup with
Coriander soup Mushroom soup
Bread
Homemade
with Homemade with Homemade
Bread
Bread
Bread
STAFF ONLY DAY
Spaghetti
Roast Chicken, Beef Rogan Josh, Battered Fish
Bolognaise
Roast Potatoes,
Rice,
and Chips, peas
Carrots, Gravy Mango Chutney
Chicken
Goujons, Chips,
Peas
Quorn Cottage
Lentil Dhal
Roasted Frittata Spicy Vegetable
Pie, Gravy
served with Rice
served with
Burger, Chips,
Mixed Veg
Peas or Beans
Chicken
Chicken
Chicken
BBQ Chicken
drumsticks
drumsticks
drumsticks
Legs
Vegetable Pasty Veg Spring Roll
Veg Slice
Chicken Pie

JACKET POTATO
PASTA
SOMETHING
SWEET

Monday

Pasta with
Tomato Sauce
Rice Pudding
with Jam

STUDENT INVESTOR CHALLENGE
The ifs Student Investor Challenge is a UK wide stock market investment game. All Year 10 Business Studies students (plus a number
of Lower Sixth Economists) have formed groups and have entered
this prestigious competition to make as much profit as possible
from their initial £100,000 investment fund. They have until the end
of January to make as large a return as possible as they compete
against around 7500 teams from around the country. If you would
like to see how the groups are performing please see the school’s
league table at http://www.studentinvestor.org/portfolio-league.
php?school=4924. The top 5 performing teams from the school (as
of 16/12/14) are –

1
2
3
4
5

Budget Bill		
Sharmalicious		
Natus Vincere		
Share the love		
ArkTech		

£107,107.16
£104,055.30
£102,630.21
£102,401.56
£101,360.69

Served with
Beans/cheese
Lemon Sponge
with cream

Pasta with
NONE
cheesy Sauce
Chocolate Cake Chocolate Fudge
with choc sauce
Cake
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WE PRESENT
THE WILSON’S…

[Type text]

LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO)

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y 7-9
DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
Drama Games
Scene Study
Creating Characters
Debating/Discussing
Writing Plays/Films
Acting/Singing/Dancing
Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!
EVERY THURSDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.15pm in the
DRAMA SUITE (F23).

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9
Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school
science club teams in competitions!
The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in
S10 from 3.30 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the
waiting list.

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?
Congratulations to the winner of last week’s
competition, Michael Oduyemi, 7H, who
correctly identified the image as Ryugyong Hotel,
Pyongyang, North Korea. Please come and see
Mr Sturt in rm 24 for your praise points. Congratulations to all who got this correct! On to this
week’s competition:
Where in the world is this (include the name
of the landmark and the name of the town
and country)? Simply email the information to
ADS@... and the first person with the correct
answer wins! Get thinking and have a lovely
break ............

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.
Tuesday A:
Fri A: 		
Tuesday B:
Friday B:		

C1
C1
C1
C1
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
CHESS CLUB

All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime club (Monday,
Wednesday and Thursday). Those who aspire to play chess for
the school are encouraged to also attend Castles Chess Club
on Thursday after school from 3.30 to 5.00 p.m. In all cases the
meetings are in F12 in the Maths Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk)

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc

Are you interested in all things Geographical? If so, then this is the
place for you! Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m.
in Room 24. Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see
you there!

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB

This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to
solve. It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.

MANDARIN CLUB

Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB

DIscussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5 on
Wednesday lunchtimes. Bring your lunch. It is relaxed and
fairly informal. There is of course also free chocolate for all who
attend! Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s
voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS

Computing Drop In and Scratch Club
Mondays F5
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mr Poole
KS3		
KS4 & KS5
Tuesdays F4
1.15 - 1.50 p.m. Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB

Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good
grades! If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then examiners will too. It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room
10 with Miss Lambert.

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB

Hordes of the Things club takes place every Friday lunchtime in
room 5. Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided.
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm
figures. Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch
hour. During the February half term, on a day to be decided we shall
arrange a Hordes Of The Things day. This will involve games on all
the terrain boards, including the new boards . Players will be invited
to choose three commands per side, to allow for a more interesting
and flexible distribution of troop types. If anyone has a preference
for a particular day, they should let Mr Lawson know. Otherwise,
have a good holiday and come back on Friday, 9 January.
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For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter.

SPORTS NEWS

FOOTBALL RESULTS

CHESS RESULT - NATIONAL CUP

Monday 8 December
Wilson’s vs.Wallington Boys’ ( District Cup Quarter Final)
won
5-0
U15s
Tuesday 9 December
Wilson’s vs. Hinchley Wood (Surrey Cup)
U13s
lost
2-3
Wednesday 10 December
Wilson’s vs. Carshalton Boys’ (District Cup Quarter Final)
1st XI
won
4-1
Wilson’s vs. Esher College
2nd XI lost
1-5
Wilson’s vs. Royal Russell
3rd XI
won
5-0
4th XI
won
8-0
won
2-1
5th XI
6th XI
won
2-0
Friday 12 December
Wilson’s vs. Glenthorne (District Cup Quarter Final)
won
5-0
U12s
Saturday 13 December
Wilson’s vs. Queensland University (Australian touring
team)
drew
1-1
1st XI
Wilson’s vs. Glyn
U16s
lost
1-2
U15A
won
2-1
U14A
won
2-1
U13A
won
2-1
U13B
lost
1-5
lost
1-2
U12A
U12B
lost
1-4

Wilson’s A beat Graveney A
5.0 – 1.0
Wins for Tharshan Kuhendiran (9G), Philip Knott (U6), Vyas
Raina (L6), Vatsal Raina (L6) and Ryan Shankar (L6).

BADMINTON RESULTS
Badminton Surrey League
U.16 C v Southborough U.16 A
Wilson’s 		
won
9 -0
U.12 B V Howard of Effingham A
Wilson’s 		
won
6–3
U.14B V Howard of Effingham U.14 A
Wilson’s 		
lost
3–6
U.12 A V Tiffin A
Wilson’s 		

won

9–0

U.12B V Tiffin U.12B
Wilson’s 		
won

9-0

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

